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ABSTRACT
Thesis Title: The Role of Aptitude in Mastery Learning and Direct
Instruction in the Graduate Teacher Training Programme'
through Mastery
The problem under investigation was to find out whether achievement
of studentLeaming (ML) and Direct Instruction (DI) was dependent on the aptitude
teachers in the graduate teacher lraining programme or

not The objectives of the

study

them through Mastery
werc to ascertain the aptitude of student-teachers before teachitg
in their
Leaming and Direct lnstruction, to compare the high aptitude studenFteachers
Further
academic achievement through Mastery Leaming and Direct Instruction
in their academic
objectives were to compare the low aptitude studenFteachers

Moreover' to compare the
achievement through Mastery Leaming and Direct Instruction

academicachievementofsfudent.teachershavinghighandlowaptitudetaughtthrough
of Mastery Leaming group
Direct Instruction and to compare the academic achievement
study- The
and Dircct Instruction group of student-teachers lt was an experimental

B Ed programme in
population of the study consisted of student-teachers enrolled in
of 116 student-teach€rs
Federal College ofEducation, Islamabad The sample comprised
of B. Ed. class of

Federal College

of Education

Research findings revealed that the

in their aohievement after teaching
student-teache$ having high and low aptitude differed
the difference being
them through Mastery Leaming and Direct Instruction tespectively'
and
taught through Mastery Leaming The student-teachers with high

in favour of those

low aptitude did not differ in their

achievement wheD exposed

to teaching through

low aptitude however differEd in
Mastery Learning. The student-teache$ with high afld
the difrerence
thei achievement when exposed to teaching through Dircct Instruction'
Mastery Learning was found to
being in favour of student-teachers having high aptitude
low aptitude for teaching'
be equally effective for student-teachers having high and
for studentteachers having high
whereas Direct Instruction was found to be effective
Keeping in view the significance
aptitude. The major recommendations ofthe study were:
The text lessoo
of aptitude, the enrollment selection criteria may suitably be modified
have a positive influcrce on
plans, co-curicular activities and behaviour ofteacher may

aptitude. Therefore, these

aspects may

be improved and further rcsearch may

be

be developed based on these
conducted on these aspects. Instructional material should
grade lcvels These two models
two models ofteaching for different subjects at different

of teaching should be tested on
achievement.

under-achievers and over-achievers

irl terms of their

vtl
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION
Education rcfers to the development ofhuman skills and knowledge ofthe people.

In this regard, Butt (2007, p.1) stated that educational system ofa counhy is a minor that
replicates its existing social realities, hopes and ambitions ofwhat ideally it would like to

be.

Education has come out as force for the socio-eoonomic developmeDt of a nation.

Investment on education contibutes significantly towards the development ofthe human
capital as Pakistan EcoDomic Su.vey (2006-2007, p.i61) emphasized that education is the
basic driving force of gro$,th and development in an increasingly interr€lated and global

*orld.
According to Parkash (2003, p.29), education is an integral part of modem life.

Referring to teacher educatioq Khalid (1997, p.4) stressed that

in any

system of

education teachers inhabit the vital position. No education system can be superior to the

excellence

of its teachers. Baloch (19s0, p.116) indicated that

education and ieacher

training is the fundamental, most essential and most demanding problem involved in the
rcstomtion of any educational system. Government ofPakistan (1998-2010, p47) stated
that the worth of haining is uaswervingly associated with value of classrcom teaahing

The instructor plays key disposition dunng execution of every single didactic
improvement ahead of the basic stage. Pragmatically assessing that the instuctive
credentials, comprehension of the topic, capabilif, and expertise of Eaining and
dedication

of the educator

Govemment

encompass valuable collision

of Pakistan (2001-2015,

of

practices

of

educatiolr

p 99) stressed that distinctive education entails

motivated and proficient teachers at all levcls

According to Zubaida (2007), of all the education mechanism, the key one that
establishes t}le triumph or collapse of a state in educati g its citizens is the lunction ofthe
teachers. Their professionalism, knowledge and academic skills mould the miads and
persona of the next generations

(p.7). The teacher training has produced an entic chain
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of versatile tasks; to convert knorvledge and through it present as a role model and to
develop self-esteem of studenis. Refeffing to teacher training, Bansal (2007, p6)
expressed that the teacher trainiog institutions are facing the challenge ofpreparing a new
age group ofteachers to successfully use the new learning paraphernalia in their teaching
praclices,

Teaching is a dynamic and an objective

activiq. In this course of

action, one

person impa(s information and skills to another and its spotlight is to acquire uhnost
learning experiences. Whereas Hughes and Hughes (2004, p.319) defined, that teaching

is more than the resourceful deliverance ofmethodically prepared lectures. The solution
for success in teaching is that not only intelligent students can leam but also slow students
can achieve the goal.

The forthcoming teacher should have balanced personality, motivated to teachin&

in-service training

and has high scholarly capability. ln this

conn€ction,

Zafar (1997, p.84) deduced that the rolg of the teacher is now so extensive and vaded that

it is not possible to put down vastly definite necessities

at the stage ofadmission into the

training programme. Smith (1990) presented leaching leaming process

in

the

diagrammatic way given as under:-

Knowledge traosmitted
from exPert knower to
InexPerienced learner

Figurer l, Ewing, Croundwater-Smith and Le Comu (2003. P.87) (Teaching
challengeiand dilemmas), Nelson, Thomson Learning, Mexico, United Kingdom, United
States.).

ln this contex! Vanaja and Rao (2003, pp.101, 105) maintained that in the teacher
education programmes, steady research takes piace and pioneering ideas float up f'om

time to time. The very nature of teacher education programme permits for conslant
change. They further stated that a teacher education programme, by its incredible nature
and Enge, did not present for a differential aptitude ofmen over women or vice versa'
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K)'riacou (1996) in this regard expressed thal efficient teaching is concemed with

how best to bring about the prefened Eainee leaming by some educational activity
Spring (2003) stated that there continues io be an inbuilt logic to the educational supplies

for teache$- It is logical that teachers know: -

l.

Subject they are to instruct,

2.

Psychological and physical naturc of the leamels,

3

.

Methods by which studmts leam, and

4.

Best methods for teaching a specific subject mater

Most teachers' education programmes include all ofthe prior substance (p 3?)'
Classroom is a complex social environment within which teacher and students are
in the process of intemcting with each other. Accoding to Rao (2004' p 49), classroom
leaming takes place within a complex social environment. It is impeEtive to be aware

of

the effects ofsocial processes on childten's perfomances'

Sharma (2004, p.14) ,naintaircd that a Bachelor ofEducation classroom is

full of

alifferent students. They not only came down from dissimilar dwellings and a mixture

of

social environme[t. their interests are so varied that even if they have the same
very
undertaking in their minds to become good teachers, all of them wouldn't become
effectual teache$. Singh and Nath (2006, p.145) emphasized that the worth of teacheE'
in hrm, absolutely alepenals on the way in which they have received training through
teacher ftaining institutions.

In this

r€gards, Aisha (2002, p.210) recommended that

in ord€r to

uphold

profession'
eminence of education, aptitude test and attitude test be adopted for teaching
to
connection, Parkash (2005, p.22) informed that aptitude varies ftom student

In this

not be apFoPriate for
stualerrt. Thercfore, a solitary teaching method or prcgBmme Inay
Perfection in ealucation may rcsult from efforts to match iastructional

all stualents.

them'
methods and progmmmes for shrdents who are best capable to leam ftom

fiat
Refedng to aptihrde, Joyc€, Weil and Calhoun (2002, pp 323-324) stated
place of achievement of
customanly, aptitude is considered like a feature to compare in
Aptitude
leamer (There is straight relationship between aptitude and klowledge)
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that pupils ofdiverse aptitudes
moreover put foar'r'ard manner ofteaching, for the reason
in the direction oftheir
will be trained extra proficiently ilthe mode ofcoaching matches

us
iniellectual pattems (some model-relevant aptitudes helPs

to

choose and adopt

models).
expressed that superior
Anallzing teaching methods, Shahid (2006' p l35)

and

usefulmethodsofteachingareindispensableforleaming.Generally,defectivemethods
piychological methods of
of teaching result in poor Ieaming Use of modem and
methods of teaching A good method of
teaching is bene{icial in place of traditional
even to the slowest leamer' Poor
teaching makes the subject matter understandable
is not clear to student because of adopting
leaming is mostly because the subject mater

defectivemethodsofteaching.Finestmethodsofteachingwillresultinparamounttype
of leaming.
educationalists
In this respect, Siddiqui (2005, P3) explained that specialized
planned for generating classroom education'
revealed variety of models of teaching;

otherwise knowledge determinairt nnder
Apiece model va es within Particular category
instruction anallze definite
intention. Various developed models and methods of
to training No doubt' becoming
perceptions and philosophies of education in additiol
as a result of educationists is
skilled at as well as carry out the methods expanded
coflception along with philosophy that are
essential; further impeBtive is recognition for
indispensable for leading derivation of methods

l35) introduced and presented several models ofteaching
inshuctional process to bring changes in the
consisting upon different approaches for
Joyce and Weil (1985, P

performanceoftheleamers.Inthisregard,Joyceandweil(2002,p'xi)synlhesizedthat
systems family models are used in a broad
one ofthe gIoup ofmodels ie the behavioral
concepts and skills to increasing calm
range of applications, from teaching idormation'
and leaming to contlol one's
and rest. diminishing phobias, altering behavior
wide prospective for uses in school
performance. The models of this family' with
settings, are as under:

1

_

made available lvlastery
Bloom (1971), Block (1971) and Canoll (1971)
way of escalating the
Leaming which is well-organized and fascinating
performance'
possibilily that more students will accomplish mastery

5

2.

(1977)'
Direct Instruction by Brophy (1971), Good (1983), Becker
educational
Engelmann (1966) and Rosenshioe (1971) It' approaches
substance methodicallY.

3.

Leaming from simulations

of

Smith and Smith (1966) is a training

environment is
mechanism that directly represents reality but in which the

controlled.

4.

Social learning

of

Bandura and Becker (1981) educates about the

communitY and its Problems.

which conclude that direct
Siddiqui (2004, p.173) pointed out many studies'
leaming The qualities ofteachers
teaching can be successful for improvement ofstudent

task direction' passion
employing effective Direct Instuction contain clarity'

and

elasticity.TrainedDirectlnstructionteachersalsoclearlysysteinatizetheirpresentations
and occasionally use students' thoughts'

models which escort
Sadker and Sadker (2000, p 71) recommended four teaching

superioraccomplishmentofleamer'Th€seare(l)MasteryLearning(2)plojectmethod
Philosophy conceming Direct
(3) Direct Instruction furthemore (4) cooperative learning
new material in a patent mode'
lnstruction contains day by day appraisal, presenting
practice' weekly and
guided performance and respodse of teacher' self-determining
involve explicit objectives when
monthly reviews. Mastery Leaming pro$ammes
toil by their individual paces' After
pointed out through evaluation' In general, leamers
can ptoceed further' lnstructors regularly
attaining mastery of the previous work, they
perform a vital function imparting subject matter'

Instruction obligatory in
According to Borich (2001), procedures of Dircct
with in excess of klowledge of elementary
support of attaining mastery of substance
that may be crucial for successive knowledge'
details, policy as well as work progression

extent of Mastery Leaming which
Anderson and Block (1987) elaborated that the
of the period moreover actively occupies
transpires candidly relates in the direction

leamersilrrringprocedureofedification.Asalesult,maincomponentsofMastery
Leamingdelineateaswell.orgadzedapplicationoftimeofcoursegloupingalsodynamic
two major objectives' exercising
pupil peformance. Mastery Leaming encompasses
leamer performance are easy to
proficient time during teaohing moreover dynamic
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achieve through assessment

of tutofing

content.
succession, presenting innovative

instructing yet
practice, guidance furthermore

agaio

These recurring cycles may affange

soon as the ohosen
for Direct Instniction lesson As
almost all of the time Planned
comprehension in
esponds with activity preceding
co
appropriately
taught
substance
lnstruction hence
the finest indemnity layout of Direct
erudition'
rrl"""di'g
of
,uppo.t
utilization
accessible in favor of aft€rward
that information kept in mind moreover
appears to
reviewed that Mastery Learning
p
(p.248). Whereas Siddiqui (2004' l77)
is well ordered
work best when the subject matter

of teacher
vistas have emerged in the field
number of new initiatives and
methods and
have necessitate'l adoption of new
technologies
emerging
New
training
adopt a number
training in Pakistan as well Educators
techniques in the field of teacher
leaming and Direct
such models' namely' masterly
Two
world
the
over
all
of models
to the same
this research These models belong
upon
concenhate'l
were
Instruction
ln foreign studies' researchels fiequently
family
system's
behavioral
the
e.
i.
family
Pakistan'
Instruction but it is very rare in
study Mastery Learning and Direct

A

of the
largely depend upon pe$onnel irl favor
Mastery Leaming apProaches
that every
technological prccedues lt declarcs
accomplishment instead of other
instructorcanfacilitatealmosteverysinglepupiltogainknowledgeoutstandingly.The
fast and motivated
uncaling leamers to be taught like
educator can assist slow and
the goup and it is
progEmme but starts with tuto'ing
ildividualized
not
is
It
leamer.
by
into the ordinary classroom Likewise
willingly
it
amalgamate
to
feasible
conventionalinstfl]ction,thefainorbymeansofthismodelstaltsthroughanobjective
This step is a
earlier to the primary instruction
a
step
includes
quickly
but
the unit
direction ofthe effectiv€ness of
p,"-*r""r."nt Th" pretest is imperative in the
a dircct association between student
accor'ling to Bloom' there is

of study

because,

skills and knowledge'
partichation in leaming and preconditioned
each student can
Instruction is a conviction that
Direct
of
point
view
the
of
One
lt is a comprehensive
going on' then teaching is not occurring
leam and if leaming is not

modelthatcoversteachingproceduresforlo\,pedormingstudentsimplementingpolicy

andteachertraining.However,applyillgthismodel,oneshouldleadbyeffective

high points ofexactness
knowledge for accomplishing
previous
ofstudent's
identification
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focus gelerates better student
during divergent settings ofpractices- A strong aca'lemic

commitmentthatresultsbetterachievement'ThemostexceptionalexclusivitiesofDirect
elevated level of ieacher malagement
Instruction encompass ealucatlonal focal point, an
growth an afiangement of time organizing
aoal direction, supenor prospects for leamer's
moleover environment
general activities that classroom
In Direct Inshuction, particular teaching roles are

teachelscaoutilize.Ithelpstomakeuseofpreparedlessonscarefullybydividing
and taught unmistakably The origin
cognitive skills into small parts, ordered purposely
broad research ln ihis
of direct teaching is a principle, which has malerialized from
model,theteacherisaleader,onewhoarrangestheclassroom'aswellas'subjectmatte!
described as orderly and
to reproduce a visible academic focus lt is furthermore
planned class lecturc delivering latest
d)(Iamic. This model stresses the magnitude of
comments of instructor- The base of Dicct
knowleclge hailed by practices of leamer an'l
by means ofthe environment altd
Insiruction model is the theory that through interactions
intelligence may inclease and more
through controlling these inteBctions carefutly'

skillful teaching and leaming will transpire'
with human beings instead
By concluding above, Mastery Leaming is concemed
teacher knows how to facilitrate almost €sch
of other technological practices where every
or'linary clussroom circumstances where
every leamer to be lauSlt renarkably in the
and

teacher alreaaly holds the

curricula

li

facilitates each student to work' develoPs self-

directionandinspirationforleaming.Itstartsbywayofteachingingpups,moreovel'it
Leaming within ordirury
is not individualized Progm.mme' lntegration of Mastery
practicing Direct Instruction' the teache!
classroom is a potential. whereas, while
its link to previous knowledge or
objectives of the lesson and activities'
explains the

of the lesson and respoflsibilities of stude[ts
experiences, communicates about the stxges
leamels' contols
activities The teacher also gains the attentions of the
during those

teaching
the aptitu'le of stLldents and speeds up the
goals, selects appropriate resources for
process and assesses their performance'

are an academic focus' a high
The most p@minent ieatures of Direct lnstructions

.Iegreeofteacherdirectionandcontrol,highexpeclationsfo{Pupilpro$essasystemfor
Presenting material in
tim" and an atmosphere of relatively neutal affects
marraging

small steps. Major goal

of Dircct Instructions is

the maximization

of

student's
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leamingtime.whereasMasteryLeamingofanysubjectisdefinedintermsofsetsof
can
ofthe course or unit Mastery kaming
objectives that represent the purposes
major

that some
group instructional prccedures to ensure
be implemented simply by modilying

studentshavemotetimeandtheyrcceiveappropriateindividualinstructionaccordingto
the results.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

1.1

of low and high aptitude
at {inding out the comparative effects
when treated through the models of Mastery
level of the achievement of student{eache$

*" ,tO, "*,

Leaming and Direct Instruction'

OBJECTII'ES OF THE STUDY

1.2

after to accomplish the study:
The following objectives were sought

l.Toascertaintheaptiiudeofstudent.teachersbeforeteachingthemthrough
Mastery Learning and Dircct Instruction
2.

in their academic
To compare the high aplitude student-teache$

achievement

Instuction
through Mastery Leaming and Direct
3.

To compare the low aptitude

student-teachers in

their academic

achievement

Instruction
through Mastery Leaming and Diiect

of student-teachers having high ard low
To compare the academic achievement
aptitude taught through Mastery Leaming
of student-teachers having high and low
5. To compare the academic achievement
aptitude taught through Direct lnstruction'
of Mastery Leaming $oup and Dir€ct
6. To compare the academic achievement
of student-teachen'
lnstruction $oup (high and low aptitude)

4.

1.3

NULL HYPOTHESES
tested in this study:
The succeeding fifteen null hypotheses
mean aptitude scores of high aptitude
Therc is no significant difference between

Leaming and Direct lnstruction'
student-teachers assigned to Mastery
between mean aptitude scores of

2. There is no significant differeoce

Leaming and Direct lnstructiod'
sfud€nt_teachers assigned to Mastery

low aptitude
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3.

prc-test achievement scorcs
There is no significant difference between the mean

of high aptitude

and Direct
student-teachers taught through Mastery Leaming

Instruction.

4.

There

is no significant differcnce between the mean pre-test scores of

achievement

of low aptitude

stu'lent-teachers iaught through Mastery Leaming

and Direct lnstruction.

5.

pre_test sco{es of achievement of
There is rlo significant difference in the mean
and meafl Prc-test achievement scorcs of low

high aptitude

6.

student_t€achers

aptitude student-teachers taught thrcugh Mastery Leaming'
pre test scores of achievement
There is no significant dit'ference in the mean

of

of achievement of low
high aptitude student-teachers anil mean pre-test scores
aptitude student-teachers taught through Direct Instruction'

7.
8.
9.

posttest scores of
There is no significant difference in the mean pretest and
Ditect INtruction
achievement ofhigh aptitude student-leachers taught tkough
pre-test and posttest scores of
There is no significaflt difference in the mean
Mastery framing
achievement ofhigh aptitud€ student-teachers taught tbrough
pre_test and posttest scores of
There is no significant differcnce in the mean
Direct lnst{uction
achievement oflow aptituale student-teachers taught through

10. There

of
is no significant differelce in the mean pre-test and posttest scores

Mastery Leaming
achievement of low aptituale sh.ralent-teachets taught through
post-test scores of achievement
11. There is no signifrcant difference in the mean

of

and Direct
high aptitude stualent-teachers taught through Mastery Leaming
Instruction.

of
no sigflificant aliffereflce in the mean post-test scorcs of achievement
Dircct
Iow aptitude student-teachers laught through Mastery Leaming and

12. There is

INtruction.
of achievemedt of
is no significant difference in the mean post_test scorcs
of achievement of low
high aptitude student_ieache$ an'l mean post_test sco(es
Leaming'
aptitude stualent-teachels taught though Mastery

13. There

of achievement of
is no significant dilference in the mean post-test scores
of achievement of low
high aptitude student-teachers an'l mean Post_test scores
Instruction'
aptitude student-teachers taught through Direct

14. There

15.

There

is no significant

interaction between

low and high-1evel

aptitude

Leaming and Direct Instruction'
student-teachers when taught through Mastery
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1.4

SIGNIFICANCE OF TIIE STUDY

ofthe following reasons: The study was significant because

l.Theresultsofthisstudywillcommencefaroffinfindingefftcacyofmodelsof
teacher'
The
lnstruction and Mastery Leaming
insffuction process namely Direct

theirtrainersandcurriculumdevelopersarelikelytobenefitfromthisstudy.The
educatioMlmanagerswillbenefitfromthisstudybymonitoringteachingplocess
coming rcsearchers
study will be helpful for the
through models of teaching The
problems'
to explore further aspects ofthe

2.

be of interest to educational psychologists
The results of this study will also

becauseitcanprovideampleevidenceaboutthesuccessfulapplicationofthe
leaming of students The researchet
teaching techniques, which augment
anticipatesthatoutcomesofthesfudywillbeusefultotheprincipalsandteache.s
of colleges of education'

3.

for teachers' students and authorities'
The collected information wtll be beneficial

Thisinfomationwillbehelpfulindecision-makingandinnovationofteaching
administrators' policy makers' curriculum
methodology lt will also help planners'
developers, supervisors and researchers'

DELIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

1.5

1.

study:
Following were delimitations in the
B. Ed. Student{eachers ofsession 2005-06

in Fedeml College of Education'
2. Female Student-feachers studying

Islamabad.
the course'Educational Psychology'
3. Female student-teachers studying

1.6

PROCEDURE OF TIIE STUDY

[.6.]

PoPulation

120 students enrolled in
The population of the study comprised
ofEducation' H-9' Islamabad'
(2005-06) in Fedeml Govemment College

B

Ed'

session
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1.6.2

Sample
The sample consisied of 1t6 student-tcacheN

Education, Islamabad. The researcher

se

ofB

Ed. class of Federal College

lected I 16 student-teachers out

of

of

120 student-

teachers. After assessing these 116 student-teachers thrcugh aptitude scale, they were
divided into two gtoups, each group having 58 srudeni-teachers of high and low aptitude
respectively. Student-teachers with high aptitude were further divided randonrly into two
groups naLnely Mastery Leaming with high aplitude (MLA) 8nd Direct Insftrction with
high aptitude (DIA). Stualeot-teachers with low aptitude were also divided randomly into
two groups namely Masiery Leaming with 1ow aptitude (MLB) and Direct Inskuction

with low aptitude (DIB). Each Sroup had 29 shrdent-teache(s The aptihde score was
measureal tlfough aptitude scale administered on student-teachers ofB Ed Class'

1.6.3 Design
The design of tlle study was factorial, which is an extension of true experimental

design. There were two independent variables ie. method and aptitude The dependent

virirble wri !ludellt achic!

emenL.

1.6.4 Tools o{ Rcscarch
The tools tttilized

ir

the study werc as undel: -

l.

Aptitude scale

2.

Pre-tcst and Post_test ofrchievement

1.6.5 Content Taught
was fmm
The selection of matelial for Mastery Leaming and Dircct lnstruction
course of Educational Psychology

ofB

Ed.

1.6.6 Formation of GrouPS
The composition olfour expcrinental gloups was as under:

1. The experimeital g.oup of

stLrJcnt-teachcrs

rvith high aptitude taught through

student-tcachers

with high aptitude targht through

Mastery Leaming.
2. The

experi ental group of

Dircct Instruction.
3.

taught lkough
The experimcntal group of sludent_teachers with low aptitude
Mastery Leanting.

4.

taught through
The experimental glolrp of studenl_teacheN with low aptitude
Direct lnstruction.
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5.

methods i e'
in the study as there were two
Factorial Design (2 x 2) was applied
i e high and
and two levels of aptitude
Mastery Leaming and Direct lnstruction

low.

1.6.7 Procedure

subject

a
the teaching of'Educational Psychology"
with
conducted
was
The experiment
four chapt;rs to teach in ten weeks'
level through ML and Dl selecting

ofB Ed.

Thestudentshadnotstudiedthesechaptersearlier.Thetwoteacherstaughtthese
chapte$ to four grcups of student-teachers

A number of 116

and ltrst
student-teachers were taken

of all their aptitude level

high aptitude
scale Those 58 student-teachers having
was calculated from the aptitude

levelweredividedintohvogroupsi.e.MasteryLeamingwithhighaptitudeandDirect
58 student-teachers
consisting of29 student-teachers
Instruction with high aptitude each
i e Mastery Leaming
divided into two other $oups
also
traving tow aptituae tevel were
with low
low aptitude and Direct Insttuction

with

aptitude Each $oup was

thus

comprised ol 2q srudent-leachers'
an
achievement of student-teachers'
With the intentio! of measuring the
herself'
that was made by the rcsearcher
achievement test was a'lministered

well as subjective questions'
consisted offive objective as
Achievement test of 100 marks
and post-testing
which was administered in pre-testing
these fours groups
qualifications wero deputed to teach
Two teachers having equal

ofstudent.teachersforaperiodoftenweeks.Assignmentofoneteacher.wastoteach
with low aptitude group and
aptitude and Mastery Leaming
high
with
Leaming
Mastery
theotherteachertaughtDirectlnstructionr,ithhighaptitudeandDirectlnshuctionwith
vhile pre-testing two
achievement test was applieC
l,ow aptitude $oup Afterwards
goups of Direct
Iow and high aptitude) and two
g,oup. of Ma.t"ry Learning (having
measudng their
aptitude) student-teachers for
lnshuction (having low and high
groups' achievem€nt test
ten weeks teaching to four
of
completion
After
performance
evaluating their performalce'
was administered as post_test for
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of aptitude scale and scores of pre-test
Finalizing the exp€riment' measurement
this pupose'
h'?otheses of the study For
coilected in support of testing

and post-test

applied'
specific statistical techniques

1.6.8 Analysis of Data
Afterobtainingthelawscores,thelistswerepf€pare.lSeparatelyfoleach
interPreted by applying t-test and
collecte'l was analyzed and
Data
group
experimental

u-,on, *Ouo.

in the study was 0 05'
The level of significance used
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CHAPTER

2

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
discussion under
This chapter contains the presentation ofrelated litemlure and

the following topics: -

1.
2.
3.
4.

Mastery Leaming

Direci Instruction
Aptitude
and Direct
Review ofthe relate'l studies on Mastery Leaming

lnstluction.

5.
6.

Teacher Education
present study
Implications of prcvious research for the

2.1 MASTERY LEARNING
Mastery Leaming model: Singh (2005) has given following objectives of

1. Facilitating every pupil in the hail of

2.

endeavor at his personal pace during

components of study in educational progression
leamer
up a certain magni de of mastery in every

Building

personal tendency of leaming
Extending in them commencement and
4. Promoting the problem solving during coutse of action'
(p
5. Supporting self-evaluation and inspiration for leaming 45)
have much inspiration bv
Shahid (2006) synthesized that Bloom's thinking
As Bloom interpreted it' the Canoll Model
Carroll's Model of School leaming (1963)

3.

madeitclearthatifstudentsnormallydistributedinrelationtoaptitudeforsomesubject
instruction (the same in terms of quantity
and all students are given accurately the same
andexcellenceofinstructionandleamingtimeallowed),thenachievementcalculatedat
conditions'
dispersed on normal curve Under such
the completion ofthe subject will be
and achievement will be comparatively
the relationship (conelation) betlveen aptitude
hish.

ABILITY

Figure-2

ACHIEVEMENI

TNITORM INSTRUCTION fOR ALL LEARNERS
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in the direction of
placed on normal curve about
learners
if
confiary,
the
On
desires
is suitable to distinctiveness and
oftutoriflg
worth
as
well
as
type
the
aptitude but
of the subject The
of srudents will achieve nastery
majority
the
pupil,
each
rega.ding

"oi"tu,iln

in

.*tt

linked with aptitude'
advances zero when achievement

"u'es

TheaboveargumentmakesitclearsoastoMasteryLeaminghaPpenstob€
lt afflrms that a tutor assists
instruction and comprehension

salguine premise as regaids
is made
provided quality of instmction
outstandingly'
knowledge
gain
most leame$ to
student (p 141)
appropriate for the individual

ABILTTY

Figure

-3

ACHIEVEMENT

FOR ALL LEARNERS
APPROPRIATE INSTRUCTIONS

is Bloom's
that the trial product for this approach
E aut (1989, p.423) elaborated
approach has
Anderson (1975) stated that this
leaming for Mastery as Block and
and
and had a major effeot at the elementary
education
of
field
the
within
developed
between
He concluded that one important chaBcteristic
s"condary ler"ls of schooling
noting that
instructional techniques is worth
Mastery Leaming and other individualized

conhastingfurtherindividualizedtechniques;MasteryLeamingispremeditatedfol

embraced
ofclassloom whelever instructor beforehand
applying in the classic conditions
leaming must be
a preset period' and where students
in
complete
must
They
curricula.
to time Morcover'
must be handed over f'om time
evaluated and g&des or marks
morc
largely on individuals for their accomplishfient
Mastery Leaming approaches relish
procedure Educators and students are
willingly compared to equipment with technical
techniques and
used effectively and those available
accountable for ensuring that time

materials are in use as needed'

of

point
Leaming a'lvocates so as to focal
According to Carroll (1989' p 1)' Mastery
on behalf of diverse learners to gain
teaching must be predetermined time

knowledgeofthesimilarsubstance.ltisindisparitybytheo?icalmodel(establishedon

l6
time
intelligence theories) wherein each and every one taught within equal specified
that aptitude is
furthermore focal point is on divergence in competence' He concluded
mostly determined of time essenrial for leaming

2.1.1 Impact olMastery Learning
Joyce and Weil (2002) described Mastery Leaming as follows:

by Bloom
Mastery Leaming is an outline for planning Instructional cycle' devised

of
and Carroll (1971) furnishes condensed furthermore attention-gabbing mode
achieve reasonable
escalating the possibility with the aim of additional students will
extent ofperfomance within subject matter (p 329)'

(2002,

weil and Calhoun
Basic theoretical idea in Mastery Leaming according to Joyce'
took
p.323) founded over Canoll's (1963, 1971, 1977) remarkable perception that

aptitude like
place conceming aptitude implications. Carroll, on the other hahd' anallzes
willingly than his or her
the time quantity it takes somebody for gaining knowledge' more
In Canoll's views, pupils by extremely low aptitude whefl
acquiring

potential for

it.

for
tauglt through meticulous typed education just seize much of time

attaining

proficiency as compated !o higher aptitude pupils'

along with more
Carroll (1971, pp.37-41) described that Block and Bloom'
of Mastery Leaming considered execution of it merely through amending

promoters

leame$ given more time besides
conventional educational procedures to guarantee that
with outcomes from formative
obtaining suitable individual coaching consistent
assessment.

2.1.2

FuDctioning of Mastery Leardtrg
Leaming means in
Keller and Sherman 097a, p'37) indicated that the Mastery
By deducing properly that because every pupil answers ninety-nine

fact ideal outcomes.

acceptable Some more
percent problems appropriately, given the solitary inaccuracy
constraint of€ighty six percent will lift queries
concession with mastery injudicious as the
adequate Now will be desi&s of fractional
seeing that to why eighty four petcent is not

acknowledgment.Theantagonistmethodsbynegotiatingconcemingrankingpromptly
with superior self_esteem' on which
recommence to class teaching. The shared revetence
document required to cladry'
course positioned, declines Course proclamation
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aSstan.lar.lforasuccess,isexcellence,Inthisfegar.lbloom(19?4)elabontedthat
of rw*o asPects' Initial' Mastery Leaming is
Mastery Leaming fundamentally comprise
knowledge'
positive philosophy regar'ling e'lucation moreover

the

established,

of assisting
declares that every hstructor be capable
Effectively, phiiosophy ofthis model
swiftly and self-confidently The tutor knows
almost every one to be taught rema(katily'

howtofacilitateslowanduninterestedpupilstogainknowledgeofsiilaltoquickand
philosophy asserts' develops lumerous leamers'
motivated pupils. Such leaming, the
accomplishment besides several oppottunities
prospects for lasting societal and individual
personal
ConscientioNly, the leamers atlain those indispensable
how to additionally clave to assume lifelong
competencies, which make surc they know
essential skilled proficiency' which
knowledge with the educators attain various
Leaming is a lay down
they can teach and remain iloing so Later' Mastery

for instructols

too

guarantee that

perlormance so as to coflstandy aid
of old and new personal educatioMl judgments and
These suggestions and
all pupils to leam remarkably, rapidly and self confidently

nearly

supply of help to studeats when and
applications produce instruction that is a syslematic
to achieve
leaming difhcnlties, proviiles enough time for students

where they have

mastery (p 6)'
mastery and provides a clear criterion ofwhat represent

of the Mastery Leaming
Bloom's practical involvement in the development
teaching approach that would
approach to instruction was to delineate a classroom
long each student be taught For this
systematically differ, as obligatory, how and how

reason,hecamebacktotheearlierapproachofwashbume(1922)calledtheWinnetka
(1926) Out ofthe resemblances ofdrese
Plan and especially to the approach olMorison
approach'
two approaches, he called the fundamentals of his own

McNeil (1969, p 308) has abridged some ofthese elements

as

under -

(a) The stuilent should comprehend the basis of the assignment to leam'
(b) Definite teaching goals conceming to the assigllment must be devised'
(c). It probably helpful just before splitting lessons or else topics into
diminutive comPonents

(d)

leamer meticulous
The teacher should present fee'lback as to be the
mistakes furthermore intricacies followifig assessment

(e)

The educator should uncover manners

to

adjust th€ time various

discussion
individuals require to gain knowledge ofarea under

l8
(p 308)'
alternate chances oflearning
Cranting ofpossible gainfut
the accomplishment
two elements are important to
Guskey (198?) stated that the
remedial as well as
elements contain: response'
two
These
Learning
of Mastery
methods (pp 19-22) He
cofiespondence with teaching
moreovel
proce'lure
enhancement
during that
stu'lents in peer tutoring coursewolk
appoint
teachers
that
concluded

(q

"o.."".iu"uno"n,i"ll.entpupilsworkjointlywithinpanelsfolrnakingcertaineveryode
arriveatmasteryposition.stipulatingeveryoneaccomplishesmasteryafterfinal
(pp'3342)'
exceptional prizes and recognition
evaluation. the whole panel gets

that Mastery Leaming
and Dulaney (2000) synthesized
Kauchak
Eggen,
Jacobson,

istheindividualizedtechniquepermittingpupilstogainknowledgeoftheirpersonal
ofthis model starts
instruction' the teachel by means

speed The same as in conventional
instruction This step is a
a step earlier to the primary
though a goal but quickly includes
leame$
are to conclude stipulation the
The purposes of pre_assessment
0,"-ur,"rrrn"n,.
part of lessons also to
just before facilitate them to start the
possess prescribed e*pertise
the components' goals' Pretest stands
find whether the learners by now mastered
to Bloom'
oi the unit of study because' according
sigrrifi"ant towa.d the effectiveness
and preconditioned
student participation in leaming
there is a direct association between
start of Mastery
rcsearchers furthel shessed that
skills and knowledge (p213) The
Another feature
and not individualized programme
Leaming is tuloring in grouping
within ordinary class teaohing (p'238)'
includes its feasibility for integation

of Mastery
described that the basic doctrines
Husen and Postlethwaite (2000)
and Herbart
of earlier period as Commenius' Pestalozi'
Leaming outlined by educators
ln
from tho writo-ups and research ofBloom
(Bloom, 1974), up to date functions stalk
mainly
chain of explorations watching how
the decade of 1960, Bloom commenced
instruction might be adapted to imptove
powerful features of tutoring and individualized
leam at
classes He expelienced that while students
student leaming in group-based
deliverance of
become skilled at excellently affer
different rates, practically each one
conditions'
ciroumstances Under these mole suitable
rcquired time and suitable leaming
of
possibly might obtain the same high level
Bloom alleged aimost every learner
achievementthatusuallyaccomplishedbyonlyafewtopstudentsundermoretraditional
types of instruction (pp 3625-3626)'
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Bloom (1971, p.3627) recognized tha! with cautious scheduling, a teacher's
primary approach to teaching is likely ta be propel for many, and possibly even most, for
the students in the class. Because of the individual differences among students, however,

that approach is likely to be imptoper for sonre. Corective procedures make other,
expectantly morc suitable, approaches accessible to those students so that a much larger

of students leam well and reach high levels of achievement. Bloom believed
that by giving students these betier leaming conditions; nearly all could leam
segment

outstandingly and accurately.

2.2

Direct Instruction
Gunter, Estes, and Schwab (2003, p 147) evaluated that the Direct Instruction

model can include other strategies. Graphic organize6 can use in steps to enlighten
students

ofthe theoretical organizaiion of new knowledge Organizers offer

indicarion point

!

ithin the content ofa tesson At step

Instruction EveDt

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Creating awar€ness
Let pupil know of lhe goals

Recollectionofpreviousknowledge
Exposing to mohvational material
Offering counseling for leaming
Showng up the assessment

Giving cornrnents conceming assessmeflt
evaluating outcomes ofpupils
Improving perpetuation of knowledge

I

an htangible

present new materials

Possible Instructor Action

r
t
.
.
.
.
r
r

Writing on board, verbal, or handout
Teacher or student summary; questions
Teacher student media
Teacher provide examples on board, student
attempts examples, teacher walks aromd
Class suggestioos, individual promPting
Class examples lab activities, hornework
verbal comments on work
Verbal or w tten comments n rks gEd€s

in Subsequent lessofls Provide
additional diverse exarnples.
Repeating

Source: Shambaugh, N and Magliaro, S.G (2006, p.148) Instructional Design, A
Systematic Approach for Reflective Practice. New York- Pea$on Education'
Joyce and Weil (2002) elaborated that aithough based on the studies ofefficient teachets,

Direct Instruction has its theoretical genesis in the behavioral family,particularly in the
philosophy of training and behavioral psychotogists. Training psychologists
have paiil attention oo people to cary out complex behaviors that entail

a high degree

of

,o

with others'
exactness anal often s)'nchronization
and tasl arlalysis'
situations are task definiiion

Their focal offerings to leaming

Theinstructionaldesigndoctringsprojectedbybehavioralpsychologistsfocuson
by dividing the
objectives besides assignments'
within
student
of
theoretical assessment
which make certain
incrcasing trainiog proceedings
segments'
minor
*ithin
assignments
state withit
Finally' organizing the whole leaming
segment
minor
every
of
mastery
as well as
of one element to a different element
chains, make certain ample rePosition
weil and
pnor to highly develop leaming (Joyce,
attainment of rcquireil leaming
Calhoun,2003, PP 337)

2.2.1 ImPact of Direct INtructiotr
that Direct lnstruction has important but
Joyce and Weil (2002' p 33'.) stated

rcsdctedfunctionwithinwide.fanginginstructiveprog@mme.Reviewe'sofDirect
leither in favor ofthe
use of this technique is not suitable'
hstructioo wam that ftequelt
leamer'
entirc objectives flor in support of every

In spite of the cautions and the
of
comParatively firm expenmental rccord
stipulations, Direct INtruction has a
accomplishment, getting steady,

if modest' effects'

focal point' elevated leicl of
Mainly outstanding attnbutes incluile: educational
hopes for student advancemen! a scheme
teacher discipli[e anil management' superior
influence Academic fcrcal
time with proper environment of impartial

for organizing

on the task and concluding of academic
point means that one places main concem
actlvity is acceutuated; the Use of
responsibilities. Dudng instruction' academic
nolacailemicmatenalsfolexample,toys,gamesandpuzzlesisde.emphasizedo.even
questions
stu'lent_teacher rclations' such as
dispiited, as is nol_academically onent€'l

Numerous studies have exposed that a
about self ol debates of personal apprehension
student engagement and consequently'
strong academic focus generates better
1970'
Airasian' and Kellaghan' 1980 Rosenshine'
achievement (Fisher 1980; Ma'laus'
1971, 1985) (P.338).

According to Joyce and Weil (2002)' teacher

and control crops lrp when

'lirection
theteacherchoosesanddtectstheleamingtasks'upholdsavitalrcleduringinstction

2l
pr-o.spects

lnstructo$ gain superior
nonacademic pupil talk
of
qualtity
the
and minimizes
requires intellectual
for educational development
Uus apprehension
",
advancement They anticipate
complimentary to scholastic
performance
with
brilliance
(pp 338)' A main goal
and quality of work
qualtity
of
terms
in
more from their stu'lents
(2002)' is the expansion of student
as statecl by Joyce and weit

tl"nr.a

*"-*t

of Dtect lnstruction,
leaming time. Many teacher

behaviors set

Lrp

achievement
to be associated with student
anil pace ofpupil's attainment'

assiglmeot time ofleamer
are actually associate'l through

bothinorderlinkedbyleamerachievement.Consequently,theactionsintegratedwith
favour of leamers,
plannecl, educational setting in
form
to
intefl.Ie.l
Instruction
Dircct

and occuting all
liking keenly occupie'l throughout teaching

advanced

late ot

(pp 338)'
otherwise more of their assignments
accoirplishment, 90 % proficiency
academic focus
that teachers shoul'l genemte an
Brophy (1981, p 338) emphasized
Research is
as criticisms of stu'le[ts' behavior'
pmctices
negative
such
avoid
and may
b€nefit
on student results: Some students fiay
aftect
positive
of
role
the
on
luciil
less
effectlve
some foms ofpraise are more
more ftom poise than othe$ may;

319)' the expression Direct
As maintained by Joyce and Weil (2002' Pp
The
who refere'l it as th€ pattem of instruction
Instruction useil by investigators

group of leamers'
theory or expertise to an outsized
ealucator's aim is clarifying a fresh
well as pe6uadirg
in the guidelines of instructor as
testing comprehension while working
of instructor'
leam€rs to keep on working in the supeflision

Direct
that before presentlng new coltent in
Joyce and Weil (2002) observed
the students
an outline fol the lesson and fafiiliarize
Iostruction, it is helpful to establish
clarify the
the beginning of a lesson aimed to
to the new material Remark ma'le at
leaming
an'l actual material of ihe successive
students the purposes, proce'lures
commitmeot duriog the
associated with better stu'lent
are
coftments
Such
experience.

leamingactivityandwithoverallachievement(Block1980;Medley'Soar'andCoker'
appeamnces
These interpretations can take various
1984: Iisher 1980; Medley' 19?7)
incllrding as under

(1)

_

knowledge

student's relevant Previous
Introductory activities that excite
the
BroPhy' 1979) such as analyzing
structures (AndelsoL Everison and
previous day's

wo*

(Rosenshine' i985);
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(2)
(3)
(4)

tutorial;
Debating on the objectives conceming
assignrneflt;
Clarirying overt guidelines regarding
the pupils employ and elabonting
Explaining tunctions of equipm€nt
overview of*Ie lesson (p 339)'
activities oflesson; and (5) Giving an

2.2.2. trutrctioning of Direct Instruction
that there are Iive
Joyce and Weil (2002, p343) indicate

Phases

of

Direct

giving lesson' prearrangecl performance' directed
IDstruction containiflg; familiarization,
pedormance Nevertheless' by means of Dircct
performance as well as alrtonomous
identification of student compieheosion ot
Instruction, one must proceed with effectual
to pun off
possess required information with ability
desigmted talents certain that they
elevateal level ofacclfacy in varied settings
pp 343-344)' Dircct Inshuction has thrce
As explaircd by Joyce and Weil (2002'
presentation stage: _
important phases in eriecuting the plan of lessoo

1) The teacher explains

to be
the objectives of the lesson and the level of activities

Perfomed;

2)

its link to previous knowledge
The teacher elaboiates the content of the lessorl and

ol experiences; and

3)

with responsibilities ofstudents
The teacher converses about tutorial phases
during various activities'

model precedes academic content
Joyce and Weil (2002, p'345) defined that this
inspiratiofl in cadence and forhfication'
methodically, designed to ploduce and maintain

Inthecoulseolaccomplishmentalrdconstuctivecriticism,helpsthisinthedirectionof

increasedsenseofworth.TheyfurtherdescribedthattheprinciPlesofrcachonthat
help students to work according to
managed by the [eed to provide Lnowledge ofresults'
contains sequenced
and present rcinforcement The suPport system

their capabilities

positions develoPed by the individually
leaming tasks, sometimes as elaborative as the
team.
Prearanged insmrction
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have depicted Direct tnstruction through
Joyce, Weil and Calhoun (2003' p l43)

of academic conten! skills' student motivation'
the foilowing diagram prcsenting mastery
lnsffuction modell _
ability and self esteem encompassing Dircct

Fisure-4

OF DIRECT
TNSTRUCTIONAI AN'D Nt TRIENT EFFECTS
INSTRUCTION

INSTRUCTIONAL
dent motivation

Gtf-pacine ability

and skills

Direct
Instructional
Model

"-'''- ,i]lii

eaiiio"r

Models ofTeaching

and Calhoun' E (2003' p 343 )
-Toronto'
Allvan and Bacon Boston London

Source: Jol ce. B . Weit.
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a
Woolfolk (2000) maintained that nhmerous psychologists have acknowledged
Rosenshine (1979) states
teaching approach as that relateal to aalvance student leaming

thisapproachasDilectlnstructionorexplicitteaching(1986)'Good(1983)appliedthe
Instruction is the mastery of
term active teaching for similar apprcach- The aim of Direct
given in schools'
fundamental skills as evaluated by the tests commonly
As Rosenshine exPlains:

_

of instruction
"Direct Instructlon offeE academically prepated' formal settings
And presents process of
unaler guidance of teacher with arranged equipment
enough cyclic time
instruction with observable objectives just before leamers;
of sllabi and appraisal of leame$
assigned for tutoring, extensive
'lisclosure
Instruction' tutor manages
furthermore instant rcsponse to pupils Within Direct
aptitude of leamers" and
educatioMl objectives, selects topics pertilent for the
arranged statements in
speeds up the intellectual modus operandi Using

deliveranceoflessonhowevernot.lifficult.Knowled8eofstudentsflorrrishesina
ftiendly envirooment

(1

979, P'38)"'

According to Becker

(t

prograrlrmes
977), the most familiar functions of extensive

ofDirectlnstructionwerepreparedtakingintoaccounteconomicallypoorandlow
that extended Head Start into
attaifling beginners. Review of project follow tkough
Instruction
gades, the University of Oregoo has' exposed that Direct
elementary

on cognitive and affective realms while
(Becker' 1977) Overall' the
comparing it with the other eight major progmmmes
generated considerable variations equally

well un'ler the 25s Percentile nationally in
studeots in this progBmme went fiom being
the proglamme to being in the 50t percentile
reading, in math a'Id spelling before starting
grouping' teacher
by the third gtade. The programme appeals unde6ized

or above

orietltedinstructionbymeansofcautiouslyseriesofdaybydaycoachinginreading,
mathematicsandvelbalcommunication(Becker,Engelmann,camine,andRhinp,l98l).
of excellent educatlon not because
A positive self_concept revealed in stu'lents as result
of objective to be attained (pp 92l ''22)
(2000' p 62) defined that the doctnnes on
Jacobson, Eggen, Kauchak and Dulaney

from broad research ln this model' the
which direct teaching is found have materialize'l

positionoftheteacheristhatofthepowerfulincharge,onelvhoorganizeseDYi.onment
perceptible educational focal point Besides
moreover put together topics to repro'luce

the direct teachi[g
otherwise unequivocal instruction'
knowledge
'l)'namic'
well thought-out tutorial wherein latest
model accentuates importance of a
an'l teecher comments accordingly'
presented afterwaral leamers practice'l

described methodical,

lhat the model founded on the
Engelmann an'l Bereiier (1966) suggested
intemctions by means of the environment'
postulation that intelligence develops through
teaching (also
these interactions; a more proficient
and that by cautiously controlling
leaming) can be accomplished (p 3)

period of Project Follow tkough
The DISTAR progomme got fame for the
in Public education'
(196?-1995), the major Amencan financed rcsearch
The charactenstics of Direct Instruction comprise:

L
L
2.
3.
4.

Explicit and systematic iostruction
Crouping based on abiliry
Emphasis on spe€il and competence of instruction
Regular assessment
Professional development / coaching

or as compon€flt of a school
Direct lnstruction applied as separate interventioo
progmmme develope6 advocate vigilant
wide restructuring attempt. In both cases, the
ggamntee an elevated rcliability for
supervision with programme fiaining that
accomplishment.

In this regard, Campbell (1969) stated that ilvestigatioral

procedule

in

the

in which one continues !o appmise
directioll of didactic resftuchrring be taken as route
problems Where one leams' whether these
imovative programmes intende'l to treat exact
imitales' modifies' or rejects
create a differentiation and wherein one retains'
programmes

imperfect criteria available (P 39) ln
them based on visible effectiveness on the manifold
go ftom unit to unit in a ptoficient
regard Bloom (1971) analyzed that educator must

this

linking every nove] unit to
way, initiating ftesh material in little ftagmerlts furthermore
the preceding one.

Directlnstructionisappliedina.lerogatorysense,pefiairfngtodifferenttypesof
instruchon meanmg coDrain
undestable instruction. Exemplar of this undesi@ble
(McKeen 1972)' well organized
interpretation of Direct Instruction as dictatorial
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(wildmanandBorkolg86),huthaccletionbycostofabilityoijudgment(Edwards
(Nicholls 1989) Direct lnstruction
concentating ahea'l of examination
1981) mo(eover

isalsodepictedlikeastaticwayoft,aining(Beckel1980),andinstipulatioNofa
other
one container (ftom irtor's intellect) to
me1aphor of decalting knowledge from
(Brown and Campione 1990 p 112)'
container (into apprentice's intellect)
(modeling the colrect respond after
Stromer (1975) (eported that once corrections
consequently the errols decrease As a
an error made) and differential praise are applieil'
praise' correcting and rapid pacing can
whole, the teach€r's presentation, variable of
(Camine 1 977' p- I 2)'
'
powerfully affect lhe performance of stu'lent on academic tasks
Rosenshine (1976) has used the term

of Dircct lnstructio! precisely

placing

exclusively to those instructional
studies about educational apprcaches to student results'
procedures wherever
1

.

2.
3.

observable objectives for the leamers
Enough anal incessant specified period for teaching'

Wide-ranging subject matte, for education (p 1)'

lflshuction into the
Rosenshine (1976) initially pioneered the expression Dircct
was ttrc chaifl of
freld of educational research. As he applied this term, Direct lnstnrction
in addition to
behaviors that conelated with improved levels of achievement'
teaching

time The padicular
clas$oom organizations and how teachers utilize instructional
of Direct Instruction a'e gpneral
teachiog functions comected with this conceptualization
activitiesthatcanbeusedtomostinstructionalploglammesutilizedbyclassroom
teachers.Thes[essofthismetho.Iisoncommonteachingtechniquessuchasenhanced
formation for classrooms
teaching time, application of.einforcement and organizational
(PP.88-89).

is based' in some
Rosenshine's (1976) Direct Instruction teaching model
Follow through
measure, on the rcsults of the remarkable experimental studies:
Study (Grouws' and
progBmme (Becker, 1977), the Missouri Mathematics Effectiveness
(Emmer' 1982)
Good 1979) plus Texas Elementary School Shrdy
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formulated the
Becker and Engelmann (1977) developed Direct Instruction

doctrineofedlrcationalexactifu.le,expertiseofcon.lucttransformation,behavioralsfudy

ofBeckelonolganizationofpupilsgroupingandsuperiolapploachesofprogramming
(p.1) (Becker, Engelmann and Thomas 1975)'

gpes
Camine (1978) have acknowledged four precise

of

tasks

ifl

Direct

Instruction. These include:

1.

Teaching essential discriminations

2.

Teaching associated discdminations

3.

Teaching rules

4.

Teaching cognitive pmcedures (p.2)

One highly developed study was the Success fol A1l Prcgmmmes, planned by
Slavin h1980-1985 for deteriorating city schools in Baltimore' The progamme
necessitateal keen 85 minutes ofcoaching about teading on a daily basis whetein Ole

tutot

required to puBue a prcaranged tutorial plan that presented full time packed in print
instruction as well as explicit procedures planned to educate reading to each youngsler

within course group. For this Engelmann (1980) emphasized that one of tlrc philosophies
of Direct Instruction is a faith that each and every student can leam and if leaming is not
going on, ther teaching is not happening (P.28) Therefore, teachers employ the similar
script and apprcach€s to teach the identical tasks

According to Becker and Camine (1981) this model is investigative trials of
techniques furthelmore scrutily of mistakes. Rational examinations of content and
method of training commuricate the dev€lopment of session writing that subseque ly
practiced on pupils for stipulating their cornpetency- Efficacy calculated in provisos to

what extent the approaches create the anticipated kaowledge Techniques analltically
altereal on provision of statislics incurred by investigative trials

In this respect, Engelmann and Camine (1982) desc bed that Direct Instruction
principles lead toward the design anal execution of instruction They recommended that
teachem employ their instruction by means of numerous specified teaching techniques

lt
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suggested that these techniques

of
very much attached to the success of practices

educatlonal Progmmmes.
Iessons that had largely in
Huflter (1982) had inhoduced a sysiem for planning
ofup to date edition ofthis systefi isthe
agreement with Direct Instuction. The majority

Hu[ter mastery Teaching Progamme (Hunter 1982) resembling
highlighted review-guided practice, inspection

Rosenshine' Hunter

for undertanding and

independent

to get students prcpared to
practice. However, she also incorporateil ideas about how
leam anal how to present material efficiently (p 482)'
is to speed up
Gregory (1983) stated that the objective of Dtect Instruction
plan and tutoring' consequently' the
leaming by making best use of effectiveness within
ln this regard'
programmes planneil keeping in mind what,.not whom, is to be taught
comptise of
Rosenshine (1985) explained that main features of Direct Instructioir
student
breaking content up into leamable pieces, providing students practice, scrutinizing
behavior and giving feedback until mastery is accomplished

(p

147)'

While Stevens and Rosenshine (1986) expressed that it is a traidng model' Ether
than a meticulous, completely intricate Ploglamme for education- It is conceptualized
ftom thorough procedures initiated, as in sPecific teaching guidebooks aloDg with
exercises
equipments; moreover it entails not anlthing exact educatoN creating novel
1986)'
could most excellently accomplish educationat actMties (Rosenshirc and Stevens'

Gersten, Woodwaril and Dalch (1986) defined Direct

lnstuction as 4 wid€-

for
ranging model that covers ihe particulars of curaiculum design; teaching Proceduas
low performing student's execution policy and teacher training They further empha'sized
misleadingly
that the forcmost key in the design of Direct Insfiuction proglammes is
of
simple: For every stualent to leam, both the substance and the teacher Presentation

(p
these mate als must be comprehensive and clear

l8)'

Direct
Rosenshioe (1986) and RoseNhine and Edmonds (1990) have discusse-d
a cogritive strategy
Instruction anil stateal that major inshuctlonal procedures for teaching
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help aod depend in early stages'
involve as long as leamers traine<lthroug! this transitory
Some ofthese inskuctional pmctices ate:

i)
ii)
iiD

Replication of the strategy via educator
Audibte thoughts oftrainer

Providing signal cards for particular groups etc

that cormotation
Researchers (Gersten, 1987) in the DISTAR practice exprcssed

of Dircct lnstruction signifies in subsequent charactenstics;
(a) A precise pro$essive aPproach;
(b) advanced proficiency at every sftide all tkough procedue;

(c) Exact approach for amendments of leamel faults;
(d) Continuing deparore ftom instructor guided proceedings to autonomous toil;
(e) Applying suitable also organized procedure ftom beginning to end prototypes
of the task and
(1) Collective rcYiew ofrecently leamed concepts G.49)

Resrick (1987) also exarnined some 15 studies in which efforts were made to
teach students general thinking skills, and she refened to the instructional practices as

"direct strategy training" (p.25). ln this respect Haring (1988) evaluated those stidents
generalizing concept anal skills given that unequivocal teaching covering simplilication

using ordinary process

of

lessons (Homer aod

Albin 1988) otherwise

methodical

adaptation.

Engelmann found inl988 that the focus of Dircct Instruction is that every student

masters the entire material. Just before this conclusion, syllabus coDverts facts
classification (. science, adthmetic, verbal communication plus arts) througl cautiously
prepared series of

carried out

iNtructions. The tutorials

prepared on standard of flawless statements

withi[ rigid coune group teaching wherein leamels obtain

compulsory

perceptions and the strategies morcover functions implemented through imponarf
paraphemalia.

Helm, (1989) Homans, (1961) Hambtin (1971) Kozlofl (1988, 1994) examined
that premise of social exchange in addition to investigative dialogue; teachel's teaching
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style and student's leams as well as gaining knowledge through mutual communication in

Direcl ll1struction.
Darch (1989) stated that a diflerent way to conclude the effectiveness of the
Direct Inshuction model is to consider studies that have €valuated the curiculum design

principles that administer the conshuction

of materials- The key

Principles that

acknowledged special treatrnents are (a) teaching students explicit leamilg approaches
(b) cautious sequencing of concepts and (c) providing stategy corrections in rejoinder to
students'errors,

Nicholls (1989) reported that the teacher effectiveness meaning "tests all the time
and scrub the teaching methods". wlercas Rosenshine (1990) presented that strategies on

Direct Instflrction contain: (a) manage the difficulty (b) foresee dilfrcult areas (c) offer
technical assistants; technical assistants

in the direction of

subject matter acts like

advance organizers en aoute for pnctice (d) Give suitable leamer activity within diverse
backgrounds.

Rosenshine, (1990) reported it concems to expertise, not only education. Nearly

the entirc analyses proceeding educational efficacy has been on the education of lucid
proficiency:

fill in the blanks or else fixing

an appamtus. whereas he delved into how

efficiently educators train basic proficiency: how to sum up, obtain observations or
inquire about problems and the like. Furthet contents pertain alike/ matching, lucid'/
plain, open/ hidden and tangible/ intangible

Ngelmann and Camine (1991) enlightened that Dircct Inshrction syllabi based on

a centaury of investigational as well as day to day explorations. The study illustsates

about leaming. Persons attain proficiency through awareness changing procedures in
definite ways by means ofcircumstances while acting together within same surroundings-

Model employs besides, efforts of technical iheorists who discovered strategies for
reminaling casual cofircctions and correspondence of core perceptions The discoverer of
Direct Inskuction, Engelmann €stablished that scholars offer doctrines for evaluating data
and creating perfect education-
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Darch reviewed

in

1991 that teacher who is trained to widen or amend academic

prograrnme consistent v/ith Direct Instruction strategies is also trained to apply these

teaching techniques

in

various teacher-haining programmes. The five teaching

techniques declared by advocates

of the Direct lnstruction model are (a) pacing O)

sigrEls(c) ftequent oral reacts (d) monitoring and (e) teacher praise. An appraisal of the
related research on each ofthese teaching techniques given below:

Engelmann and Camine (1991) maintained that we start by apparcnt fact that the
youngsters are entirely competent ofretaining the whole thing we teach them.

It infefied

and recognized that the academically low down ofyoungsters rooted through substandard

teaching not because ofdeficient youngste$ (p. 376).

The main characteristics of Direct Instruction are: (Camine and Engelmann,
(1991) Darch Ge6ten and Woodward (1986) Dixon, Camine and Stein (1998) afiirmed

that Direct [nstruction shesses programmed philosophy of intellectual applications,
polices and actions (e.g. writing essays and intangible difficulties). This is not mare

tutoring. It clarifies initial Direct Instruction syllabi in

support

of

arithmetic,

comprehension and verbal communication (Engelmann 1969; Becker 1971).

Borich (1992) evaluated that in Direct Instruction to uphold students' interest;
teacher can instigate enthusiasm for matedal that she prese s in a stimulating mamer.

The other researchers Sasso and Mundschenk (1995) examined that in Dilect Instsuction

leamer gains knowledge headed for applying deftness attained ftom existing sefting
toward new setting.

Dufftin (1996) evaluated that seeing as children idtelligence's, styles and
developmental levels differ, teachers require becoming skilled at perfectly cofiesponding
strategies with individual children. Ditect Instruction is short circuiting attempt to crcp

up lvith innovation
leaming ofchildren.

Adams and Engelmarn (1996) rcviewed that tutors of Direct Instruction ought not

to produce the teaching elements during detailed tutorials educator immediately pulsue
lesson. Generally, accomplishment is the outcome. They discussed that in Direct

12

Instrlrction teacher illustrates independence as well

as creativeness

while managiag her

duties, amenals sessions moreover shapes individual and group tasks On the other han4
Watkins (1996) in this regard alleged that this model does not in particulal endorse in the
Ieast (p.8).

Hirsch (1996) narrated while considering the mastery
educationalists bring conceming further four

lollow Through

of

teaching that

models is very much

alluring for inshucto6 and many evalLrato$. This ascenalancy outlook resembled with
Rousseau, who overvalued the innate by cost of artiicial also, suggested that instruction
ought not to be planned however must come out as of innate tendencies of youngster'
Frobel was of same view and designed nu$ery schools maintained concept of innate

education. This concept is now principle of numerous training institutions also focus of
infant growth moreover blocked the mental power of seveml specialists of valid
youngsters (P 8)'
investigative outcomes conceming valuable approaches for schooling
Where as the work of Mager (1997) and Gronlund (2003) analyzed that to steer the
phrasing with summing up instuctional goals, leamers ought to be skilted uDequivocally

with all capabilities in the closing stages oftheir education'
Nadler (1998) concluded that during leaming l0'h percentile rise in standardized
t,?e is uncorunon'
assessment outcomes clescribed as major influence Result of this
inscription
Techniques of Direci Instruction of Engelmann contained by comprehension'
rcspect
and arithmetic ftequently climb gains 30th headed for 40th percentile ln this
method witb most
Coombs (1998) deduced that the Direct Inshuction is the teaching
sense of worth in
excellent in expertise like facts, intellectual ability plus constuchve
oftechnique was
leamers. The question investigated by researchers accurately what sort

was
the most excellent does contain all tfuee? The answer was that Direct Insuuction
thrce kinds of
single of tkee strategies alemonshated maximum affect of the entiie

growth.
that teachers should ernploy
Gage anil Berliner, 1998, Walberg (1999) concluded

a

number

of

paradigm illustrations (e

g

pichrres, photogaphs' maps) furthermore

efficacy and competence
displays them during the class sessions en route fol increased

while exercising of Direct Instruction
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that for the
DeVries, Halcyon, Reese-Leame'l and Morgan (1998) elaborated
association often dispirited
period of the 1980s and early 1990s' member of education
schoolsthattnedtoexerciseDirectlnshuction'Numerousprofessionalspelsuadedthat
for youngsters also
proglammes weighty educational stress inappropiately advanced
moreover for extensive social as
could delay children's progress of intellectual capacity
skill_oriented and its
well as ethical gro\i,th. Direct Instruction a strategy for leaming'

This strategy helps employing
applications of educational processes interde'l for fiainers'
wherein intellectual ability divided into diminutive items'
cautiously prepareal tutorials

(Traub' 1999' Camine' 2000)'
placed in progression as well as taught unambiguously
organizes the younglter
Elkind (1999) stateal that Dircct Instructlon conversely
(mentioned within Camine'
furthelmore restrains approach of acquiring knowle'lge
(1999) obsefled that Direct
2000). where as, Kozloff, Lanunziata 'nd Cowardin
along with pupil
lnstruction functions since this approach facilitates educator
scheduled actions to encoumge realistic utilization for

concentrating keenly prcdictable
teaching period.

(1990) stressed that Direct
Bessellieu and Kozloff, (1999) Binder and Watkins'

lnstluchonenviroffnentisconcurrentlyfosti:ring,provideseverysinglepupilutmost
individual cadence'
likelihood of attainiog knowledge of the entirc curriculum by
The association
furthemore promotes irspiration, environme[t with self-determination
valid and
of shelgthening while using this mod€l to educational accomplishmelt is

reliableresultsshoweilinprcceduraldevelopmentresearch(BrophyalldGood'1986;
Rosenshine, 1995, Walberg and Paik 2000)'

principles' sPecific curncula ard
Bessellieu (2000) described that the design
focal poin! orgadzed and
instructional practices of Direct Instruction is paradigm of

ovefilessons.ExecutionofDirectlnstructionoffershighlyeffectiveprogmmmes
promote valuable transformation into leamers' commiftnent also educator's
of puPils furthermore the public
accomplishment, proficiency of teaching and assessment
institutional managemeflt.
so impressively that
Camile (2000) reviewed that extemal foices had emerged

interlope$ heaaled for occupying the occupation through

law

This modem thinking also
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starts happening within teaching. Paramount strategy

lor an occupation is

cettain

incessarlt independence while applying techniques which guarantee efficiency. By this

meaos, occupation may discourage wide-ranging interfelence

of interlopers.

He

concluded that simply as occupation adopts technical process fot shaping effectiveness
also owns outcomes would teaching attain position with recompense of an established
occupation (p.10). He reviewed that until education develops into the Rpe of occupation

to admire proof, discover specialists giving out unverified

techniques, continuously

appropriate stafiing one trend to another (p.46). Schaefer (2000) further elucidated that
expression Direct Instruction is ftequently confounded. Phrase repeatedly applied to

signify teaching conceming dilect interaction linking tutor with pupil. This is ar integral
anaflgement ofsyllabi in addition to education.

The term Dir€ct Inshuction initially refened to DISTAR founded by Engelmann

(1980) and his associates. Donaldson (2001) and Lindsay (2004) clarified that Direct
INtruction is a thoroughly developed; method, technology and delivery system that is as

well a greatly delineated technique in support of education with raPid alacrity

and

presents invariable communication connecting inskuctor as well as leamer' As Grossen

(1998) obsewed, Engelmann imaginod that

if

children could counter absolutely to a

smaller set of vigilantly prepared task, they would then simplily their learni[g to new
is
untutored examples anal situations Engelmann (1980) a{firmed that Dircct Inshlction
set except

foi traditional anil modem behavioral

approaches to teaching in ihe cows€

of

its four design principles:
(a) teaching geneml-case strategies, (b) teaching the essentials,

(c) keeping errors to a ninimum and (d) offering adequate practice'
the
Upper most part of the Dkect Instruction m€thod and the one that Portrays
follow
most conilemnation is its film devotion to a cautiously worded sc'ipt that teachers
based; it
during the progEmme. Goral (2001) stated that the script is the entire research
has revealed
is baseal on how stualents have achieved in field-testing and on research that

to be the most competent method to teach a concept'

of the
Wisconsin leport (2001) maintained that theory conceming leaEring
influential studies of Direct Insfuction carried out during the past two decades Sevetal
process' as
numbels of researches presented sequentially conceming effectual educational
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well

as choice and order ofprotoLvpes to demonstrate fundamental similarities moreover

discrcparcies- The use
teache(s, period

of

appropriatg and specific phmsing, remedial responses of

of instruction keeping interest

as

well

as enhancing exact response

with

proper arrangement of syllabi to make retention easy and generalized. Direct Instruction
programmes prepared with rcliable philosophy confirmed tkough research.
2.3

A?TITUDE
Mitzel (1983) expressed that the behavior of the tests designed to measure this

construct (or set ofconstructs) differ to a few deglee because of diverse descriptions

of

the conshuct. For the pupose ofdiscussion, aptifude measurements divided into thrce
groups:

1. Tests that pmvide

a general measure of aptitude

2.

Tests that offer measure multiple apiitudes and

3.

Tests that present measures ofspecific aptitudes (p.138).

Some use the stipulations, aptitude, abiliry, intelligence and achievement
exchangeable, although othe$ recommend that slight shades of meanitg differcntiate
them. Meanings of first three terms are cornmon (p.138).
The distinction between the tems aptitude and intelligence is not at all apparent,

but intelligence commonly considered as a wider conskuct. Cleary (1975, p 19) defined
intelligence as the whole range of gained skills, knowledge, leaming sets, and
geneElization tenalencies measured intellect iIl nature that are ou hand at any one Period

itl time.

2.3.1 ROLE

OF APTITUDE IN TEACHII{G LEARNING PROCESS

Aptitude as a construct refers to psychological uniqueness of individuals that
prompt anal thus foretell differcnces in afterward leaming under particular instructional
conditions (Snow 1980, P.41) To some degree the construct varies, the operational
definitions of the telm should also vary. Most researchers would think the task of setting
than
up construct validity for a test bmnded an int€lligenc€ test would be more demanding
as
establishing the constnict validity of an aPtitude test Becaus€ the tests nominated

intellige ce tests generally

alo not have, a

high degree of construct validity, for a good

the term
number of defiritions of intelligence, existing test experts would favor to use
many
aptituale. Because these tests are most functional in Fedicting school success'
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oPen and expressive
believe the expression educational aptitu'le test is the most
(Anastasi, 1976; Cronbach, 1970; Mehrens and Lehmann 1980)'
mean innateness than does the
The term intelligence is also more apPrcpriate to
by any recent test is at least partly subject to
term aptifude and since what is measule'l
may be less likely to be misapprehended
envilonmental pressures; the term aptihlde

(Cro[bach,1970;MehrensandLehmann,lgS0).Michael(1960)suggestedthatability
wouldchoosetoaptitu.I€inmostcircumstaniesbutthatmanypeopleinthetestingfield
Nethetermabilitywhenfolecastoffutulesuccessisthekeypurposeofthetest.
Anastasi (1980) has added that

if

she could eraclicate four words

ftom the tester's

and achievement

lf

she

aptitudes' abilities
teminology, she should choose intelligence'
for eliminating the tenns
would be abilities The basic reason
haal to preserve one term, it
meanings Aptitude' ability and
acquisition ol too many connotative

is for their
irrt"Uig"rr""

than they are to acl[evement'
pelhaps more relate'l to each other

"onaid"ttd

has been subject

concepts
should consi'lel as
Whetier aptitude and achievement
'letache'l
jangle fallacy as the exercising two
(1927 p 64) defined the
Kelley
debate
much
of
position' however sounding
swatlung actually alike basic
disconnected lexis or else terms
and
apafi The researcher believe'l that idellige$ce

dissimilar while actually Poles

achievementtestsw€rcexamplesofthejanglefallacy.Manyotherpsychologistsftom
tesis are somewhat alike'
believe'l that th€ two O?es of
his time until now have also

of
that we must mak€ differeotiation
lote'l
however'
p
287)'
(1974,
Canoll
stated that it is difficult to
indication of aptitude Further
well
as
construct
like
aptitude
between achievemed
any $eat difficulty in distinguishing
be
should
thele
why
petceive
ea ier just
of activity of teaching evaluated
favor
ill
aptitude
lf
arld aptituile as concepts
leamed
moreovel achievement of activity
activity'
the
joirfng
before of person's
in this
of disclosure of activity of teaching'
flagnitude
specifled
a
calculated following
(p 287)'
also aptihrde readily apparent
way iilea of achievement
2.3.1.1

APTITI'DE AND ACIIIE\'EMENT

be divers€' bas€'l
the measures might well
that
believed
345-346)
Kaiser (1974' Pp
them conhdently
40 million teachers and all of

upon his sessions with approximately

3',7

definitely They
aptitude can be measurcd
to
pertailing
believed that achievement
n'l the iime Can 40 million teachers be wrong?

"*r**,"

.*tt'"

vary along seveml
that achievemeni tests do commonly
s)'nthesize'l
(1974)
IGiser
wider coverage than achievement
aptitude tests tlpically have
(l)
General
magnitudes:
(3)

subjects
attached to particular school
tests
(2)
Achievement
tests.
'lirectly
leaming whereas

"lttY" ::t: ^:t'"

measure current
Achievement tests usually

leamingftomalltimesintheindividualpast'(4)Stgdiescommonlyshowthataptifude
purpose of aptitude

tests and (5) the
in'lexes than achievement
gerctic
higher
have
tests
is to measure the
purpose of achievement tests
The
perfornance
tests is to guess future
or skills (pp'345-346)'
current level ofknowledge

tests::oetim€s
aptitude and achievement
(1974)'
Kaiser
According
within a test are roliant upon
de$ee to which the tasks
the
to
accolding
categorized

to

11Y:* '"

of degree
This characteristic is a matter
.t":"
become increasingly
othe(s are As the test tasks
thafl
tests
achievement
to
similar
more
morc an
the test becomes more and
instruction'
educational
,r"" specific
;";";
speciflc school
tes$ dependent mole on
-i]rYtioD'
achiovement test Achieveme[t
to aptitude tess (pp'345-346)'
compared
as
environmeflt
further influenced by the

Jrti"i""n"", t""rn'"r'

with scale Tests at one
that aptitude tests measured
suggeste'l
(1970)
Cronbach
look like
extreme are exactingly measures

of the outcomes of

eduoation; these

achievementtestsincontentan.Iefticacy.Testsattheotherextemearcthosewhose
onented an
In gelleral, the mole content
iflstruchon.
specific
of
autonomous
scorcs ale

tuture school success
useful it is in folecasting
,"*,
'n"
future leaming'
"o,id"
it is in forccasting gerEral
areas. but the less useful

**"

ir

the safle content

Ests are intended to
elaborated lhat aptitude
p'523)
(1988'
In this regar'l' Anastasi
witl do
a studeot

measure

learning

ir

*oni y"utt and to Fedict how well
abilities develop"d o'"t
the two types
greatest distinction between
The
futule
the
in
urknown material

oftesisisthattheyareusedfordifferentfunctions,achieveoenttesttomeasurefitral
will
to foresee how well people
tests

give $ades)' and aptitu'le
performance (and perhaps
professional school'
p'og'utmes like college or

L

irrln"ti"tllout
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Sukhia'MehrotraandMefuotra(1991,p.328)maintaircdthatthemainpurposeof
leamt ftom formal or
what and how much leamers have
achievemeni test is to compute

informalinstruction'Theymeasurethecurrentlevelofperformanceofindividualsor
groups in educational leaming
are abilities inherited by the individual'
Zia (2000, p.4) described that aPtitudes
envircnment High general ability absolutely
but they developed only in an amiable
in managing
Knowledge of aptitude is supportive
relates to better palticulal performance

guidanceservicesinschool,Italsosuppoltsillorganizingleamingbehaviorsaslow
ifl the armrgement of
towards some
achi€vement and high aptitude in'licates
'lefect
insfirction
provided following defioitions ofaptitude:
Dash and Dash (2004) have
a person's
aptitude rcfers to those qualities distinguishing
According to Bingham (2004)'
to meet and solve
ro point out how w€ll he can leam
coniluct of behavior, which sewes
aptitude is a stipulation'
(p 89) According to Trarler (2004)'
particula! sorts of ploblems
the ptobability to which he
in an individual These indicate
a quolity or a set of qualities

willbeabletoobtainun.lerappropriatetraining,someknowledge,skillorcompound
to art ot music'
strch as ability to contnbute
skill'
and
understanding
knowledge,

a foreigr langpage
skill or prohciency to read and speak
mathematical
skill,
mecharical
of attributes reflective
an aptitude is an amalgamatron
(p.89). Frceman (2004) added that

ofarrindividual,scapacitytoattail(withtraining)somedefiniteknowledge,skillorset
to
of pluno"d
mechanical

,"rpo*"", tuch as the capability

a musician'
to speak a language' to become

that all these definitioN
job (p 90) Dash and Dash (2004' p 90) concluded
or Y has an aptitude for
of aPtitudes' Wlten we say that X

disclose the anal]tical naturc

talent to acquire skill in teachirtg
she has the capability or
or
he
that
mean
we
teachilg,
lrllaler ProPer co[ditions'

planned to fofetell future
p'340) stated that aptifude tests
Ebel and F,isbie (2004,
of school' By contrast'
contenl that leamt in or out
performance an'l based on
leaming The
the correct position of stu'lent's
to
planne'l
tests
achievement
'lescnbe
domain that we colrcem
test should chaBcterize a knowledge
achievement
an
of
cont€nt
be restricted to a padicular
an aptitude test should flot
of
content
The
abolrt
to know
about that domairl Instead'
not want to make assumphons
wiII
user
the
because
alomain
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the user of aptitude

scores d€sires

examinee most likely

will

to make inferences about future behavior-what

the

she can do at this moment ln this
be able ro do' not what he ol
tesls endeavor to envisage the

thct aPtirude
connection Best (2005, p l?2) emphasized
in a
that may be estimated from individuals
competencies or the degree of achievement'
meticulous activity.

people
Aptitude anticipates how well

will do in

particular Programmes like

a person's
refers to those qualities distinguishing
college or professional school lt
and solve particular
out how well he can leam to meet
behavior, which serves to point
in an individual'
condition' a quality or a set ofqualities
sorts ofproblems Aptitude is a
activity'
j ust beforc individuals' involving in
If aptitude of activity of education evaluated
fu.th"..o."achievementofactivitycalculatedsubsequenttolimeperiodforleaming
and aptitude become apparcnt'
activity, perception ofachievement

2.4

ON MASTERY LEARNING
REVIEW OF TIIE RELATED STUDIES

Featur€s ofMastery Learning
2.4.1. Studies Elaborating About Key
in
Leaming in 1930's His modus operandi
Morrison initially developed Mastery
prior to teachin& educate' analyze
favor of Mastery Leaming defined "assessment
another time for apex of education"
adjust process, educate also assess
outcomes,

content offered
each and every pupil accomplishes
(Saettlers 1990). The model prcsumes
plan' but Mastery Leaming is
."..ion. Bloom further advaflced Monison's

doring

"lor.

morcsuccessfulforthelowerlevelsofleamingonBloom,staxonomy,andnotsuitable
1990)'
for higherJevel learning (Saettler'

mainly
(1956) inoludes in the area of education
The main offerings of Bloom
Mastery
(1959) has acknowledged while examining
White
Leaming
Mastery
irvolved

Leamingthatoompetencemotivation,thatis,thedesiretostruggleagainstoneandthe
(1977) has phrased
students from what Block
extticate
to
and
leam
to
objectives
selected'
"o*p"titionmotivationthatisthelongingfotstrugglinginopposition.Sincepointof
prior to talents of a small number of
view of rising flairs of each pupil'

to competition motivation'
competence motivation is favorable
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Learning provi'des respite for education
Bloom (1968/81) reviewed that Mastery

futhelmorewidensallembracingcuriosityofknowledge'Themainobjective
(p 174)'

regarding education
is the persistent requirement
conceming instructive structule
process'
employ this feedback and coftective
to
approach
instructional
definite
The
abridged as
mastery by Bloom moreover afterward
defined the strategy leaming of
iritially
ln the approach' the concepts and content
Mastery Leaming (Bloorn 1971)
the majority of
which students have to leam For
organized into instructional units'
of 7 to 15. days.
the concepts presented in a period
teachers, a unit consists on
through cross_examination
component' students evaluated
Subsequently early coaching of
otherwise aPPraisal (P 3626)'
into
idea of mastery brcught in US institutions
According to Block (1971)' the
while laying out Plan of
1971) of varied researchers
(Block
Washbume
by
1920s

winnetka.Programmethrivedallthroughl0yearsthoughdevoidoftechnicalaids

executors
attention amongst researchers moreovel
carried on successfully However'
1950s
as programmed instruction during
gladually reduced This model invigorated
pupils to leam at their
educational equipment to allowing
with
,tra"nt.
i."r"nting
perfection'
steady progress in this way attained
p"r.onot t".po fu.tf,"rmore establishing
He
foremost scholar of Mastery Leaming
Bloom (1968) broadly known as the

meas'res'
achievement commencing masteryJeamiog
specifically prophesied relating to
achieve more than
educated throug! mastery' would
The main prophecy was that pupils

90%altitudethanearlieracoomplished5%.Tosignirythatclassicgainsinmasterymust
that pupils
grealer than mean FurthermoJe' he alleged
deviations
standard
twice
around
point of expertise While
amount of period attained the
conclude assignment in a re'luced
expertise in
can requ e additional period to reach
model
this
from
qualified
learner
to require a rcduced period for attaining
preliminary juncture of lessons' they ought
ofassignment' the
that in addition to accomplishment
oomplex matter' Bloom maiffains
of leamers Besides Fehlen (1976) with
model enhances mind-set moreover concentration
of mastery
researches to confirm eflicacy
his pupils carried out seveml experiential
(Levine' 1985)'
outsized array ofsituations
programme encompassing

BlockandAnderson(1975)€valuatedsmall$oupstudysessions,peel

book'
apparatus for instance manual' course
or cross age tutoring or substitute educational
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auditoryandillustrativeparaphemaliathatarefrequentlyappliedinMasteryLeaming
ideas' much researched about the theory of
(p.+ZO). Since Bloom first placed forth his
instructional strategies (e g ' Block and
Mastery Leaming and its supplemenlary
Anderson1975,Levine1985).StillPro$ammesbmndedasMasteryLeamingknownto
(Burns' 1987) Block and Bums (1976) concluded
differ greatly in different backgrounds
when (a) it adopted very early in the
that Mastery Leaming is especially effective
of simple closed subjecs rather
process and (b) it introduced io the teaching
schooling

than mole compleL oPen subjects

pointed out
Whereas Ryan and Schmidt (1979)
approaches, contained goals

a good number of flourishing

in addition convolution examining the goals conceming

to book utilizing'
."r.ion, .p""ifi" recommendations pertaining

details desoiption'

"urli",
leafletsaswellassubstituteequipments.However,Block(1979)indioatedthatinpost

had
that intercst in the Mastety Leaming approach
Bloom period, soon it became evident
and even
school level Entire local"egional'
widened far beyond the classroom and
the prospect of the developing Mastery
national school systems pr€ferred to elGmine

Leaming aPprcach.

masteryJeaming
Hyman and Cohen (1979) illustrated that

programmes

necessitatespecifioandcarefullysequencedleamingobjectives.Afterthedefinitionof
they given
the skill or matedal in the objective; then
behavioral objective, students taught
students
the skill defined in the objective Those
a test to find out if they have acquired

while those
go on for accele6tion or imp'ovemen!
who accomPlished the test effectively
of the objective remain in correotive instruction'
students who fail to show mastery
of
requiring additional insFuction' The success
Finally, there is rctesting for the group
configumtion (p 64)'
Mastery Leaming breaks on the instructional

Soemarso (1980) recommended

vivid graphical proof of the improvement

in

stessed
the use of correctives Jones (1975) furthemore
student performance following

to mere provision of conectives) Where as'
the importance of utilizatioo (as opposed
AndersonandJones(1981)suggestedmanyoPtionsforapplicationofstudents.The

Mastery Leaming
order to offer over the length of
options are inclined to develop, in the
proglamme.
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of mastery establishes
Bloom (1981) and Levine (I985) elaborated that inspiration
on behalf of unsuccessful of
fundamental move to accountability of educators; censure

pupil lt is imperative to
pupil depends on teaching and nol on deficient capabiliry of
techniques in the setting of
make available adequate period moreover use of tmining
pinnac'le in knowledge ln this
mastery thus to facilitate every leamer to attain equal

regardAndersonandAnderson(1982)dedrrcedthatfirst.ifmastery-learningprogrammes
the tasks and related sub-tasks must
arc to be as flourishing as they might be all of
tasks and said subtasks a'e
complete. Second and related to the fi$t point' how these
Each ofthe tasks and
proficient is Iess important than that they are indeed profioient
in Mastery Leaming'
related subtasks occupy essential position within context

effect put
In this regard Guskey (1982) maintained that this multidimensional
like one of the versatile impact pertair ng to this model furthermore

forwarded

formulatedasthegainfulventueforleamingupgradingintheeaflyl990s'Howevel,
in support of educational
Levine (1985) suggested a number of key characteristics
institutestodiscovelwhilsttakingintoaccountapplyingmasteryprogramme.Primarily,

headofinstituteshouldrequireactinglikeamanager.Managementgainperceptionof
and assisting personnel' regulat
mastery ideology, an oath in the direction of organizing

in addition to supervising objectives' instruction plus
to be one more essential
outcomes relating to programme. Development happens

understanding with structuring

Doctrines devised with each
characteristic prior to execution of mastery progmmme
programme'
concemed should encompass lucid comprehension of
revealed that it is a
The studies of Guskey and Gates (1986) on Mastery Leaming
and learning: powerful instrument, which has the following effects on teachi[g
more and keep in mind what they have leamed longer'

1.

Students achieve

2.

appear to gain most'
Students at the elemedtary and junior high levels

3

.

advantage more as comparcd
Srudents in language arts and social studies classes
to math and science subjects'

4.

leaming and their ability
Generally, students show more positive attitude towards

to leam.

5.Teachershavemorepositiveattitudetowardsteachingandhigherprospectsfor
their students (P.65).
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of this mod€l' aboYe all
There is significant conformity in relation to attainment
1987; Kulik' 1990)' Manv
within college ealucation background (Krtlik and Kulik'
of mechanism of multifaceted Mastery
modem planned Ieaming pro$ammes compdse
execution for mastery in the
Leaming. Within colleges, mainly somber, methodical
insEuction
ofKeller additionally labelled personalized systems of
personal cadence' restage
(PSI). Amid major fundamentals Plan of Keller comprised

course of alleged plan

examination.fudhemorepeercoaches.Theplanblossomedthroughout19T0-1980'
admirable synopsis sustaining
Kulik (1979) appraised the attempt as well as presented

that the plan will fetch yet
proof of the said plan He expected within one appraisal
Silberman (1978) presented a superb
extensive applications in futule ln this regard

abshactpertainstoobservationsofteachersinrespectoftheplan.Forthispurposehe
thousands' quizzes of fivemanagiflg, ranking, also casing more than two
described

queries for nearly hundred learners

of college for the subject of organic

Nowadays assessment prepared as per
Lessons

orders Much ofthis testing

chemistry'

can be progmmmed'

out by techoology to
of Keller Plan prepared rationally practical to be canied

of educators moreover useful on beh'lfof
formulate testing a great deal simple in favor
particularly replicates testing approved and
One of the main essertials ofthe Plan

pupils.

held up amid teachers ofcollege (Moorc, 1977)'

grouping in the classroom within
Butler (1987) noted that the use of instructional
progress student performance is sustained by
a Mastery Leaming structure has a means to
irl effective schooling the
findings from the effectual schools rcsearch He identified

following: -

L

There are lofty expectations for student leaming'

2. Students are vigilantly oriented to lessons
3. Instruction is lucid arld focused
4. Leaming progress supervised closely'
5. When students do not comprehend, they are re-taught'
6. Instructional $oups shaped in the classroom with instructional needs
7. Students gouped to support effective instruction'
group of leamers expressed Carroll'
Mastery Leaming can be applied to regular
and noted that this model
Block and Bloom (1987).the canvassers also conlirmed
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locations' besides investigations
extensively practiced in training as well as education

conlirmitsadvancedteachingelTicacy.BlockEfthimandBurns,(1989)Slavin(1987)

analysis prior
Bloom (1987) suggested that pre testing moreover

to

commencementofsessioninimportantelementaryspecificslikeabilityandpetception
of the study specified that time on taslq
rcquired afterward attainment of goal Results
in Mastery I€aming
about 50% in conservative method whereas 80%
should be round

and90o/ofortutoring'MasteryLeamingassistwellinteachingofckonologicalsubject
mattelsmostexcellentlylike,arithmetic,foreignlanguage,andsoonwhereverpreceding
this model adjustable in the
information indispensable for development However
as well'
direction ofperiodic subject matter akin to politics
(1990) evaluated that Mastery Leaming
Guskey and Pigoft (1988) and Kulik
in courses gain knowledge of
programmes demonstrate again and again that students
altitude furthermore enhanced poise for
superior, arnve at advanced accomplishment
(1989) evaluated that Mastery Leaming is a
capability of study ln this respect Brantjgan
method not

a

and
joumey to a certain destination Through this method' both the students

teachers become triumphant

model established
Anderson and Block (1989) stated that the mastery-leaming

intothecertifiedliteratureinthelatelg60s(Bloom1968).Afterwards,MasteryLeaming
rcspect concluded that Mastery
applied widely (p.422). One of the examiner in this
learn Gaddy (1989)' The
grants children hope specially those who stmggle to
Leaming

canvassersteviewedanumberofstudiesonclas$oomprocedurcsmoreov€rinformed
after 1893-1979 educational proceedings continued on similarly'

that on or

(Gallagher and Pearson 1989)

hard work essential fo'
Aredondo and Block (1990) discussed amalgamated

creatinglinkflankedbymodelsandambianceoflearning.Exclusively,thepollsters
of lucratively amalgamated
endeavol of tlvo regional schools with the aim
come across

thouglts in the syllabi (Smith 1989)' In
Mastery Leaming in conjunction with ability of
Learning generally executed back and forth
this regard Guskey (1997) explained Mastery
dealinls in support of appliance
vigilant procedure of scheduling pursued through definite
This model does not conftont teach€''s
of group of pupils moreover appraisal of leamers'
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effort ahead of didactic emancipation, other than in its place presents valuable teaching
inshument so as to be able to supplely exercise within diversified educational conditions'
It appreciably boosts up optimistic control ofinstructors ensurc learning ofpupil
Montazemi (2001),

in his work

about sustaining Mastery Learning

in

visuals
administrative organization ofMBA by investigating usability conceming vibrant
visuals
through computer founded teaching scheme. Results pointed out those vibrant

of pupils' insight to facilitate in leaming matter'
pupils'
He assessed the usability conceming vibrant visuals (videotaped) for advancing
mastery in area under discussion that built into the MIS-Tutor' The studies
the capacity of
recommended a main benefit of computer founded teaching scheme and
encompassing considerable oLttcomes

supplyiflg better mastery Presentation through individual lessons Method exercis€d
during MIS-Tutor as well as the results confimed the efficacy conceming Mastery
that
Leaming. In this context Adepoju (2002) deduced Mastery Leaming whiles a novelty
goals'
within variety of structures intenaled to make students achieve bettet in educational

An earlier defined customary apex established in Mastery Leaming, wherein'

students

supposed to accomplish the object ofinstruction and go to the next

From the forgoing discussion on research studies, all the research studies
wide variety of
demonstrated the importance rcgarding Mastery Leaming progamme in a
conditions, Researche6 used several options for use of Mastery Learning with students
more and they have
over the period. The Mastery Leaming makes the students achieve
more positive attitude towards leaming and their ability to leam Mastery Leaming
proglammes also
spreads hope for leaming to all q?es of children Mastery Liaming
echelon and
revealed pupils in grouping of Mastery Leaming gain knowledge of superior
selfhorizons bigger self-confidence on capabilities of leaming and develop higher

widen

concept.

2.4.2

Studies Exploring EffectiYeness oI Mastery Learning

while Comparing With

other strategy, Method or Model ofTeaching
Two
Kim (1969) statified his sample according to the student's common ability
ability ave.age and below average shaped Students $ouped in to either M'slery

strata of

test sepamtely
Leaming or non_mastery class. Kim examined the results ofthe summative
performance
by ability stratum. He used 80 percent correct as the summative mastery
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standard. He found for the low ability students that 50 percenr of those in the Mastery
Leaming class as matched up with only 8 percent in the non-mastery class attained
mastery. For the high ability students, 95 percent ofthe Mastory Learning students and
64 percent of non-mastery students reached mastery.

A study by Collins and recognized

by Block (1970) recommended that standards somewhere between 85 and 95 percent arc
most suitable. The stipulation and consumption of corrective instruction is a second
solution to the effectiveness of Mastery Leaming. He deduced in 1971 that pupils through

nominal former information about substanc€ aftain superiority in the cours€ of Mastery
Leaming while comparing to conventional technique.

In an investigation by Wentling (1973) Mastery Leaming compared with nonMastery Leaming seeing that how response of teacher rccounts for attainment The
inquiry inspected precisely a few objects: instant attainment of intellec! mind-set for
education, period of teaching moreov€r belated attainment of intellect The findings of

this study illustrated higher attainment of instant attainment as well as

lasting

perpetuation of students' knowledge by fractional response. On the other hand tBching

period afld way of thinking to teaching were not significantly different The researcher

alfirmed that pupils having low capacity used up additional period as rcgards education
compadng pupils having high capacity performed in support of the response retusal
action'
action furthermore the fractional response action, other than within entirc respons€
pupils having high capacity used up additional period as compared to pupils having

the

low capacity. Results of studies affirms viewpoint of detractors that Mastery Iraming
since
programmes raise accomplishment exclusively through dsing period of education
treatment

Block (1974, p.34) pointed out some Points of proPortional dissimilarities while
ranging 15 headed
comparing mastery with non-mastery, avoiding dissimilarities Points
for 25, Iinking leamers proportional elevated attaiflments qualifieLi in mastery locale'
dissimilarities of
Moreover, gefting proportions similar in non-mastery settings interprets
not usually attain'
several leamers accomplishing elevation during schoolwork could

of
Bloom's (1976) 2-siglna problem contrasted students leaming under three conditions
instruction:
a.

b.

Conventional
Mastery Iraming (time on task) and

c.

Tutoring

4',7

The research revealed o(dinary pupils qualified through the best plaDned leaming
conditions (Mastery Leaming and tutorial instruction), is two levels exceeding the

ordinary pupils qualified through traditional techniqiles Taking this research as a
of
foundation, HOSTS leaming built iis leaming systems to sustain an amalgamation
Mastery Learning and tutorial learning to generate the best results'

for

Meta analysis, reviewed by Block and Bums (1977) ,with effect size of leaming
mastery attainment conhasts with joint effect size for personalized system of leaming

(PSL) and leaming for mastery. Ninety-seven comparisons identified, relating to diverse

sort of leamers with varying statistical figures Leamers educated through mastery
achieved more comparing to non_mastery leamers by approximately 90o% with statistical
for
significantly superior 600/0. The leamers skilled thrcugh mastery (when leaming
groups, 63% time
mastery merged with PSI) usually attained better than the non-mastery

for
statistically siglificant. Effect size of 0.80 for leamers hained thtough leaming
of mastery
mastery. Analogous rcsults obtained commencing investigations on behalf
0 68'
moreover PSI whefl incorPorateal with retention analysis with measudng effect size

Adding up, Block and Bums viewed the vadability in leaming ln line with Blmm's
up
theory, the mastery approach will initiate greater uniformity in leaming when matched

to traditional methods. which should explain increasing variability' While

evaluating

puPils
statistical analysis within 81 researches in variances of attainment gains mastery
in
demonstrated not as much of difference measured at 7502, whereas inconsistency

pto
retention calculated at 87olo. Decrease in statistical variances computed ^t 5lyo
forth
mutually attainment as well as retentiorl Pupils eduoated through mastery brought
also mind-set
favorable affeotive .eactions; positive effecls hapPening to pupils' attention
and
the direction of the area under discussion, as well as on personal perception

irl

lessons'
confidence, outlook headed for coopemtive erudition and in the diiection of
and
hile mastery taking place l00o/o elevation negatively influencds like frame of mind

'

most select numeral

90o%

that keeps equally encou'aging affective over and above

attainment reactions.

Bums (1979) has estimated the avemge effect size of Mastery Leaming
the
programmes judged against non-mastery proglammes Derived from the estimate'
classes would
research proposes that the average student rcgistered in Mastery Leaming
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the students in non_mastery classes'
attain better than 80 percent to 85 percent of
10 conclusions after 15 yeals' study ofthe
However, Hyman and Cohen (1979) presente'l
expeliencesofthreethousan.IsiNtitutionsexelcisingmasteryprog&rnmesofstudy.Two
more effectlve thafl
of their conclusions are that mastery prcgrammes of study always

traditionalcurriculumandthosepupiisofmasterysuroundingsacquireextragoals
pupils in non-mastery surroundings
throughout specified period comparing
in attaining transfen however
McDonald (1982) synthesized that there is difficulty
of mastery gained considerably
certainly by mastery' Those leamers in lessons

it emerges

non-mastery lessons
national testing compadng to leamers in similar
institut€ IlI this respect Keller (1968)
cofltained by identical subjects thlough similar
iiom
support of college puPils Data gathered
integrateal mastery programme in PSI ill

superior

in

pupils attained standard 12 2 points superior
meta-analysis of 04 researches revealed PSI
Kulik' Kulik
in conventional lessots The same concluded by
as compareal

to students

anal Cohen (1979) that pointers

of transfer leaming as pupils integrate compEhension

prcblems in a mtional as well as instructive
with ability for countering fresh open-ended
proficient to regain morcover integmte
mode. Pupils taught though mastery became
conventional means
knowledge comparatively to ptlpils taught by

SeveralresearchesrevealedthisproPensityofleamingforoasterythatit
Appraisal corlllnned 37 out of 38
repeatedly surpasses conventional techniques
of PSI (Keller's mastery
illushated improved concluiling evaluation
investigations

of 0 67 (Kulik' Kulik and Smift 1976)- In
technique) presenting normal effective size
on 0 6 by
researches thus established standard ES
alue couse Meta anatysis exposed 60
workilg of PSI pooled students (Kulik Kulik and
36 smaller number cliscrepancy during

Cohen,1979).whereasilrthiscontextBlockandBums(1977)determinedelevated
for mastery) with joint PSI in
ES of 0.8 in favor of Bloom's mastery (leamilg
standards

exposed normal ES on 0 75 Both techniques
addition to leaming lbr mastery assessment
These rcsults showed the way to
definitely created noteworthy iNtructive results
mechanism conceming mastery technique
Walberg (1984) for evaluating intellectual
ill prcmpts and response demo'strated impacts
exhibited high ra.keal academic results
deviation stardard effect size of eight illusFated
match up more or less with 01 standad
pertaiN to master programmes
in science ilr a differe[t combination
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Block, Efthim and Bums (1989) that established mastery qualified leamers almost

constantly displayed superior concentration within subject mattet, advanced !,ersonal
perception besides elevated intellectual assurance also more optimistic approach when
matched up with non mastery educated students.

lt provej

studenrs inclined more

positively toward aptitude and subject also developed imperative and unswerving liking

for education (Ryan, 1995). Interpretations constantly surged such

as, review of Mastery

Leaming by Meta analysis comprising 34 researches o!, Guskey and Gates (1986) made
certain pupils educated by mastery sunoundings usually found ofsubject more and were

self assured in comprehension of subject matter comparing the non-mastery

educated

pupils were. Arredondo and Block (1990); Guskey (1990) found that researchers rather
than in search ofmodes for promotion ofoutcomes! are further supplementing elements

for mastery practices appending en route for leamer's knowledge within expectations for
raising achievement. Effort for amalgamating mastery by inventive tactics shows more
than ever hopeful.

Kulik, Kulik and Bangert-Downs (1990) carried out 107 appraisals conc€ming
mastery progmmmes within meta-analysis. Results procedures include end of term
assessment, mind-set

for tutoring and outlook for subject matter. Assessment towards

closing phase of schooling vedfied encouraging upshot in attainments of leamer ever

if

upshot demonshated superior fum out local prcpared evaluation comparing national

testing. Mass of researches confirmed leamer's inclination (+ve cor.elation) for
as

well as topics on mastery programmes. While examining 31

with

lessons finishing point, contrasting mastery

lessons

researches associated

with conventional programmes, merely

08 investigations showed elevated conclusions within mastery programme. Compressed
impacts resulted due to individual cadence mastery programme.

Hill

and Hounshell (1991) discussed a novel mode for programme ofbiology tbr

summe. school of North Carolina. Summer school initiated in favo. of unsucc€ssful
pupils of former programme. The pupils usually detested equally school as well as lessons
they needed on the subject ofadmittance; the timetable in support ofthe Summer school
was prepared by utilizing whole school time during seven headed for eight weeks within

four en route for six periods for daylight. Six instructional techniques employed
eadeavoring in the direction of augmenting attainment of leamers, mind-set of pupils,
outlook of parents furthermore leamer's attending oflessons. Each and every pupil took
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part for the period ofthe entire 06 instructional techniques. Mastery programmes enabled

students

to achieve goals, helping every

student through one-to_one teaching and

inculcating time value. Tutors watched pupils dircctly as well as they were motivated for

attaining 85%

of the entire ranking.

Amalgamation

of 06 techniques prcved better

attainment, diminished non-attendance in addition to slowness also enhanced mind-set

of

educators, parents as well as learners. In this context Walberg (1991) acknowledged 04

elements of teaching, which are mainly effective components'of Mastery Leaming in
promoting leaming:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Cues (18 researches, effect size i.e. ES

of 1.31)

Engagements (31 researches, ES 0.90)

corrective Feedbacks (19 rcsearches, ES 0 89) also
Reinforcements (41 research€s ES 1.21)

The studies arc condensed above contained by brackets of numeml of researches
in addition to calculated effective size while Mastery Leaming encompassing an effective
size of 0.98 whercas firther 04 teaching t€chniques conespondingly had an ES in a

of 0.4. The slightest effectual method, one-to-one teaching, comprised
an ES about 0.10. Where as, Robinson (1992) evaluated that time is constant in
reduced amount

conventional teaching while mastery is variable. On the contrary mastery is constant in
Mastery Leaming whereas time is variable. Mastery Leaming staods substituted for
uncreative conventional teaching methods of past, He affirmed that an amendment

conventional syllabus with teaching models moaeover implementation

of

of

innovative

techniques would need main reformation ofschool managements and teacher's training

Ryan (1995) illustrated 05 admired teaching techniques

of

7900 researches

contained in a Meta analysis established that Mastery Leaming was two limes effective
when compared to other techniques. This t ?e of discovery within research of education
stays as a scientific breaklhrcugh. Other techniques measured up with Mast€ry Leaming
of the Meta analysis included (1) one to one teaching (2) Branched programme (3)

Computer Assisted

,

along wiih (4) Adaptive teaching,

progmmme was the best among

all

techniques.

H!

deduced that mastery

Kulik, Kulik and Cohen

(1979)

accomplished 07 aelative researches of aetention about PSI classes contain€d by metaanalysis. He compared pupils taught by haditional method and PS[, deduced latter
gained 8.? times superior in concluding assessment also 15

1

times superior ofassessment
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of retention,. The inclination of mastery model stands elevated both in accomplishment
as

\4

ell as retention,

Lancy (1996) conducted

a

study problem investigating the separate also

combinational outcomes of mastery and coopemtive techniques, learners of 3rd and 4h
level knowledge also retention for fundamental financial conceptiofls Factorial design 2

by 2 measured up for attainment comprising 130 pupils arbitrarily placed (by ranking
Ievel) taught by mastery plus cooperative by 04 treatments. Tutoring planned also
imparted of fundamental financial conceptions by means of (1) mastery (2) cooperative

(3) mastery plus cooperative and (4) controlled action .He recommended

mastery

cooperative method is analogous with existing untimely infancy exercising competence in
support of concu(ently advancing theoretical teenage$' growth as well as verbal

communication.

Bdan (1996) conducted a researoh regarding difference of mastery as well as
non-Mastery Leaming within social work undergraduate course He idvestigated nonmastery for Social Work comparing to mastery using 141 students during social work
lessons. Attainment, prese ation, time period of l€ssons, mind-set ofpupils for subject
furthermore assessm€nts of lessons by pupils were computed independent variables His
research on Mastery Leaming holds analogous rcsults evaluated

for non-mastery for

planned variables linked with attainment also mind-set for subject of

pupils

Mastery

tutor moreover mastery bunch responded absolutely toward mastery tmining Basics of
additional execution for mastery progBmme might entail better execution period and he
recommended Mastery Leaming in favor of social work regarded as hopeful teaching
technique.

Yohan (1996) conducted a study with a main objective to determine mast€ry
programme influenced pupils' apprehension altitude when judged against other

(l)
conventional techniques. Techniques of teaching studied through research lamely
no
mastery with (2) Lecturing (.conventional technique) Researcher concluded that
due course as well as no Pupils'
of
apprehension detect€d between groupings of educational techniques Demographics
pupil include assistance of parents, age; serving pupils' figures moteover co_curricular

dissimitarity observed

in trait

apprehension

in
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hours did not influence pupils'trait otherwise state apprehension levels. Elevated altitude

offeminine apprehension demonstrated in the rcsearch.

The study investigated by Akinsola (2000) examined methods of teaching i.e.,
mastery, cooperative leaming, combined mastery along with cooperative leaming strategy

of studenb'

achievement

in

integrated science. The subjects consisted

of

200 junior

secondary school students chosen from four schools in Ibadan, Nigeria. A 4 x 2 x 2 quasi
experimental design applied in study. Data collected analyzed by analysis ofcovariance

(ANCOVA) and Duncan post-hoc analysis. Results from this study revealed that (a) Combined Mastery Learning and cooperative leaming strategy found to be more
appropriate in assisting achievement in integrated science. Females when compared with

males, outperformed

in

inte$ated science (b) talent have no effect on

student

achievement in integrated science.

Phillips and Frank (2001) evaluated several studies that rcvealed that students
leam more with Mastery Leaming as comparcd with lecture or discussion method used in

the classes. On the other hand, the majority of these engineering courses discarded
because

if

students do not finish a required course prior to finishing the semester, affer

that the student cannot register for other advanced cou6es. The ptoblem can be resolved

by applying Mastery Leaming. Abador (2002) deduced from othe. investigations and
recommended

in the study choosing of

mastery techniques instead

of

conventional

method of teaching. This fact of researchers recorded by their rcsearches validated that

this can be used for different kinds of variables, situations

and

each and every

f)!e of

pupi1.

Zafar (2003) N\alyzed the studies reported by Block (1971) offer confimation

of

mastery procedures strive Iine in facilitating conceming five-sixth of pupils to anive at

attainment elevation, whercas below one-ninth accomplished

in

noo-mastery

sunoundings (p.177). Wherc as Ashok (2005) conducted the study aiming for exploring

eflicacy ofmastery model and Inquiry Model for pupil's accomplishment of Science for

VII Grade.

Researcher chose 90

bunches, apiece consisting

students as a sample of VII Grade. Pupils in

of 30. The hlpothesis 8t the

03

posttest stage was that mean

attainment gains of pupils qualified through inquiry training model Mastery Leaming
modelas well as traditional method were significantly differ€nt.
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One-way ANOVA assisted in teaching ofresuits that mastery grouping managed

statistically superior accomplishment gains when measured up with Inquiry Trainirg and
Control Group; Inquiry Training Model and Traditional Method were likewise successful

for elevating pupils'

science attainment. Furthermorc, the outcomes pointed out that

inquiry-training model did not contain great deal of significant impacts on attainments of
science the same as Mastery Learning mode contained. The outcomes specified by

Ashok (2005) are in agreement with the .esults concluded by the rcsearches of Bloom
(1971) Patadia (1987) Yadav (1984) Clark (1983) Hooda and Syang (1982). In this
respect Adeyemi (2007) analyzed that all studies conceded to Mastery Leaming ate result

oriented and suggested that at any time Mastery Leaming

will

capitulate better than

conventional strategy to accomplishment of pupils about every subject and to the extent
ofbehaviour.

It reveals from
attairunent gains

above meDtioned research studies that students gained elevated

in the course of

Mastery Leaming as compared with Eaditional

technique. Mastery students achieve higier echelon from knowledge of content they
could not at all normally achieved when taught through non-mastery programme. In
compa son, the mastery students were superior to the non-mastery group sfudents
towards achievement. w1lile comparing with other methods, Mastery Leaming students
showed curiosity as well as apprcach for topic. They in addition improved thet pe$onal

with intellectual self-assurance. The students taught through Mastery
Leaming fond of subject matter additionally. And they became more coovinced in
conception

koowledge of subject comparing to non-mastery qualified pupils. Comparing mastery

with other strategies revealed incrcase in attainment; declining non_attendance moreover
enhanced mind-sets of parents, educator and who preferred Mastery Learning. Mastery

Leaming replaces the unsuccessful t&ditional methods ofteaching and leaming

2.4.3. Studies Indicatitrg Effects of Mastery Learning

oD Achievemeot.

One general stipulation that acknowledged Carroll (1963) and approved Bloom

(1971, 1976) so as to pupils encompass divergent abilities for gaining knowledge of
topics with tasks by diveBe altitudes of required expertise Several researches showed
e.g. Melton (1963) better severadce rclating consequent recurence ofstudy article lesults

in grcater output of gained knowledge,
accurate recollection.Endeavors

of

supposing holdup

well matched by means of

mast€ry teaching progmmmes

of Bloom

(1968)
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on behalf of neo-behaviorist
moreover Keller (1963) denote peak of accomplishment
technique in the direction ofteaching in all respects
of research by Carroll
Bloom (1968) detemined Mastery Lezuning was outcome
(1926) Skinner's (1954) moreover
(1963) amalgamated of ihoughts by Morrison's
effects rea'ed en route for
Brufler's (1966). [n this respect Block (1971) investigated
Morrison's technique in 1926 Mastery
Washbum's (1922) plan of winnetka along with

delineatedwithinstipulationsmeticuiousgoalsaswellaspupilsshouldnecessitate
just before subsequent component The
mastery of every component of earlier learned
closing stages of every component for
un-graded diagnostic pro$ess test applied of
presenting rcsponse

of

competence concerning knowledge

of pupils

Un-graded

frequently lay'down by 90-95% if not
diagnostic progress test also specified mastery,
After obtaining results of diagnostic
marked the substance pupil yet headed for studying

tgst,fundamentaltutoringbysuitablecorectivesubstanceenhancedeverypupil's
in 1930s the thoughts
attaining standard of mastery' Even though accepted'
knowledge,

going (Block' 1971) That did
ultimately vanished maidly due to short of expertise keep
instruction'
not appear till 1950s moreover 1960s because ofProgrammed
model in
Bloom (1968) altered abstract rnodel of Canoll for useful functioning
of speed (not taking acaount
favor of mastery. He elaborated if aptitudes were prognostic
making it
of level) pupil may possibly acquire knowledge of specified skill Thercfore
pupils on a modest mastery
feasible for bonding scale of knowledge anticipated frorn

stagemoreovercontrollingvariablesofcarrollmodelsoastogenelallyeverypupil
in a normal manner of
accomplished it. He expressed if aptitude of subject dispersed
equivalent excellence
population of pupil as well as imparted the same lessons with
will be dispersed on
moreover teaching period, after attainment in the end of teaching
normal curve.
learners within
Lee (1971) applied fifty as well as seventy Enkings on 13'617

sciencemoleovermathematics'Fromresults,heconcluded5l%sfudentsreached
at mastery on science'
mastery happening mathematics even as 417o students anived
ResearchersexarninedresourcesessentialforeducatingMasteryI,earningapproachesto
besides attainment of
tutorc as well as leamels in the direction of mastery progBmmes

pupils. Considerable aflirmative results revealed contained by enti'e

regions'
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Okey (1974, 1977) This also revealed by Bloom (1976) in studies encompassing subjects,
for example verbal communication, calculus and space techniques.
Measures of statistics linking attainment sequence on initially as well as concluding
accomplishment ar€:-

of Results ofNonMastery mastery
0.17
0.45
0.65
0.29
0.50
0.20
0.49
0.34
0.71
0.58
0.65
0.34

Results

Block(1970)
Anderson( 1973)

Arlin( 1973)
Ozcelik (1974)
t€vin(1975)
Medians

Above outcomes demonstrated over all conformity of forecast of h)'pothesis of
Bloom, even if correlation of mastery does not arrive at zero figures as expected. Fxact
tendency existed for shortened conelation flanked by primary as well as concluding
results of mastery suroundings. Block cited the work of Kim (1971) and his colleague
Lee (1971) by means of mastery proglamme in grouping approach having student tutor
proportion at 75:

l.

In this context Kim with other contemporaries transformed system

of

education ofKorea by applying Mastery Leaming programme in schools fiom primary to

middle level. Kim brcught into being that 77 students of mastery programme managed
criterion i.e.85o% accurate putting side by side whereas 45% Pupils qualified by
convenlional method acquired lhe echelon

All through in the decades of

1970 and 1980 several research studies caried on

Mastery Leaming. Patterson's (1993) analysis consisted of reorganization ofstipulation

for superior doct nes as well as student attainments of secondary institute ofcolorado'
The institute modified mastery c terions, executed alte.ations, integrated attainment
criteria for every component at

77o/o,

fiorco\q

ananged re-examinations on behalf

of

students who could not achieve 77Yo citeria consequently ledounded plevious rules
moreover procedures. Rationally, the students achieved elevated marks in examinations
besides superfluous pupils proceed and joined college as converted mastery programme
applied.

Meta-analysis explored by canvassers of Mastery Leaming firmished staodard

effective size in favor of pupils qualified by leaming for mastery of 0'85 this numeral
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would shift regular leamer within grouping ofnon-mastery of 50d place into rank headed
for apex l5olo grouping of pupils (Block and Bums 1977). ln this connection Cox and
Dunn (i979) expressed that programmes of mastery for learning inclined in the direction
of entailing significant time scope as well as endeavor in applying that the majority of
(1980) canied outan
educators along with management ofinstitutes do not apply. Ezewu

investigatiofl considedng results of leaming for mastery taking merely young women as
subjects. The outcomes

ofgirls taught in

the course of mastery wele superior as compared

with grouping of non-mastery pupils.

Nordin (1980) provided advanced infomation of the role that corrective
on
instructioo plays in the general effectiveness of Mastery Leaming Nordin focused
three ofthe major workings of Blooms (1976) conceptualization ofquality of instruction:

(or the
cues (or the lucidity of presentation of the mate al to the students) participalion

extent

to which students actively occupied in the

leaming Procedure)

and

First
feedback/correctives. Nordin shaped five groups ofMalaysian sixth-$ade students
and
grcup presented enhanced cues, second enhanced participation, third enhanced cues

participation, fourth feedback and oorrective and fifth group presented conventional
group instruction. The performance ofthe students remained outstanding in the feedback
group regarding both oognitive achievement add learning mte as compared to

/ corrective

the students in the other four gloups.

Abrams (1981) and Cohen (1981) recommended that mastery-leaming
progradmes have their supreme impact on students in grades 5 to 8 Howevet slight
impaots seen at grades

I to

4. Bloom (1981) noted that a good number ofteachers expect

that about one third of the students will sufficiently leam, one third will Pass' and one
third lvill attain

a

marginal pass or fail. Bloom fould that about

90olo students

could leam

to masrery if suitably instructed (p.559). Chan (1981) also applied a Mastery
approach

to the teaching of reading knowledge to third-grade

Learning

students, somewhat

percent
replicated Block's Iindings pertaining to cognitive leaming Once more, the 95
!o
correcr mastery perfonnance standard gave in ma-ximal leaming Students required

anive at a lesser standard ie. 75 percent co(ect attained no better than the students
leaming thrcugh non-mastery apprcach.
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An investigation carried out by Clark, Guskey and Benninga (1983)

examined

effects of leaming for mastery on achievement in addition to motivation. The study

examined grcuping

of

leaming

for

mastery and grouping

of

conventional method

applying lecture. Motivation along with its outcomes effecting attainments of leamers
was the most important variable of research. The res€archers established that faction of
leaming for mastery showed advanced rank in accomplishment, less nonattendance, with
additional drive for studying lessons. During related researches , (Chanl981) Europe,

(Kiml969)

,

Austmlia , Ritchie along with research studies of Walberg (1984) Asia,

Mevarech (1985) , (Dyke 1988), Langeheine (1992), South America and (Cabezon 1984)
demonstrated that the cautious and methodical use

of key

aspects

of Mastery Leaming

can direct to significant Fogress in students' leaming.

Dunkelberger and Keikkinen (1984) conducted arL exceptionally detailed
investigation exploring merely single feature for leaming of mastery i.e. replication in

examination. The researcher affirmed that cogtitive achievements acquired througl
Mastery Leaming depend upon combination of rcmediation and retesting but not only on
retesting. A study canied out by Guskey, Benninga and Clark (1984) was intended to find

out favourable provisions of leaming presented by leaming for mastery pmctices aflec&d

in advanced echelons of attainment with additional in-house credits intended for college
leamers. The subjects

of

research were one hundred nineteen schola6

of

education

enrolled in University. Outcomes demonstrated although leamers qualified in leaming for

mastery accomplished considerably superior echelons, yet no dissimilarity within
attribution acknowledged.

A study ofMevarech and Wemer (1985) investigated teaching t€chniques in favor
of expansion of expertise of problem solving in a course of paramedics Frontal lectue,
Mastery Learning and experiential Mastery Leaming strategies wele contrasted wherein
response counteractive ptocedures were set in expe ential leaming conditions. Domino

effects demonskated that frontal lecture created utmost gains whereas experiential
Mastery Leaming produced ma-ximum gains on all procedures of expertise of problem
solving.

Guskey and Gates (1985) presented in a fusion of findings from 38 studies on
g.oup-based applications of Mastery Leaming. Meta-anal,'tic measures applied to merge
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yield over and over
the outcomes of the studies Results revealed that such applications
olltcomes and
again positive effects on both cognitive and affective siudent learning
effect across studies
number ofteacher variables. Conversely, variation in the size ofthe
Effect size found to fluctuate as a function of the grade level of

is quite outsized.

practiced and the len$h ofthe study
students, the subject area to which Mastery Learning
(p.2).
tools they need to
Guskey (1986) detennined that Mastery Leaming presents the

sfudents lt authorizes
have manipulations that are more powerful on the leaming of their

themtobemoreeffectiveandresultantlyteachingbecomesmorerewardingandpleasant.
investigations'
An appraisal pertaining to leaming for mastery dissimilar to all perviotls
(Slavin' 1987)'
pointed out procedures encompassing no upshots on attainments ofpupils
investigations of
Outcomes astonished not only recognized canvassers having enornous
prcsenting encoumging findings, but also several applien who
mastery

for learning

p marily experienced
demonstates that

it

noteworthy

results. However, an analysis of this

conducted by means

(1987) employed unpredictable selection

of

review

questionable validity techniques Hebert

criteria Kulik (1990)

described outcomes in

per
partial mode as well as (Walberg 1988) depicted results without validation a5
powerful
provided proof (Guskey 1987). Particularly 02 other broad researches with

procedures printed as Slavin's review (Guseky and

Pigot! 1988 and Kulik 1990)

have

pupil's
confimed constantly affirmative influences of mastery for leaming in widening
the
knowledge results in addition to Kulik's (1990) rcsearch that illust'ated evidently
imprecise nature ofthis ea.lier report.

Whiting and Render (1987) examined the results oflearners' intellectual e'udition
leamers'
regarding 15 terms pertaining learning for mastery technique implicating 2,428
The data collected maintained the hypothesis that Mastery Leaming produces flourishing
leaming experiences. Students improved learning morc than 80 percent achievement
level that were not leaming at 25 percent achievement level

p

or to exposure to Mastery

Leaming.

The view of Block and Bums and others challenged by Slavin (1987), who
recommended that educationally significant results have only been found in studies'
which applied teachea_made tests, relatively standardized assessment tests' In this regard
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Kulik (1990) struck back with an additional

meta-analvsis based on 108 studies (two

for mastery) The average
thirds of which consisted of PSI and the remaining leaming
effectsizewas0.52whenexaminationperformanceconsidered.Thisplacedtheaverage
were more beneficial on below average
student at the 70th peroentile. The effects
aptitude student 0 6; high aptitude 0
students, but not signjficantly so (ES for low

4)

The

proved but only four studies taken into
feeble eIlect of mastery on standar'lized tests
in student performance in mastery
account in the analysis Less variation observed
prpgrammes' with an effect
prcglammes. Studeots showed more interest towards mastery
(effect size; 0'4 )
size of0.6 and attitude towards the subjects €nhanced

in District's
Butler (198?) noted that the mastery approach when applied
intended to achieve
Outcomes Drivefl Development Model (ODDlvI) prcgramme
the implementation of the
comprehensive district wide school improvement After
has gradually
mastery approach within the ODDM skeleton, student performance
(1988) anallzcd that
improved all over the district. In this respect Guskey and Pigott
of student achievement but
effects of Mastery Leaming are not only positive on m€asures

of leamers' their
also this method yielded enha[cement in school attending latio
participation in course group teaching, and their mind-sets towards knowledge
acquisition.

Guskey with Pigott (1988) and

Kulik (1990) evaluated that critical

elements

of

these elements
Mastery Leaming in broad rcsearch evidence and conoluded by exercising

pupils Researches proved
one is capable of having encou.aging upshots on leaming of
as well
by applying leaming for mastery broadly develop effectual teaching in institutes
as in backgounds

oftraining and guidance (Block, Efthim and Burns 1989; Slavin 1987)'

Kulik (1990) concluded that mastery programmes have positive eff€cts on student
(leaming for mastery
achievement with learning for mastery presenting larger effect size
inclined to come from
0.59; PSI 0.a8). The studies, which had the highest effect sizes be
paced and have mole
the social sciences, administered locally developed tests, are teacher
standads of
response for mastery students, who are compelled to achieve high

tf staodardized
performaflce (100%) with these features the average effect size is 09
(0 8) The divergence between
tests are applied, the effect size is still outstandingly high
Slavin and Kulik keeps on (Slavin, 1990)'
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outline required in
Department of Labors (SCANS, 1991) reporteC fundamentals
prcficiency of
of achievements in the place of \'o*, eg necessary talents'

support

along with execution proved
thoughts as well as individual behavior' The investigations

considerableencouragingresultsbylearningformasteryprogrammeineverycomponent
study titled two case
of fundamentals outline. Fot this uhrig (1992) conducted a rcsearch
model programme The
studies of Mastery Leaming in mark€ting education: the marked
problems' benefits and
objective of the qualitative study was to examine the feasibility'
implications

of the

implementation

of the Mastery Leaming strategy in

secondary

pro$amme The main findings
marketing programmes implementing the marked model
the
of the study declarcd that although there were problems related with implementing

of the marked model
strategy, yet the Mastery Learning st{ategy and the concepis
levels'
programme offered chances for nearly all sindenls to achieve the mastery
by
Thorkildsen (1994) viewed attainments with accountability in an investigation
was that one
comparing two $oupings of mastery for learning The treatment variance
group remained uninformed. Findings of research declared noteworthy dissimilarity

flanked by two groupings whereas grouping of informed leamers presented superior
alerhess of
attainment altitude. He hwothesized that reason for dissimilarity regarding
goals ln the same way Guskey
students was due to their motivation to meet the specific
(1996) appraised Mastery Leaming as Bloom (1984) recommended that strategies of
gains of
leaming for mastery concems individualized tutoring resulting in measured
leamer. As soon as pupils take up approaches for individualized programme aspiring of
Dweek'
leaming for mastery. It resulted in accomplished behavior of pupils (Elliot and
of leaming for
1988). Outstanding Ieaming results occurred in consgquence ofintegration
mastery system

in

computer tutoring (Montazemi and Wang,

1995)

Prec€ding

prcgmmme
comprehension forecasts extraordinarily effectual leaming as soon as
what the
objectively evaluated. (Dochy, 1999) (Phillips,2001) concluded that no matter
approach, mastery always has been the goal oflearning'

Phillips and Frank (2001) stated that, for smaller classes, modified shapes of
in faculty time'
Mastery Leaming could enhance student leaming with modest
'eserves

Adeyemi (2007) investigated efficiency of leaming for mastery approach by assessing
pupil's results in societal studies, two groupings of pupils taken comprising
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195 undergraduate and 195 university students. Component ofspecific lessons ofthe area

taught to tlvo groupings. Result demonstrated a definite conclusion at 0.05 levels on
efficiency of leaming for mastery approach pertaining to results ofpupils because pupils

of both varieties showed improved attainments in societal studies when matched up with
traditional technique.

The above-mentioned reseatch studies show that in Mastery Leaming, nearly
every leamer can acquire accomplishment in a good number ofmultifaceted abilities, i.e.
studeots achieve the leaming goal, which has been set for

them. lnstructors

and their

students influenced positively in the leaming process in Mastery Learding. Mastery
students achieved more than non-mastery students did, the students achieved greater

mark in examination

as

well as additional pupils proceeded in the direction of university

given that implementation of leaming for mastery prcgramme. It revealed that g0% of all
students could leam to mastery,

if

properly instructed. Many studies showed that the

careful and systematic use of key featurcs of Mastery Leaming could lead to significant
improvements in students' loaming. Researchers deduced that gouping of leaming for

mastery showed elevated level regarding accomplishment, nonattendance

in

smaller

numbers along with added impetus on the way to leaming. In Mastery Learning, students
achieved improved results when contiasted with non-mastery programme.

2.4.4. Studies Regarding Teaching of Iligher Order Cotrcepts through Mastery
Leartritrg

The canvassers concluded that leaming for mastery could improve erudition
within every single focused arca under discussion with superior outcomes in arithmetic
moreover physics. In language arts, effects found more positive in this analysis. Bloom

(1971) reoommended gigantic upshots

in

physics and arithmetic as acquisition of

knowledge in these disciplines mainly very structured other than chronological (Guskey
and cates, 1986). In this regard the results acquired by Lee (1971) of students for the
areas of math also physics once educated to 23415 students

within fifth furthermore sixth

mnks, by 31-40 % additional students attaining 85% criteria qualified from leaming of
mastery technique.
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Block (1972) evaluated the teaching of matrix arithmetic 1o eighth graders and
concluded that a mastery performance standard set at 95yo cottect produced highest
cognitive leaming. Block and Bums (1977) added ihat probably to

b

ng forth advanced

kind of performance comparing to mediocre kind of performance presented subsequent

to applying learrfng for

mastery techniques.

It was established through

of
sort of

a number

inquiaies showed that leame$ of mastery attained greater scheduled composition

problems with the purpose of incorporating conception, use, scrutiny, fusion furthemorc
assessment proficiency, also that leamers

competency

for

accomplishment

of

of mastery confirmed through

behaviour

diffrcult type of activities comparing to the

mediocre type of activities.

A venture in the dircction ofresponding numercus queries conceming leaming of
mastery

of grouping in a meta

observe effectiveness

of

analysis carried out

by Gtrskey and Pigott (1988) to

typical group based masteryJeaming programme. The

researche$ embarked on 950 papers of research fudhermore tapered the figure to 5l
applying criterion i.e. functions of leaming for mastery in grouping as well as cadence

of

tutor, investigations regarding learning for mastery comparing with control lessons

as

well as inquiries without grave erors

in

format and design

.

The

5l

investigations

incorporated into outcomes ofthe similar 05 quarters ofprogtamme as dealt with Guskey

and Gates (1986):, attainment of pupils perpetuation of knowledge acquisition

and

of period in addition to variables of pupil and insfuctor influence. The
canvassers established that enomous preponderance of researches encompassed
variable

attainment of pupils as key variable. After implementation of leaming for mastery in

$ouping technique an upbeat upshot was gained in attainment of pupils. Yet, topics of
subjects were different on statistical significance, indicative of fluctuatiDg of effective
size with respect to topic for which leaming ofmastery applied.

Anedondo and Block (1990), Mevarech (1985) and Soled (1987) recommedded

that outcomes from Mastery Leaming enhanced

if

instruction focuses on high-level

conclusions e.g., novel communications, infening interprelations and resolving
intricacies. Techniques
(aoquisition

of

of

knowledge)

behaviorists capable

of

of

efficiently making easy mastery

substance whercas strategies pertaining cognition are

valuable in training resolving intricacies anywhere distinct details as well as polices
practiced within unusual circumstances besides constructive techniques particularly
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appropriate for dilficulties ftom fiIst to last rcflections
1993).

In this corext Husen and

in force (Ertmer and Newby,
postlethwaite (2000) deduced that it is obvious
to the

majority how Mastery Learning applied to teach subjects that are ordered, for instance
mathematics, but the Mastery Leaming procedure isjust as effective when applied to less

stuctued subjects, for example, langlage

arts and social studies (p.3629).

In view of the discussion of above studies, it concluded that Mastery Leaming
could also apply in the subjects generally considered ofhigher order and sequential like
Science and Mathematics.

It

also rcvealed that a mastery performance standard set at

95oZ conect produced highestlevel cognitive

leaming. Students taught thrcugh Mastery

Leaming werc superior in comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation

skills. It fudher revealed that leaming for mastery improves aciuisition ofknowledge in
each and ev€ry topic with superior upshots in language, arithmetic, natural sciences and

arts. Mastery Leaming is highly effective when instruction centralizes on highlevel
outcomes e.g. resolving intricacies, illustrating presumptions, inferring interpretations as

well

as ingenious exprcssions.

2.4.5. Studi€s Evaluating all Type of Students Includiug Slow Learners and Special
Childretr
Detheu'x (1974) made use

of

sooioeconomic status as a substitute for entering

ability level. These levels ofsocioeconomic status shaped: under privileged (60 percent)
average (30 percent) and privil€ged (10 percent). The resultt

of the Detheux

study

recommended that although the Mastery Leaming pro$amme }{as particularly beneficial

for the under privileged

students, yet

all three groups benefited from the

progmmme.

Anderson and Reynolds (1979) pointed out that the lower ability students, in fact,
benefited morc from Mastery Leaming than the high-ability students. At the same

tifte,

the high ability students did not do any worse than their high ability conesponding
students in non-mastery programmes did.

Researches conducted matching up of outcomes of attainments ofpupils applying

leaming for mastery only, leaming for mastery by means of collaboration, collabo.ation

only furthermore customary tutoring (Maverick, 1985; slavin and Karweit 1984).

fie

upshots conceming every study were widely divergent however researches presented in

an

analogous

layout. Slavin and Karweitt accounted students'

accomplishment

influenced through collaborative tutoring and not as a rcsult of learning fol mastery.
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Mavarcch informed leaming for mastery significantly improved attainment and affirmed
that collaborative tutoring comprised modest allects on attainment. The investigator also
hypothesized that dissimilarity within domino effects

oftwo rflearches

connected ilr the

direction of socioeconomic. All students ofthe study ofSlavin and Karweitt subsisted of

low down eamings kin while students of Mavarcch subsisted fiom middle eamings kin.
Bloom (1987) labeled it misdemeanor opposed to humankind denying youngsters of
flourishing leaning at the same time

as possibie

in favor ofpractically each and every one

to leam to an elevated altitude. Spencer (1992) also scrutinized the students with leaming

difficulties. Even though pupils accomplish mastery in acquiring knowledge in

standard

78% times further, the students arrived at echelons, presenting significantly higher than
pupils as per expectations ofpersonnel ofinstruction

Analysis regarding above studies illustrates that the Mastery Leaming was
especially productive for the under privileged students i.e. avErage and privileged also
achieved mandatory goal of leaming- Low ability students beneflted more ftom Mas1ery

Leaming than high ability students

did.

Studies also indicated that students from low-

income families and middle class families leamed significantly better. Students with
leaming difficulties also revealed good results. The mastery-leaming progmmme is

similarly effective for socio-economically low and special child.en when evaluating their
achievement level.

2.4,6. Studies Regarding Affective Domain in Teaching Leartring Process
Leaming for mastery contai ed upshots equivalent en rcute for promoling
middling leamer within course group upward to apex 150% observed in a Meta analysis of

Block and Bums (1977). The technique encompassed constructive influence on
concentration of pupils of studying topics over and above bs expected showed off
personal assurance. ln Korea, remarkable experiment created likewise astounding results

(Kim 1971).
Chicago Mastery Leaming Reading Programme (CMLR) was structur€d covering
model of leaming for mastery. lt had definite goals as well as norms regarding mas&ry

on behalf of every componcnt by means of model to carry out also restated requisites
within rational increase (Levine, 1985). Overall 03 schools one ofeach from Califomia's'

Ohio's and Missouli's state respectively, had applied this Mastery Leaming model'
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These successful programmes surlaced that Mastery Leaming offered an effective model

of instruction for a

broad range of students; it decreased the academic spread involving

the slower and nomal pupils with abilities along with inner conceptions for practicing in

further topics ofsyllabi. In conjunction through achievements oferudition, mind-set and
personal representation of enhanced.

Not onl,v Bloom's endeavor on Mastery Leaming recommended itself for its
observable cognitive benefits, but also student generally demonstrated an enhanced
interest in subject mater, and an increased sense of self_esteem. Their retention and

tmnsfer

of material leamed through Mastery Leaming also got better considerably

Guskey (1986). Guskey (1986) synthesized that teacher too experienced positive effects

in Mastery Learning. When they noticed the progress in theh

students leaming, th€y

of professional rejuvenation. Olubodun (1986) examined conclusions
conceming learning for mastery approaches for psychological and intellectual results of
pupils ofarithmetic. Oulcome indicated that leaming for mastery procedurc imprcved
gained a sense

knowledge acquisition ofpupils furthermore they obtained additional gains.

Researchers therefore, concluded that knowledge acquisition

of leamers through

Ieaming for mastery shategy demonshated improved leaming outloolq improved stance
regarding proficiency of comprehension as well as less absconding quotient than othes

gained (Gusky and Pigott, 1988; Kulik and Kulik, 1990)

Blocl

Efthim, and Bums

(1989) evaluated that masteryleaming procedues presented familiarized edirying
back$ound

to

facilitate variety

of

leamers' distinctiveness

of

admission (talents,

aptitudes, mind-sets, ethics, as well as comprehension) that helped in accomplishment

of

every pupil (pp.3-4).

Clara (1991) conducted a study with the objective headed for planning wideranging structure ofteaching excellence called the Quasi-Mastery Lear ng System The
main fearure is resricted period ofterm {regarding l6 $eeks) in Quasi-Mastery Leaming

method. It focuses on the description ofthe substance and leamers' personal values, and
the diverse manners of kaowledge acquisition of pupils. This study pointed out that
teaching is substantially effectual in QuaslMastery Leaming system when compared with
conventiooal syllabi given that enhanced pupilrctention as well as achievement.
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The above discussion of the related studies indicated that Mastery Leaming
approach had a positive impact on student's interest, improved their self_confidence,
attitude and self-image. Teachers too experience positive effects in Mastery lraming

when they see enrichment in

thei

students leaming. The teachers excel

in their

professional rejuvenation. Mastery Leaming improves leamers' self_esteem, encourages

openers

to

innovative ideas and accommodates

distinctiveness

of

a

variety

of

student leamers'

admission (talents, aptitudes, mind_sets, ethics,

as well

as

comprehension).

2.4.7. Studies Relating With Aptitude atrd Time in Mastery Learuing
Bloom originated component of teaching time from Carroll's vital measuaes. In
modus operandi of Canolt's, knowledge acquisition is point of required time. PuPil's
aptitude is a main vaiable correlated in the direction of time required Carroll's definition

of time, "essential time required for knowledge acquisition in constructive environmert
for goal accomplishment". He pointed out stipulating that a requisite time be given to
pupil for accomplishing meticulous altitude

as

well as specifying pupil uses required time

for completion of goal, In this respect Carroll (1963) analyzed acquisition of

foreign

language with respect to personal variations and establishes with the aim ofgains reveals

discrepancy in quantity of required time in favor of acquisition. Practically each and

every pupil could attain accomplishment

of activity stipulating every one specified

sufficient time also be given high-quality inshuction. This idea'approved leading next to
conduction about studies of leaming for mastery' Caroll and Bloom's Mastery Leaming
techniques models arc group based.

According to Carroll (1963)

if

the students are normally distributed conceming

aptitude for a few subject and all the students arc offered with accurately the similar
instruction i.e. teaching excellence with presented time pro acquisition, the outcome will
be normal dishibution as a suitable measure of achievement ln addition, the connection
pupils
between aptitude and achievement will be somewhat high on the other hand

with
dispersed normally regading aptitude but type as well as teaching excellence
requisite time acquired knowledge suitable for individual's rcquirements oonceming
every leamer and then all could likely accomplish area untlel discussion Whereas
Bloom's Mastery Leaming (1968/81) supporting scheduled decree that pupils merely
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permitted in developing acquisition ofcomponent about fudher accomplishing it entirely.

Aptitude

of pupil establishes essential time he requires en route for

attaining a

component, abstaining the probability pupils always subsist proficient. Beyond the
scheduled decree Mastery Leaming exists flexible now it is tIuly applied.

In this context, Caroll (1971) gave three characteristics of operational model for
Mastery Leaming. First, that aptitude observed as an index of leaming rate, rather than
learning level. Secondly the degree that evety student is permitted adequate time to study
given topic near pre-specified rank moreover he expends time desired to leam, the student

would expect to leam the subject to the specific level. Lastly, as well as aptitude, the
relevant personal tmits are the student's ability to comprehend instruction and his
retention.

Bloom (1971) challenged that Mastery Leaming procedures decrease the amount

of time rcqui.ed to achieve mastery. Headed for assessing this time factor Arlin and
Webster (1983) conducted research in leaming for mastery. Mastery feaming pupils
matched up with pupils of non-mastery. Aftainment, time, and speed of gaining existed

estimating variables of research. Researchers established noteworthy enhancements in
speed ofgaining as well as accomplishments of grouping of mastery. Considering speed

of gaining, pupils of mastery studied

16.82 objects

for each hour while

non-mastery

students leamed 13.05 objects. The mastery students used up significant added titne for

Ieaming a topic than pupils of non-mastery. Pupils of mastery study 55 8 minutes
respectively, as compared with pupils of rlon-mastery 30.7 minutes respectively'
Summing up, researchers described that elevating achievement levels considerably by
means of leaming for mastery except time required in fa!or

ofthe raise substantial'

Bloom (1971) sltrthesized these three suggestions ofCanoll (1971) If aptitude is
prognostic of the mte before the level to which a student could leam, it ought to likely for
assigning level of edification predicted regarding pupils by mastery echelon as well as in

the direction of methodicalty control relevant variables of teaching within Carmll's
technique such as each and every pupil achieved mastery. Bloom argued that ifsfudents

were nonnally dist buted regarding to their aptitude for a subject and were prcsented
similar instruction conceming quality and time, then their achievement at the subject's

finishing poirt would be normally distributed. Moreover, the correlation between
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aptitude and achievement would be high (Fig.5a).

lf

students normally distribut€d on

aptitude but each imparted most selected teaching eminence in addition to enough time

of

erudition comparing to mainstream pupils might be estimated achieving accomplishment

(Iig.5b).

Aptitude

)\
--Frift[dE--

(5a)

Achievement

(5b)

Achievement

Instruction per learner

(a) Uniform
(b) Optimal
Bloom B. S (1971, p.424) Mastery Learning Theory atrd Practice.
J.II. Blode llolt, Rinehart and Winstotr, New York.

Carroll's view to a certain extent is compared to this so as to aptitude is quantity
of time student needed en rcute for achieving accomplishment in study assignment' As
said by Bloom (1971), students given ample time and suitable kind ofassistance,95
percent can acquirc mastery ofa subject.

Anderson (1976) indicated that significance of the corective instruction part of

Mastery Leaming ascribed largely to the incrcase in time existing for leaming' The
researcher explored that when extra time specified

for slow learners while they ex€rt

during lessons pupils can develop their study skills with leaming course content A basis

for this is possibly that ordinary pupils in learning for mastery lessons worked on activity
while frequently like the apex 05-15% pupil within controlled lessons (Dillashaw and
Okey 1983; Wenttling 1973). It prevailed repeatedly five times discrepancy oonnecting
sluggish as well as intelligent pupils by commencing learning for mastery course group;
however discrepancy abridged conceming 2.0 times in due course Eyan, 1995).
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A

Meta examination carried out by Guskey and Gates (1986) included

31

investigations dealing with 05 quarters: influence ofpupil, attainment ofpupil, variable

of

time, variable oftutor as well as preservation ofpupil. They found that pupils in leaming

for mastery demonstrated improved attainment compared to those taught in conventional
coaching procedure. Upshots in painting, verbal communication and societal studies
lessons were higher than achieved

within lessons of science and arithmetic. Pupils

maintained longer when studied in leamiog for mastery. Leaming analyzed equally

within short-range moreover long-standing researches revealgd that when pupils

are

occupied within knowledge acquisition in support of better fraction of period they used

up in leaming for mastery

lessons need lessening quantity

of

rcmedial time in the

components ofteaching. Pupils expand extra optimistic outlooks conceming capability to

study. As a final point, teacher who applied leaming for mastery augment optimistic

mifld-sets

to

educate advanced prospects

for

leamers as

well as

bettea ptivate

accountability in favor of teaching results.

Guskey and Gates (1986), Guskey and Pigott (1988) assessed that supplementary

time for lessons should be $anted if each and every pupil likely to aoquire leaming for
mastery of objectives pertaining to syllabus and instruction must be caried on in a way
modified to the environment and skills of students (Walberg, 1999). Bloom (1987)
concluded that leamer should not carry on for fresh substance in anticipation unless and

ufltil requircd

fundamental substance consummated. Study time ought

to

attune to

amalgamate aptitude.

Meta-analysis by Kulik (1990) anal)zed that the benefits attained fiom mastery
leaning future continuing. Following teaching of 09 weeks attainments of leaming fo'
mastery persisted time after time elevated comparing to pupils of conventional Iessons
did. Reports illustrated so as to results of leaming for mastery programmes was ditficult

to standardize for each and every pupil. Category of pupils with low aptitude embraced
higher achievement while comparing to pupils ofhigh aptitude. Time ofassignments with

zilch raise an inconsistency for extensively apprehended viewpoints of numerous
researche$ relating to Mastery Learning. Effects that are more positive found in
connection with societal subjects comparing with physics moreover arithrnetic. Main
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forecast about learning for mastery revealed that

it lift

up result of

97o%

pupils for

echelon. usually pre\ iously merely apex 40o accomplished.

Robinson (1992) concluded thal a conv€ntional teaching seizes point in time

unvarying as well as lets mastery differ while leaming for mastery seizes mastery
unvarying furthermore permits point in time for divergence. centile and Lalley (2000)
elabomted the model of Mastery Leamiig in the classroom and deduced that educators

can educate all students, with their individual educational aptitudes. Mastery Leaming
procedure escalated initial leaming through further practice and advanced level exetcises,

facilitating all students to accomplish high standards (p.l).

It inferred ftom the above discussion of studies that if a pupil permitted time he
desires for attaining a specific echelon in addition to if pupil'uses required time, ghe
ought to accomplish the specific altitude. Requisite time with good quality instructions
makes each and every pupil proficient

of flourishing leaming for mastery. The

other

revelation was that ifthe students are normally distributed and all the students provided

with same instruction time, the connection between aptitude and achievement would
high. In Mastery Learning aptitude could
than leaming

level.

be viewed as an index

of€te of

be

learniog, rdlher

Mastery Leamilg reduces the amount of time needed !o attain

mastery. In Mastery Leamin& if students given enough time and approp.iate instruction,
97oZ

of students can achieve mastery of the subject. ln Mastery Learning, slow leame,s

oan develop confidence through accomplishing mastery in the subjeot. In Mastery
Leaming, exha time provided if all students expeoted to acquire mastery. It is also
importart that time to learn adjusted to fit aptitude. The results of learning for mastery
programme differed for each arld every pupil ofcourse group as pupils with low aptitude
gained further comparing with high aptitude pupils.

2.5

REVIEW OF THE RELATED STUDIES ON DIRECT INSTRUCTION

2.5.1, Studies Elaborating about Key Features ofDirect Instrucliotr '

According

to

Hempenstall (2001), Direct lnstruction associates various

characteristics among behavioural teaching as

well as in additional forms'

The

'tl
canvdsserc obse ed that Direct Instruction founded experientially acknowledged
teaching technique with representation, pupil's connections with elevated ptoportion as

well as a response of elevated altitude of (equally remedial and inducing)' Gerster!
Taylor. and Gra!es (1q99)

Borich (2001) examined that in the Direct Instuction model, the concept of a
lecture in the elementary and secondary classroom varies significantly fiom the concept

of lecture rhat )ou might obuin from college experience. The usual one_hour college
lecture iniiequently will be appropriate for your olassroom, because your leamers'
attention spans, interest Ievels and motivation will not be the equal as your o$'n'
Consequently, the lecture as offered here is neither a long (and boring) monologue nor an

open, free wheeling debatc of problems that interest the students. In its place, it mpidly

mted extremely plamed putting to trarNactions that can center entirely of attaining
prearranged details structure or act successions (p.244).

Stamper (2002) synthesized that teachers employed the computer very little for

Direct Instruction in the classroom. They started to exercise work processing for lesson
planning and setting up handouts or exercise books. Kozloff, (2003) advocated of the
commercially available Direct lnstruction progBmmes that embark to geat lengths !o
differentiate them from teacher made Direct Instruction lessons by means of one of the
generic models and instructional methods comprising on leaming theory.

Kroesbergen and Van

Luit (2003) further elaborated that Dircct Insauction is a

teacher focused inshuctional approach. This approach is ext emely organized by
systematic layout conceming dmft progmmme for guiding pupil on every stride for
acqui.ing accomplishment. Normally applied to faction of pupils furthermore is swift
rated teaching. Leamers rcact to teaching moreover get instaflt response. lt comprises
incessant reproduction through tutors;

follow with restricted participation of educato'

besides subsequently departing tutor participation while leamers complete assigrment

Maccini

and Gagnon t2002).

Hummel (2004) reviewed that after utilizing a commercialty available Direct
Instruction progamme score ofteachcrc started applying main ideas ofDirect Iostuction
(signed vocal act in response, little sections) within lessons. These lessons could not use
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Direct Instuction syllabi resources. Tweed (2004) also queries in the repo( the question
about efficiency of Direct Instruction for tuition of science. The canvasser informed that

diversilying approaches pertaining to training, as w€ll as the query founded including
practices

of Direct Instruction

seeing that is the most excellent

in favor of

pupils.

Grossman, (2005) observed that when institute managements increased comprehension

marks as a result of 30 proportion within single year following heading debatable,
programme labeled as Direct Inllruction.

Sowell (2005) reviewed a report and deduced that fraction of eighty nine out of
hundred university academics alleged that educators ought to helpers belore busy within

nowadays titled Direct Instruction or addressed now plan schooling. In this respect

Watkins (2005, P.38) deduced Direct Instruction consist of 70oZ of virtual lessons
contributors experienced that computer training plays noteworthy influence on futor's

inspiration moreover attachment. Engelmann (2006) evaluated that Direct Instruction
differed to delivering an address neither identical item norjust conversing. [t exactly as a

rule distinguished through tremendously communicative discussion linking tutors along
with pirpils. However, €very row and then. an easy lecture mainly suitable. estabiished as

well

as effectual modus operandi

wwc

for obtaining an instructional objective'

(200?, p.3) report stated that Direct Instruction introduced in the 1960s and

has been modified and renamed over the years. The Direct Instructioo model first labeled

as the DISTAR, which comprised DISTAR Reading, DISTAR Arithmetic and DISTAR

Language-l.Direct Instruction has prcgrcssed over the years ln this context American

Institute for Research (AIRS) (2007, p.2) repofted that Dircct Instruction planned
instruction strategy framed in the results of research for firnher than quarter century'
Now it practiced in classrooms ofall kinds all over the globe, among pupils' variety
individuals by leaming complexities for exceptionally brilliant pupils'

It

as

of

has been determined from the discussion of above stated research studies that

with
the model is based on the proposition that intelligence develops through interactions
environment and that by controlling interaction. efficient teaching leaming process

occured. In this model,

Ieamers acquainted with objectives and provision of time in

favor of teaching is adequate morcover uninterrupted Direct Ins[uction teaches
cognitive operations and rules. The basic rule of Direct lnstruction is a belief that all
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students can learn and

if leaming is not goidg on, then teaching is not going

the teaching techniques for low Performing students and teacher

of Direct Instruction

on lt cove$

training The main

Point

presents that each and every Iearner accomplishes every single

It
subject areas. Direct Instruction exists to come up with innovative Programmes_
proves positive impact on socio_cogltitive and affective development This functions for

the reason that

it

makes the students furthermore instructors

in the

direction of

concentrating vigorously transpiring pertbrmances for the effective use of

time lt

is

highly interactive method for teaching learning process.

2,5.2. Studies Exploring Effectiveness of Direct Insiruclion while comparing with
Other Strategies, Methods or Models olTeaching
Over 65, 000 pupils rvithin 195 institutes from beginoing to end of USA occupied

into Prcject Follow through (PFT). PuPils educated in accordance with models of
divergent categories accompanied by one another as well as matched up by conholl€d
grouping. The research examined annual information of9,000 pupils The canvasseB of
02 autonomous investigation associations (Stand ford Research Associates moreover
ABT Associates) 1998 conducted study. The conclusions demonsttated that model of
of
Direct Instruction shaped ma-ximum results of pupils occur every part of 03 sorts
quantifications -fundamental expertise, educational expedise and sentimental expeftise
(Stallings, 1975, ABT Associates, 1977; moreover Chall,2000, p 80)'

An

experimental study carried out

by Cowart, Camine and Becke'

(1976)

were capable of
reviewed the effects of signaling in Direct Instruction The researchers

conhollinginstructionalcontent.Cowartandassociatesfoun4thatsignalingp.oduced
signals to draw outhigher rates ofresponding and attending wlen the teacher exercised
of the
students were attentive 55% ofthe time and responded 80%
grcup responses, the

attended less
other hand, when the teacher did not apply singles' student
ofthe time, and responded only 60% ofthe time (pp 94 95)

time. On the
about 35oZ

effect

the short-t€rm
According to Stebbins (1977), the foremost researoh that evaluated
assessment ofP
ofthe model of Diaect Instruction happened to be an autonomous

regarding eight diffe'ent
F T analyzed by 02 self-goveming associations Effectiveness

instructionalmodels,containingDirectlnstructioninvestigated'Themodelimpactcome
was focal point of these
about socially disadvantaged leame$ within elementary ranks
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studies.

In this

respect House, Glass, and Mclean (1978) asserted that customary

techniques crcated frail outcomes comparing with Direct Instruction. It emerged from the
succeeding studies that Direct Instruction looked comparatively better thar other studies

(Ellis and Fouts, 1997, p.222).
Becker and Gersten (1982) deduced that throughout 60% ofthe contrast pupils

qualified by Direct Instruction achieved extensively superior syllabus conceming
comprehension along with arithmetic. During further researches, sfudents took part'
within programmes of Ditect Instruction for the period ofelementary mnks matched up to
comparable pupils refrained to join Domino effects showed that puPils of Direct
Instruction got certificates, even fewer who expected failure (Ge$ten 1982; Ge$ten and
Camine, lq83; Cersten and Keating L98l)

Darih and Camine (1986) viewed the effectiveness ofvisual spatial displays in a
study with leaming disabled students, This study observed two approaches to teaching
leaming disabled students' an apprcach visual-sParial display as conrasted lo a traditional
teaching approach (lecture and student-leaming activities) that planned to enhance

motivation. Twenty-four students chosen irom forth, fifth and sixth grades with leaming
disabilities arbitrarily dispersed, in the direction of linking 02 groupings of instruction'

with
The conclusions pointed out sfudents who offered an overview of the content

a

insauction'
visual-spatial display leamed more than students did who given traditional
pupils taught
Gerstein anal Keating (1987) anallzed studies applying resulls of
Direct lnstruction and results of those pupils were refrained given Direct

through

Instruction.. Investigators observed institution approval, institution attending'

and

pupils of Direct Instruction
attainment of examinations in addition to prcservation' The
as
higher when compared vr'ith conventional groupings'in five comparisons'
achieved

Direct Instruction
educational results quantified- The contrasts supported pupils of
attending' and
proceeding further quantifications too (institution approval, institutioo
investigations (p 7)'
attainment ofexaminations besides pleseNation) within entire

of seventh as well eighth
Gersten, Keating and Becker (1988) assessed the results
who received T)irect
grade students ofDirect Instruction The pedormance ofthe students
Direct
lnstruction comparcd to the performance of control subjects who did not attend

'15

Instruction progmmme. The researchers found enhanced achievement in the performance

of

students who were

in Direct Instruction programmes (Gersten, 1988). This study

cooducted at five varied project follow through locations: Ohio, Dalton, Smithville,

Illinois Tupelo Mississippi, East St. Louis;Tennessee; Texas and Uvalde.

Cole (1993) selected 201 four to eight years ofexceptional need youngsters from
investigational institute rvithout earlier playgroup experiences. The researcher put side by

side verbal communication, arithmetic and published informition results for special
children took part within grouping of Direct Inslruction and children participated within
contrast grouping applied mediated traizing. The results were in support of youngsters
taught through Direct Instruction (p.5).

Meta-analysis of researches of Direct Instruction for the 39 adequat! conhasts
having ES of 0.72 for reading caried out by Adams and Engelmann placed the standard

ofoutsized ES ifto perspective, an added Meta-analysis established ES of.08 for eflicacy

of verbal communication

technique

of reading (Stahl and Miller, 1989). wlere

Saunders (1991) also examined efficacy

of

pupils pertaining

to diveBe

as

teaching

methodologies ofparaphrasing capabilities. Post-test examination showed that technique

of teaching; which applies exPlicit symbols, was significant 6lso

enhanced rewording

presentation whereas coaching conventional course book lechnique was insignificant.
Outcome in addition specified that none of the va ables extensively Produced post-test
results following for instructions.

Adams and Engelmann (1996) reviewed research from 1973 to 1995 on Dircct

INtruction that has yielded alike positive results. In an analysis ofall Direct lnstruction
research conducted, 29 inventive researches acknou ledged Direct Insrruction matched up

to further methods ofeducation. Significant increases in achievement stated in favor of
ordinary as well as exceptional pupils with range of subject areas pertaining to primary
and higher programmes. (p.44). The 29 investigations accounted 165 contrasts' Domino

effects commencing contrasts proved
Instruction , measured up to simply 09

(l)

o%

91 % post examinations supported Di'ect

supported strategies ofnon-Direct lnstruction

'

(2) 7l % results considerably supported Direct Inskuction matched up to just one I %
supported techniques of non-Direct Instruction also 28 % supported none- 29
investigations gave way outsized effective size

for Direct Instruction

Enormous
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achievements detailed on behalfof ordinary as well as exceptional pupils for primary and

higher programmes, furthermore on behalf of attainment within diversified lopics.
Prototype

of

increase retained, either the results calculated by standardize or tutor

prepared examination, either the design

of

inquiry investigational or else

quasi-

investigational, ifnot eith€r researches ended in six months or further than eleven months.
The standa.d effective size (ES) computed for 29 rcsearches rrerc 0.87; the stardard ES
was 0. 97 on behalf of 169 contasts, representing that in Direct Instruction groups on
average gain scor€s for students averaged neat

full

standard deviation higher than pupils

of contrast groupings. It is infrequent within instructional research to have effective

sizes

ofthis scale.
Adams and Englemann acknowledged as strong promoters of Direct Instruction ;

there are a following few independent evaluations that gave way concluding phases and
outcomes analogous for their evaluations:-

1.

Meta-analysis (1987) of 27 researches so as to paid attention for exceJrtional
populace established huge ES

in favor of Direct lnstruction by not a single

contast supporting the contrast grouping (white, 1988).

exceptional pupils established

of

on behalf of
Direct lnstruction in the direction ofexisted one of

lntegrative examination (1996)

intercession programmes

mereiy eight intercessions current firm proof of efficacy (Fomess, Kavale, Blum
and Lloyd, 1997),
3. Meta-analysis( 1997)

of eight

iesearches

of rcsults of Direct Instruction video

prcg;arnmes in support of instructing arithmetic yielded standard effective sizes

futher than

of

1.,8 (Fischer and Tarver, 1997).

4. Present Practice

Alert (1997) subsidized through Division on behalf of Leaming

Disabilities along with Division in support ofResearch ofCouncil for Exceptional
Children acknowledged fiat elevated echelon of el'ficacy (pro Direcl Instruction)
long-established via investigative appraisals, personal inquiry as well as scientific

information ofcasual analysis (TEver and DLD/DR, 1999).

As said by canvasse$ in addition to outcomes regarding numerous meta_analyses

blended

with Direct lnstruction moreover plan teaching

implementation produced

superior constructive result comparing with any other technique.Educating fundamental

7',7

expertise for pupils in Direct Instruction moreover alter that instructing them techniques

by reinforcement besides retrieving consecutively will guaEntee flourishing inskuctive
practice on behalfofeach and every pupil. Conversely, in favor ofexceptional as well as

regular pupils, these techniques vital on behalf of the prcservation of new expertise.

(Ellis 1993; Karp and Voltz, 2000;

Swanson 2001) Viadero (1999) observed that self-

govemiDg investigative faction assessed the investigation endorsing
reorganization models. It revealed Direct Instruction;

a

3l

admired school

programole with extensive dislike

thrcugh several instructors as well as scholars effectively enhanced student achievement.

Considering attainment of students with respect to Conhol Variable Strategy
(CVS) measures Direct Instruction was further effectual comparing to discovery leaming
(Chen and Klahr, 1999; Klahr, Chen and Toth, 2001; Toth, Kahr and Chen 2000).As
accounted by canvassers Dircct Inshuction has many inadequacies. Scores of researches

lacked in ascertaining ample facet for permitting duplications pertaining to corclusions.
such as, considemble several researches eliminated sequence regarding sample

of

pupils

numeral and refrained to supply statistical measures on behalf of results Cmwford aDd
Snider (2000), Grossen and Ewing (199a), Ogletree (1976), Richardson, Dibenedetto,
Christ, Press and Winsber (1978) and Tarkington (1989) (p.34).

Borman, Hewes, Overman and Brown (2002) found out that while matching up

with other methods, Direct Instruction has taken as a whole effective size ofd =.0.31
(z

= 12.71, p<.01), whereas d =.18 to

d:.35.

Regarding researches ofDirect Instruction

moreover comparable execution liable for disclosing effects flanked by d=18 and
d=

35. The outcomes in favor of Direct Instruction

well as intermediary judgment plans quite

projected commencing conhast as

lesser comparcd to greater outcomes, except

optimistic with considerable statistical measures, d = .16 (z = 9.50 p < .01) in addition to
d = .16

(z:

second result

8.93, p < .01), correspondingly (p.29). The canvassers concluded that the

of

researches

with single gouping, design of pre-posttest formed larger

effective size compared to researches encompassing conholled grcupings (p.37).

Nigam and Klahr (2004) conducted a study, which participated by 109 youngsterc
commencing foufih and sixth ranks

in three dissimilar primary institutes for

female

of
approach (p.l).

youngsters compdsing 56 fourth ranks and 53 sixth ranks. Pupils by the sarne ranks
every institute arbibarily dispersed for Direct tnstructlon rather discovery

18

They concluded in the study that directs instrtrction provided extra proficient pupils
compared to discovery Leaming. 39 of 51 Direct Instruciion pupiis (75olo) happeded io

p.oficient while merely 09 of 5l discovery youngsters (21%) performed consequently, chi

Sq. (1 d0 -21.0,p<.0001. The

supremacy

of Direct Instruction

above discovery

upheld as observing simply the youngsters started by lowly first CVS measures (0 or

l)

within examination period. 64% ofthe 31 pupils ofDirect Instruction achieved such low
down gains throughout the examination period grew to be proficient through evaluation
period, compared to merely 14% of the 38 yoLlngsters within discovery approach by
evenly low down first CVS gains ( Chi.Sq. (ld| = 19.7, p <.0001, (p.5).

Education division

of U. S

(2004) employed

02

sovereign assessment

organizations for accumulating as well as examining records of €xecution

of23

diverse

models within more than 179 locations relating over 19800 students. Direct Instruction

created definitely the most advanced expansion
investigation on account of efficacy of

2l

in the

students leaming (p.5). An

models for primary schools analyzed all-

inclusive improvement. Direct lnshuction recoglized the best obtained fairly elevated
rankings in favour ofconfirmation ofoptimistic in general results as well as indication of

constructive outcome

in

support

of

comprehension (CSRQ Centre information

progmmme Elementary School Comprehensive School Reform Models2005).

MeEger and Tillinghast (2005) concluded that the effectiveness report proved that

Dircct Inst rction sustained by strict scientific evidence. The study financed in U.S.
Education Department contained 20 entire models for restructuring.On the other hand a
research completed

in the period of two and a half years

intended for lessons in

comprchension proved as exceedingly outline teacher directed technique for lessons in

comprehension proved not same as effectual like coflventional techniques. Research
supervised through Ryder (2006) produced instructors believed

well written

technique

recognized since Direct Instruction developed by inadequate circumstances not because

of prime technique regarding leamers' teaohing for interpretation

Zitfer (2006)

stated that Project Follow through (PFT) the biggest education

investigation, caried out in mid sixties and finalized in mid seventies through US
Education Department. The outcomes the project pointed out those methodical syllabi

thoroughly advanced education excellence within economically d€prived institutes.
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Canvassers

of PFT chosen 190 economically deprived institutes

as

well as countryside

institutes for localities stretched counttywide during this conceming basic school results

were the 19t percentile for eight dissimilar instructive mod€ls each applied in the
direction of designated institutes to 19 localities, among the rcsidual institutes operating

whilst conholled grouping in plan of research- The outcomes appalled eight syllabi
models, four resolutely constructivist along with two undefined. The findings of the

study werc (1) the fundamental proficiency discovering Direct lnstruction extremely
surpassed equally controlled groupings

in addition to rest of the models.

Instruction constantly outshined the constructivist models

of

(2)

Dir€ct

contained components

within which researche$ believed for outclassing
Above review pertaining to studies explains comparison ofDirect Instruction with

the other methods of teaching. Significant improvements in achievement reported for
regular and special education students. Either the desiSn ofstudy survey or experimental

or either (esearches pioceed for short period or long period. When Direct Instruction
compared with 23 models in greater than 179 locations conceming further than 19800

children, it provided best results. Djrcct lnstruction found to be si$ificantly higher in
respect of students' leaming when comparcd with discovery leaming. In the project

Follow through, Direct ldstruction outperformed all other models (total 9 models were

used). Direct Instruction when used with populace

of

exceptional instruction

demonstrated great outcomes in favour ofDirect Instruction usiqg comparison suppo(ing

the Direct Instruction. Direct Instruction when compared with other method of teaching
produced maximum results in the leaming ofstudents.

2.5.3. Studies Indicating Effects ofDirect Instruction on Achievemetrl
Stallings and Kaskowilz (1974) studied Direct Instruction and its application in
community schools for approximately hall a centaury. Govemment sanctioned project

Follow Through for assessing ellicacy regarding 8 models revealed procedures concemed
to measues; fundamental educational proficiency, psychological proficiency also
intellectual prcficiency. Rowe (1974a, 1974b) found that increasing time contain a
compound effect to inctease achievement. Fufthermore, Fagan, along with Szabo (19E1)
established that by applying equally superior category questions in addition to improved

time had better results compared to exercise as well as independently in Direct
Instruction.
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non-handicapped
Considering Direct Instruction , Camine's (1976) findings with
by west ( l98l) $ho
beginning readers are quite different from the outcomes of the study

off_task behavior'
found that iapid pacing was more effective than praise in decreasing
phases (p 94)- In a
but that the accuracy raie actually decreased during the rapid-pacing

application of Praise
solitary subject design study by Kryzanowski (1976), systematic
raising the level of on task
thrcughout instructional activities found to be effective in
behavior

in each of the subjects There was no academic

measure utitized

in

this

effects of pmise on
investigation. However, Datch and Gerstion (1986) watched the
group of Direct
academic perfomance with on-task behavior throughout small
lnstruction.

Low performing students frequently are unwilling to take it easy during
several studies have
iNtructional activities (Brophy and Evertson 1976) Although not
been concluded and recommend
looked at the effects ofrequest oral responding a few has

thatthesignificanceofthisteachingtechnique@arch,1990)DurlingandSchick(1976)
improved
and Biank and Frank (1971) informed that oral responding result€d in
not necessitaie over
pedormance when compared to instructional conditions that did
responding. Abramson and Kagen (1975) reported similar findings'
Camine (1976) investigated that the effects

ofall ofthese

doctrines by evaluating

(a) the effectiveness of sepamting matching sound letters during early reading insrruction
to increase mas&ry of
and (b) the effects of employing cumulative review procedures
who
previously leamed information. The results of this study explained that students
letters leamed
taught liom a Ietter inhoduction sequence that separated authority similar
variable (51%
significantly more than they did from a sequence that did rlot control this

coftect vs. j3%)
information
Haney (1977) reviewed that a study of the Follow Through essential
localities of
reasonable in the direction of elevated role ofparents iII the entire

established

pDvided
Direct Instruction institutes. Comparing for parents ofplrpils starting schoolilg
pupils more often
through rcst of the models of the project parents of Direct lnstruction
accomplishment
believed that the children by a long way improved their educational

while studying in schools
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Becker and Gersten (1982) explained that within follow-up a line of investigation
(1983) regarding more often than not Hispanic studying in seventh moreover eighth ranks

that practiced Direct lnstruction ranking created fin11 also everlasting outcomes came
about comprehension attainment. During application ofDirect lnstruction additionall, an
enormous number ofresearches relevant controlling dpsign presented experiential hold up
of exactly devised doctrines to instruetional performances. Bebker and Camine (1980)
these
Becker (1984)) Weisberg, Packet and Weisberg also appraised Engelmann sums uP
studies and Camine (1981) (1982). The motivating force behind the Direct Instruction

model was put merely but cogently (Engelmann and Carnine, 1982) by distinguishing that
possibly
one should be able to master the leaming with the intention that it is reinforcing,

not lun but chalienging and appealing (p 376).
Darch and co-workels (1984) evaluated that the Dircct Instruction approach did
not focus on computational subjects, but rather focused on how students should conclude
the conect operation to resolve the problem. Other researchers have offered rcsults that

support the technique of teaching students to exercise strategies methodically when
learning how to solve word problems (e.g, Fleishner et at 1987) Canvassers deduced
that as more than 6 million youngsters studying English language by Direct Inst$ction
speaking
strategy currently. Besides, seven Afiican countries and other non-English
countries have launched Direct lnstuction. Becker (1984)'

One study assessed the eff€cts that the Direct Instruction model has on the
(1984)
performance of handicapped students. Gersten, Becker, Heiry and white
the
conducted a secondary analysis of the Project Follow Through data and considered
their
effect of the Direct Instruction model on students with low IQs The results of

with IQs below
investigation signified that (a) significant achievement gains for students
80 and (b) significant IQ gains in this sample of students Engelmann and associates
(1988) explained on these findings: Pupils having IQs less than'69 gain 20 scores during
of
sample in assessment ofnew playgroup leamers as well as 10 2 scores in assessment
new comers

of lst

rank gains ofthe kids with lQs less than 95 seties are 16 4 along with

10.1 in that order (P.312).

Ge$ten (1985) reported on top of research of Dircct Instruction in a prearranged
r€solts
concentration programme in favor of Asian dialects novices that encouraging
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found on behalf

of

attainment

of

comprehension. Whereas, Rosenshine (1986)

highlighted that Direct Imtruction is a methodical strategy to teaching. Brophy and Good
(1986) underlined that Direct Instruction is significant since it pemits the teacher to offer

added material in every stage of lessons. The outcomes within increase prospect for
studying a variable connecting for success ofpupils.

Kameenui, Carnine, Darch, and Stein (1986) examined whether a traditional
teaching approach that utilized pictures and manipulative was morc effective in teaching
elementary students subtraction than was a Direct Instruction approach. Trventy-Six first
graders used in this study as subjects. These subjects randomly assigned to the Direct

Instruction group and other grouping of trad;tional instruction. Results pertaining to
rcsearches conlirmed that pupils taught to employ a Direct

Inskuction counting strategy

out performed those students who were taught utilizing pictures and manipulative.

Blair (1988) evaluated that
classes whero they taught directly

students attained advanced level achievement in

by their teachem before working on their

own.

Through Direct Instruction, leache$ inform, demonstrate, clarify and assume the
foremost responsibility foa

a

lesson progress and they take into considemtion theia

student's age and abilities (p.523).

DirecL Instrucrion model has presented

proofofefficacy. Such as:

L Direct Instruction prolided considerable [Q
l€ss

tha[ 69.

Scores

scores

in l'avor of student with I

Qs

of standard 17 in support of playgroup in addition l0.l for

lst rank.
2. Reports

on

researches conceming pupiis taking

part during Project Follow

demonstmted continued outcomes when considered through school aftendance,

examination of attainment gains moreover college endorsements (Gersten and
Keating ls8 7 Meyer. 1984).

Jones's essay titled, "Choosing Eff€ctive Instructional Programmes" reviewed
researches

of

earlier period turned out effects

of

diverse instructional techniques
,

simultaneously in the presence ofDirect Instruction. Jones discussed investigation listing

enduring results gained from Direct lnstruction of project follows along with another
rcsearch brought about as a result

of Cersten and Keating (1987). Warkins

(1988)

expressed that out

of the nine models studied: Direct Instruction model

generated the

eirtire measurements'
uppermost standard results ofthe occasional progGmme in the

(1986) concluded
Berliner (1990), Brcphy (1983) and Brophy and Good
time a vital forecaster
application of Direct lnstuction enhances pupil's assignment
(1983) and Berliner (1990) united
regarding intellectual achievement of pupils squires
pupils' related material'
three procedures performance of pupils, achievement of

furthermorc'timeofassignment,resultsduringquantiryingphrasedastimeofstudyln
deduced that Dircct
application of Direct Instruction s it happens The researchers
properly'
Instruction enhances achievement if time on task given
quality
Wishnick, as cited in Cohen (1995) emphasized that most models of
of the
instruction, signiry instructional planning elements' Direct Ihstruotion is one

models when implemented with curriculum that lines up

to

objectives enianced

that systems of
achievement of students. Bloolq Evertson and Guskey (1995) reviewed
Direct Instruction licensed as excellent within comprehension over arld above arithmetic

with primary ranks across the bursting variety of pupils in outsized city

moreover

countryside localities along with diverse racial populace'

Meta- examination inferred as a result of scrutiny of Adams and Engelmann
(1996) found ES for standard research further than 0 77 The ES of Direct Insruction
researches were 0.7 1 in support of

5

I

good enough contrasts

rc

lating comprehension As

Binder (1996) pointed out those students taught through Direct Instructioo learn
perception, approaches in addition to process for better proficiency as well as
geneElization compared to typically taught students Whereas, Adams along with
that craft
Engelmann (1996) evaluated that Direct Instruction speed up leaming of lessons
objective of education incredibly rational.

Crossen (1996) stated that Direct Instruction meets unswervingly genuine
puPil for
disparities within student requircments furthermore the prerequisite of every
wide_
attainment. Dircct Instruction acknowledged as one of two effective models of
ranging school improvements. Results of follow through carried out in a range of
population ofentire US concluded that the largest successful model in supPott oftraining

educational expertise in addition to personal deference of students is Direct Insfuction'
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the Baltimore Curriculum Project'
The researches conducted in (1998-2005) for instance

demonstratedthatitwaslikelytoassistschoolsthatwerelowlydown20%conceming
educationalattainmentstarteddevelopingprogressinaccomplishment.Allthesame,
yo Io ovet 9l yo'
attainment ofschools improved approximatin 820
model for teaching is Direct
Swanson (1999) concluded that the most successful

Instuctionandendowedwithhigherthan0.g0Esrelatingresultsinsopportofeducation.
are generated evenly valuable in
Reigeluth (1999) synthesized that if numerous methods

of leamers'choice ie'
addition to good outcomes; teacher ought to take up the majority
enhances achievement
Direct Inshuction. Martin (1999) also found that Direct Instruction
of students.

walberg (1999) reviewed in Direct Instruction pupils along with instructors
lessons
perused previously learned comprehension and expertise so as to rclate fresh
(1999)
specifically for taking place. In this respect a rePort from lordham Foundatiod
reshucturing of
describes that model of Direct lnstruction is a feasible sttategy fo'

schools. Schacter (1999) investigated that Direct Instruction amongst seve[ school
of
extensively useful models of elucidation, Data obtained invited dominant awareness
$eat quantity of encouraging research

progressed more than decade Pinpointing the

competence for Direct Instruction in any educational situations'

to be

As reported in American lnstitute ofResearch (1999) Direct Insftuction happened
of
single of mercly five major programmes that offered firm and positive evidence

student achievement

(p.46). Darling-Hammond (2000) noted that a main function

in direction
regarding teaching excellence relates with educational conquest of leamers

instruction. Kozloff and Bessellieu (2000) discussed that Direct lnstmction for
other
improvement suitability a reliable approach contained by each aspect amid
techniques.

Camine (2000) emphasized that s:udents involved closed to nationwide standards
of
within arithmetic also verbal communication besides considering nationwide standards
(p'6)' Education
comprehension for single technique entitied model of Direct Instruction
Commission of the states (2001) reported that several evaluations established important
drawing'
encouraging end products occurring srrccess of leamers withinl a thmetic'
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accomplished
verbal communication along with comprehension The researches
form of short period and long
development of facts concerning Direct Instruction in the
ranged appraisals along with inlerim study'

useful type
Rosenshine (2002) evaluated that Direct Instruction is a tremendously
with the aim of proficiently enhancing accomplisfunent as well as aasists

of ieaching

universal remedy of
worse performing pupils of rising to other pupils This is not a
illushate as the
eradicating poor attainment of students Conhast researches

implementatio[ of Direct Instruction geoerales aflainment' however accomplishment
models'
infrequentl) continuous. Score' olteaching instiNtes apply Direcl lnstruclion
pupils
Grossen (2002) stated that Direct Instruction improved results of
(2002)
progressed in foreign language. In this connection McGraw Hill Education
reported during 1999 -2000 merely 19% ofthe schools' ranks ofsixth sludents successive

of nationwide standard. It matched up with 39 % of sixth ranks nationwide Following
Such
execution ofDirect Instruction achievement of examination spectacularly nurtured
gained
as, during 2000-2001 35 % in short suPply of foreign language proficient students

50% and elevated as compared to bareLy 17

o%

nationwide

lt

was also published in

Mccraw Hill Education that educators observed incredible also significant progress- As
Spanish communicating Students

ofnu$ery school started obtaining outstanding English

speaking ability moreover their expertise sustained to advance into rank

l'

Borman, Hewes, Overman and Brown (2002, p 37) anallzed Direct Instruction
orle ofthe simply CSR model coogregating the uppermost nolrn for proof of programme

for expansio[ of

schools as

well as achievement in favor of each and every

student_

These models noticeably s€t up diagonally unpredictable circumstances, dissimilar
designs of reseatch and those resulls moderately forceful, morcover the models, ove'all'
accomplished for increasing examination gairN ofpupils

An article

published

by Institute of

research Oregon (2000) discussed an

iovestigation that assessed the upshot pertaining to Direct Instuction for Pupils' Res€arch
established that Direct Instruction encompassed optimistic influence in comprehension

ability ofHispanic leamers. It

types

of

is

just wonderful programme functions thercfore by seveml

leamers.Remedial Reading meticulously supports

sirce this

educales
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in addition to pronunciation quite
foreign spokespersons reorganization of alphabets
collected more than previous half
rapidly (McGraw-Hill Education 2003) Statistics
presenting those pupils given grand superiority
century with respect to Dircct Instruction

teachingshowfurtherflourishinginschoollessonscomparcdtopupilstaughtwithother
technique (Joyce, Weil and Calhoun 2003)'

that Direct lnstruction
In this regard, Seebach (2004) reporte'l on lucid findings

sustainedsolutionforleamingwhereasnotdiscovery.Theresearcherwasinquisitiveas
compared to
pupils' attainment lviihin Japan a gleat deal improved in arithmetic
regards

conceming research'
the U S pupils as shown in the videotapes made for component
examined this' the researcher head
However contradictorily a good number ofcanvassers
evaluate researches
out in the direction of the genuine videotapes, mor€ willingly,than

printed on the subject

of. His findings

imperative and amazing: Even

if

a number

of in

held up discovery
print inquiries through other school of thoughts maintained videotapes
Instructiofl susta;ned
technique. Nevertheless Siegel proved as an altemative Direct

solution for successful arithmetic study.
leam if
As said by Camine, Silbert, Kameenui and Tarver, (2004) Students will
proficient mode feasiblei focus
we teach necessary abilities of mainly valuable as well as
ln this connection
is given on explicit and systematic teaching through Dircct Instruction
elements rcgarding Direct
Hr.rmmel, Venn and Gunter (2004) discovered prior to applying

also exercise written
Instruction during the usual programme; educators should expand
progitmmes
tutorial plans. Mereas Slavin and Cheung (2004) found that nearly all
copy ofprogrammes
functional for verbal communication students presented in rcworked
Assessors also
additionally flourished students of speaking English in linguistic ability

observed that Direct Inst.tlction widely appraised through diversifying

pupils

They

foundthatDirectlnstructiodisofleofthebestprogrammesofBnglishlanguageleamers
with the strongest proof olelfectileness.

time' The
Marchand Martella (2005) stated that teachers should do more in less
the Direct
most effective method of timiting the leaming time for students is through
Whele as Metzger and Tillinghast (2005) mentioned that Direct Instruction
Instruction.

from SRA./McGrall-Hill has even more proofofits effectiveness with

a new report by the
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American Institutes for The report places Direct lnstruction as one

of just

two

prcgrammes demonstrating proof relating to constructive outcomes occuired through

pupil attainment. Sayeski (2005) also observed ihat educators have long been aware ofthe
effectiveness

of Direct Instruction in

teaching children

to read.

Further than this

additional validation is that teachers and students throughout the country aae seeing the
differgnce Direct Instruction produces.

Direct Instruction programmes offered afresh gained on its own pertaining to
uppeffnost scores conceming

23

models

of

wide_ranging school impaovement

investigated as a result ofAmerican Institute for Research (AIRS).

analysis

in

2005 labeled CSRQ. Analysis

of

Centre

for

It printed modernized

schools stated that the

investigation evaluated available study of the 23 extensively applied models of acrossthe-board school improvement.

It

paced programmes

of its prcof of

consistency and

practicality; in addition to power of established range of attainment (fewer or more) of

students. In support of supplementary one fourth of models the centre of
distinguished merely 11

if

CSRQ

not slighter numbers of connected researches. During

out 53 additional investigations for apptaisal of Direct
Instruction. Yet subsequent to the modernized analysis that contained innovative
comparison. there tumed

ofwhich Direct Instruction all over again established for single ofthree paced
models while dominant. Not an iota of the programme acquired privileged mnking.
McGraw-Hill (2007) SRA/McGmw Hill (2007) continued rcporthg that.Direct

rcsearches,

Instruction programmes supported important viewpoints: studeots capable of studying
apart from their record of education furthermore each and every inshuctor competent

of

floudshing once provided useful equipments with carrying out procedures Direct
Instruction s prcved to work even when other progammes fail.
The above studies show that 6 million of students conve{sing in English presently

acquiring education in the course ofDirect Instuction. It established positively effective

for reading achievement within preananged deliberation programme on behalfofAfrican,
Asian and Australian sodents of verbal communication. In Direct Instruction teachers
inform, reveal, clari& and assume the key responsibility whereas students' responsibility
is less, however, their achievement appears to be superior with Direct tnsEuction. f)irect
Instruction accredited ever since excellent within arithmetic besides comprehension
suppoftive ofpupils inlo outsized mehopolitans furthermore countryside localities as well
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as diversifying cultural masses Direct

Instructiol found to have considerable affirmative

of attaiment of pupils within arts, arithmetic and verbal

outcome

communicatiotr'

excellence when taught through Direct
Spanish students leamed English language with
In Direct Instruction' each
lnsftuction. The similar results observe'l in Hispanic students'

apart from his previous record of
and every youngster is capable to acquire kaowledge
of student achievem€nt The
instruction. It also presented firm and positive evidence

basicobjectiveofDirectlnstruciioniSgrantingexcellenceinteachinginsuppodof
flourishing ofpupils in i.skuctive areas'

2.5.4. Studies Regrrding Teaclrirg

oI Higher Order Concepts through

Direct

Instruction
DilectlrctructiofldevelopedfrornresearchconductedbyEngelmannandBereiter
previous half cerltaury' it
(1166) through underprivileged youngsters More than
social studies'
in favor of iostructing pupils arithmetic' verbal communication'
expanded

theories of law (Adms and
abstract ideas (logic), physics ,chemistry lurthemore
(1998) lrt fact this model assists in imparting
Engelmarn (1996); Kameenui aIl(I Camjne,
lt makes a distinction of Direct
cuiricula to thc shrdents with leamiog difflculties

Instructionofadditionalsyllabibesidescoursebooksthatarcnottaughtthrough.

the progress to less shrdent guided
Howcver, Becker and Camine, (1981) exprcssed that
pupils analytical approaches ' making
formot is accomplished as a result of instnrctirg
multifaceted circlmstances for
n1orc independent, as well as creating other

students

assistance

On the other
of pupils' disceming important an'l unimportant facts

hand

Direct Instruction promotes rnal)'1ical deliberations'

whilst containing the factors: (1)
Direct lnstruction present exceedingly valuable
chaflIcteristics conceming
of modestly valied instances emphasizing assorted
of instances to ex€mplify the conception'
perceptions, nloreover (2) an extensive variety
sequences

profound systematic co
After applying both these factors outcomes is

prehension'

in support ofpopulace of the entire times
improved analytical as well as logical thinking

Klausmeierandleldman,(1975)KlausmeierandAlien'(1978)(Camine'1980a)
and Maggs (1982) Tennyson and
Tennyson and Park, (1980) Camine Kameeuui
(19E7) Muthukrishna' Camire' Grossen' and
Cochiarella, (1936) Petty and Jansson
Camine' Niedelrnao' arrd
Miller (1993) Grossen, Lee, aod Jollusto ' (1995) G'ossen
Furthermore' ir this rcspect
(1996) Grossen, Camire and Lce (1996) (p 10)

Miller,
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used Direct
(1982' p 1) described that modein inquiries
Engelmann and Carnine
for instance inferring 'analyzing' within
Instruction for training of absttact concept'

advancedsubstance,legaireasoning,physics'chemistry,anal)4icalandreviewing
judgment.

Instructioninmostciassroomsprovidesinformationtkoughtexts,films'
capability
which texts are structured related to the
discussion and lectures The matter in
Mayer 1978,: Goetz Armbruster
of students to understand (Marshall and Glock 19?8
Instruction have been used to the area of
1980: and Geva 1983). Principles of Direct
Dir€ct
centered techniques application of
social shrdies and science content The teacher
and Stevens' (1986)'
useful (Brophy and Good' 1986); Rosenshine
is

Insffuction

$eatly

SpecilicallyDirectlnstructionprovedacapablemodeforeddcatingcomplexplansto
natuml sciences (Kalhr and
pupils for example available within algebra, trigonometry and
1995)
Carver, 1988 Corbett, Koedinger, ard Pelletier'

Inconclusion,researchreportscarriedoutasaresultofpupilsqualifiedthrough

Directlnstruction.LikeMyer(1984)wentafteryoungsteNgenerallyAfricanand
Direct L[truction at basic
Hispanic educaied language along with arithmetic applying
stages

of schooling. By the closing

stages

ofhigher schooling' the pupils were advanced

Instruction) grouping of
by one year compa.ed to the pupils in conholled (flon- Direct
in a thmetic Ge6ten' Keating
Ianguage as well as advanced by one year in schooling
pupils of Direct Instruction
and Becker (1988) found same lesults in a study Earlier
grouping Additionally' more
sustained rcsults and sur?assed pupils of conventional
requisite time' slighter
pupils of Direct Instruction completed secondary school within
admissions as well as easily
[umber of withdrawal, in addition to elevated number of
1987 Meyer Gersien and
admission into college\university (Darch, Gersten, and Taylor'

Curtin. Iq83).
excessively rote' in
Watkins. (1988) synthesized that Direct Inshuction though

additionfake,otherwiseeducator.boundthereforeimprobableforcreating.\,r'idespr€ad
going experience thiough
theoretical along with anal)tical abilities capable to keep

leamerexclusiveofinstructor,sdelaywithinnovelcircumstances.while.intruth,pupils
and took
qualilied thrcugh Dircct Instruction show superior anal)tical competences
also studies iII comPuters ln
higher grades in language,arts, physics, chemistry, calculus
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this context Dermody (1988) submitted that Direct Instruction is all-inclusive intellectual
capacity technique having charac€ristics like forccasting, illuminating, query producing
is a
and compressing (p.57). Similarly, Grajia (1988) described that Direct Instruction
sum up apprcach (p.89). Alike functions of "Direct lnsfuction" appeared in the
descriptions of a number of additional studies in reading comprehension (Palincsar and
Brown 1989), in scientific reasoning (Linn 1977), and in solving physics problems
(Larkin and Reif 1976).

that

Bruner (1990) said that mo(eover, the cuniculum should be constructed applying
identify given prospects in favor of pupils to repeat formerly gained goals while

studying syllabus. In this regard, Perkins (1992) identified four chaEcteristics

an

as
excellent educational hypothesis ouglt to contain: ffansparency, performance, reproach
well as impetus. Morcover, clear objeotives, elucidated as a result of Mager (1997) and

Gronlund (2003) rcsearch vital for success of teacher and pupils for attaining eloquenc€'

Next students required to be provided prospects for ca,rrying out

experienced

proficiencies, moreover then, pupils ought to be guided for dif{iculties they encountered'

As a finishing poin!

students ought

to familiarize and

strengthen

in

support of

and
advancement furthermore accomplishment @rady, Clinton, Sweeney, Peterson'

Poynor (1977).

Adains and Engelmann (1996) and Becker and Camine (1981) compared Direct
out in
Instruction in the midst of 13 more models ofthe biggest teaching appraisal carried
of
the history of teaching, described Follow through with the expenditure of millions
dollaN 0.065 milliod youngsters within 190 districts Funded with US Education
(Boclq
Department furthemore accomplished as a result of Stanford Research INtitute
Behavior
Stebbins, ard Proper (1977) Watkins (1997). Further models integrated the

Amlysis, the Florida ?arent Education morcover scores ofmodels having characteristics:
in
leamer acquainted also verbal communication leaning intellectual development
st'eet
addition Tucson Early Education, Responsive Education, open education' Bank
College, morcover High./Scope cognitive curiculum Model Achievement measured
accumulated with Scale

of Intellectual Achievemeflt Responsibility , Inventory of

Cooper Smith Self-Esteem as w€ll as Test of Metropolitan Achievement, demonstrated
.of Direct lnstruction mutually with schools taught with conventional

superiority

language along
approaches as well as headed for all further models in promoting essential
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abshact abilities' as well
with arithmetic prcficiencies, finer-or$anized intellectual-

as

1996; Becker and Camine' 1981)'
even petsonal high regards (Adams and Engelmanr'

(1996) indicated that in Direct
Engelmann, Camine, Kelly and Engelmann
out difficulties furthermole after
Inshuction teacher gives decree in support of working
assessing moreover expanding abilities
that pupils given chance to exercise assertiorl fot

(pp.86-87).

Direct Instruction focuses on
Kameenui and Camine (1998, P'8) pointed out that
to make easy mainly dextelous as
unlimited contemplations including ideas and beliefs
These happened to be the solutions to
well as expand pupil's unalerstan'ling of Iesson
of divene pupils for rcceiving benefits of
make open subject matter for extensive variety

methodicalawaleness.GageandBerliner(1998)a.lvocatededucatoBoughttoinvite
The teacher in the central as well as bigger
slighter lev€l problems within basic rankings'
furthel advance'l problems to involve studeflt fol
rankings ought to inquire comparatively

vigorcusly practicing of lesson'
the conclusion of conroversial
Direct Inshuction acquired a name for itself after
(1998) stated that in the
study of the US Education section, follow through Grossen
inquiries Education sectioD
largest rcsearch yet completed during the past instructional
beside nine added instnrctional
matched uP to comprehensive, organized, technique
overpowering dominance for
models evaluating fi.rrthermorc outcomes pointe'l out
Camine (1991) observed that
dilecto( instruction. Despite the conhoversyt Kinder arld
continues' It no longer has a
Dircct Instruction's research anil programme development
skills such as spelling' reading'
single emphasis on instructional desiSn for basic
its area of use to integrato advanced
larlguage, math, and w ting but also has widened
inshuctiotrs' geometry'
gaded abilities such as fictional criticism, physics' communal
comprehension, calculus moreover trigolometry'

Dilectlnstruciionschedule.lcontrolofvariablesstrategyasconfirmedasaresult
of enhanceme[t
of Chen and Klahr (1999) escorted measured inskuctive impoltance
withilstudents,competence.Theresultstmnspiredconholofvariablesstrategyimproved
(Toth' Klahr and Chen' 2000)
commencing 5070 accurate earlier than teaching of 90%
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eight months afterward for
achieved highe( when applied
pupils getting Direct lnstruction
(p 2)'
controlleal reassigned investigation

offer educato6 by
teaching plan premise ought to
Reigeluth (1999) declared that
Nevedheless
manner of leaming moreovel
lucid understanding of shrdents'
'leveloping
strategy despise
researches of col1hol of variables
Direct Instructio[ applied during
and Malhotra'
as well as in approach (Chinn
through regard of mutually in substance
strategy like qualified
(200; Th" subsunce analysis squabble to cotrol of variables
pertaining to youngsterc' new
within researches furthermore identical inquiries
1990' Anderson' and David' 1993:;
proficiency (e.g; Metz, 1985; Palinscar' Schauble'

Zohdl.\gg5cermann,Alam,andBurke,19g6)compalativelyrestiictedlnoreoverfirm
Direct Instirction within contool of
process. The aPproach analysis completed to
for enhancing leame6' gains' leamers
;aiables strategy, eveo if it apPears that effectual
instance
contiguous actual systemahc query for
can not accomplish exteBsive problems
furthe! validif/ confront v'ithin multifaceted
identiffing possible confounds as well as
iflvestigationalcon.litions.Asmaintainedbytheanalyses,studentsqualifiedinDirect

InstructiondemonstrateslighttransitionfuItherthanexactsettingduringthatstudes
ealucateal when encountered

similar difliculties (p-2)'

and found out that Direct
Tarv€I (2006) refuted myths about Direct Instruction

Instructionisnotteacher.centeredapproache(traditionalapproache).Directlnstnrction

couldbeeffectivefolteachiogacademicskills,andforpromotionofgeatertegulated
intellectualknowledgeforexamplecomprchension,workilgoutgeometricdifriculties
has not a detrimental elIect on students
along with studlng la[guage Direct Instruction
within education'
disadvantaged pupils susceptible to collapse
and suitable of futther

through

qualified arith'netic
Pitki[ (2006) concluded that the puPils' $ouping
qualified a thmetic through discovery
Direct Instruction and ihe pupits' grouping

with rcspect to students' outcome'
leaming did not demonstrate significant diffe(ence
Nevertheless' discovery_leaming students
Concurrently goupings showed improvemeot
lnstruction A
improvement away ftom the students of Direct
showeal inconsequential

diffe&ntresearchwhichaffimedmatchingoutcomebyCass,cates,andSmithand
effectual furthemore Dircct Iostruction
Jackson (2003) aleduced conniving plans
profi ciencies taught'
produced contiluing preservation conceming

9)

(reasoning)

fo'

reveals that higher ordet lhinking
The review of the above studies
through
in addition to grammar can be taught
physics, law as well as societal instruction
thinking'
promotes in'lependence and higher order
Direct Instruction. Direct lnstruction
intellectual nature fol exa'nple

Through Direct

lnstruction consmlct of supelior

within highly developed
inf..ring as well as genelating way of thinking'

substance

probability'
natural sciences' law' mathematics and
relating geography, language, physics,
can also be taJght through Direcl
Geometry, algebra, arld computer programming

Instructionefficiently.Forallintentsandpurposes,pupilseducatedbymeansofDirect
out difficulties some rcsearch studies
Instruction show finer abilities for working
indicatedthatmultifacetedproficienciessuchasreasoning,spacestudiesfurthermorc
Instruction'
foreign language could easily taught through Direct

Difficulties
2.5.5. Sludies Pertaitritrg to Children with Learning

of Dircct
Block (1971) and Bloom (1971) emphasized those characteristics
Instructionfoundedfromfurtherinvestigationsenclose:(1)presettingwithoutdelay
(60%) along with
pertinent information (2) additional instructor intended teaching

a

contact between leamer
reduction ofstualent's effort (30%) (Fisher 1978) (3) Superfluous
inslances' raPid illustration
and instructor (Walberg 1991) (4) utilization of numerous

with intangible perceptions
furthemorc exprcssions (for arbitration connecting tangible
pupils'
(Gage and Berliner, 1998) as well as (5) regular appraisal conceming
course (Brophy and Good'
comprehension prior to, throughout moreover following
prcgmmmes produced an
1986). Maggs (1976) demonstrated that Direct Instruction
(p 5)'
effective intprvention ofchildren with leaming difficulties

A

to sound this teaching
sr.rbstantial body of research promotes teaching students
Camine (1977) and Vandereve' and Neville (1976)

approach with elemefltary studies by

conducted the superiority

of the sounding out strategy as opposed to a whole

word

also trained how to blend
teaching approach. In the study by Camine shrdents were
with low skill€d readers has
sounds together to form words. A very effective strategy

taught sound-symbol
been presented to teach them blending after they have been
relationships.
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Directlnstructionhasalsoprovedeffectiveinteachingstudentswithleaming
difficultiescriticalreadingskills(egidentifyingfaultyarguments'determiningthe
trustworthinessofanauthor,anddisciminatingevidencefromopinion).Patching'
lor teaching
Colvin (i983) evaluated three approaches
Kameenui, Camine, Gersten and
back
strategy (b) a work book with teache'-feed
critical reading (a) Direct Instruction
Meyer (1984) emphasized pupils studying
approach and (c) a no-interaction condition
Instruction probably headed for r€gular classes
twenty months in the lessons of Dircct
from remedial classes.

qffects of mpid pacing on student
Darch and Ge$tin (1986) evaluated the
effects of pacing and teacher praise
perfomance in a study ofthe isolated and combined
Thetwoteacherpresentationvariablesevaluatedw€re(a)teach€rpfesentationmteand
school psychologists'
(b) teacher ilraise. Four elementary students served as Subjects
whoseassessmentincludedahistoryofdi{ficultyinbasicworddecoding,identifie-deach

sfudentaslearningdisabled.studentsplacedintheDISTARleadinglprograrnme
(Engelmann and Bruner. I974).
students with leaming
The utilization of visual spatial displays with high school
(Darch and Eaves 1986)
disability during science instruction has also been investigated
major perceptions
in gades 9 to I I assigned as subjects As a result ofteaching
students

group of students educated
through illustration of spatial knowledge exposurc to one
done primarily with text
while other $oup taught the same content except that teaching
The outcome
and lectue. The outcomes of this study replicated previous findings
supported grouping qualified through the illustation
happened

of

spatial knowledge exposure

to be instant evoking evaluation other than nix dissimilarities

established

evoking conceming critical
scheduling the transition test. These studies concluded instant
overtly comprehensive teaching intensive p'actic€ by

perceptions increased through

for assisting pupils to
Direct Instruction s of major perceptions as well as illustration
classify significant concepts in the unit

of applying advanc€ orgaflizers
prepertaining to detailed draw round ln this study' two D?es of

Grcsten (1986) demonstrated the effectiveness

within emergence

with leaning disabilitie's One
teaching activities evaluated amongst high school students
g.oupirg educated through pre-reading bustle guided following the teehnique
leamers'
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concentiation Key centel of attention for
practiced in basal programme for promoting
morcover impetus (2) highlighting
research included: (l) nurturing feat attention
as well as (3) put fo'rwarding broad-spe'trum
implication oftopic for pupils' experiences'
presented or given Direct listruction
pr"liainury dir"ourr". Next $oup during research
out intended for
of uduur"" organizers within type conceming book sketch
by
^"*a
information of book The results of this
assisting progression of leamers and olganizes
learners qualified through blend of Dired
study demonstrated that high school disabled
Instructionfulthemoleadvanceorganizerssulpassedascomparedtosfudentsqualified
through basal technique.
these outcomes to leamingDarch and Kameenui (1987) replicated and extended
that included the application
disabled students by investigating Direct lnstruction teaching
one ofthe critical
of strategy corrections. In this study, if students werc uflable to employ
explicit' step-by-step
reading strategies that rrere taught to them, the teacher preserted
that utilized strategy
stmtegy oorrections. Results favored the Di'ect Instruction approach

cottections..Thesecorectionshelpedthestudentcomprehendtheapplicationofthe
This kind of correction
strategy mther then only teaching them blindly following steps
procedure is quite different from the procedures flormally found in traditional materials'

In a meta-analysis relating 26

researches White (1939) concluded evaluation

of

established that 61
importance ofteaching prog.ammes in support ofexceptional leame$
o%

pertaining to outcomes considerably uphold Direct Instruction'

Darch along with Simpson (1990) reported the effectiveness of the spelling
entry level
mastery progmmme, a Direct Instruction cuniculum employed for teaching
who
spelling skills. The subjects for this study were 28 leaming-disabled students
proved
attended a univeBity-based summer school programmes The research outcomes

pupils educated spellings by Direct Instruction ptogmmme outperformed the students
who were taught with the visual-imagery programm€ on each of the measures applied'

This study fosters the notion that leaming-disabled students Ieam most during Direct
lnstruction,

Wilson and Sindelar (1991) demonstrated the offectiveness o:f employing Direct
in the
Listruction strategies when teaching math problems to leaming-disabled students
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elementary grades. In this study learning-disabled student taLrght to solve math pmblems.

The study designed to evaluate the relative significance of(a) an explicit problem solving
strategy and (b) application ofcarefully controlled teaching and practice examples. The
outcomes ofthis study pointed out that students who were taught to use a problem solving
strategy from a series ofcarefully controlled t€aching and practice examples performed at

significantly higher levels than did students who wete not taught an explicit strategy'
These results are in lines

*ith

the findings of Darch and colleagues (1984).

Marchand-Martella, Martella and Ausdemore (2006) analyzed that Direct
Instruction offers ample substantiation since obse ed as a result of Fuchs (1996) for
affirming application by exceptional populace. Fomess, Kavale, Blum with Lloyd (1997)
maintained that appraisal conceming intercession programmes for exceptional pupils
recognized Dircct Instruction since single of simply eight progammes demonstmting
wide range success validaLion.

Schug, Westem and Tarver (2001) conducted research through lnstitute of
Wisconsin Policy completed inquiry found€d on behalfofDirect Instruction uncommonly
firm furthermore while checking schools; instfllctors along with administators explained

the technique showed outstanding outcomes in favor of ordinary pupils on top of
exceptional pupils. They investigated the technique keeps solid assurance of improving
eduoation

of vocalizations.

Stipulating additional youngsters qualified for reading

thoroughly nea. the beginning of teaching, smaller number of youngsters may require
exceptional schooling

as

well

as further corrective coaching subsequently'

SRA a school of Santa Maria carried out Direct Instruction pro$amme dudng
2001. Subsequent to execution ofjust half a year exceptional pupils within ranking 8
accomplished two years comprehension of reading/wdting improvement Mccraw-Hill
Education (2002) published that the School of Texas put into practice Reading Mastery
(by Direct Instruction during 1999 as inception execution managers observed less

)

corrective tribulations furthermore smaller number assessed

fo'

exceptional teaching

prograr[me9.

McGraw-Hill Education (2002) reported school of Arkansas put into operatiol
Reading Mastery proglamme of Direct Instruction during 1995 previous to Reading

9t'

Mastery 20% pupils desigrated in the course of exceptional schooling The figure
improved following execution ofthe programme. Addison and Yakimowski (2003) found

that administrators subsequent to execution of Direct Instruction of schools extremely
oplimistic

\ith

reference to carrying on joining togelher pupils with exceptionalities in

the classes compariog to the administmtors ofordinary school.

Mccraw-Hill Education (2003) presented that in Scirool of North Carolina
employed counteractive Reading programme (Direct Instruction) on behalf of primary
furthermore upper level pupils

with

exceptionalities

within

all-encomPassing

en\ironmenr. All ofthe pupils ihrived instantly moreorsr sho\,\ed the way for exlension
of prcgiamme in six upper level schools encompassing environment along with material
for teaching of 4200 pupils. US Education division (2004)'s Individual with Disabilities
Education Act (IDEA), maintained the favouls of utilization of teaching techniques to
apply systematically founded investigations. Meticulously supported direction instruction

qualified for teaching of students programme. Sustained with research of more than 40
years, Direct Instruction carefully paced happened to be mainly effectual strategy'

The synthesis of the above studies reflects the faci that Direct Instruction
programme proved effective intervention for children with leaming difficulties Direct
lnstruction remained effective in teaching leaming-disabled students critical
'eading

skills. It

has also asserted pupils taught for a requisite period through Direct lnshuction

probably withdrawn from exceptional teaching envircnment Direct Instruction produced
befter results when compared with othet methods while teaching to special students-

When special education students taugh! through Direct tnstruclion' out

of

53%

significantly favored the outcomes. The Direct lnstruction when aPplied demonstmted
excellelt results even as special education students taught math and word problems'
Teaching reading is dillicult to special education students; through Direct lnstruction' it
has produced amazing results Direct Instruction meets the requirements ofscientifically
based programmes.

It

has constantly counted extremely successful inquiry founded

teaching method. Direct Instruction improved rcading skills of special education
students. Direct Instruction is the best method for regular over and above fo' sp€cial
education students.

2.5.6. Studies Regarding Affective Domair and Direct Instruction in Teaching
Learniag Process
Thomas, Becker ard Armstrong (1968) and Madsen, Becker ard Thomas (1968)
demonsffated that teachers' attention to appropriate students' behavior in the shape

of

praise (i.e. Direct Instuction ) was more effective than either rules or teacher reprimands'
In the same way, Hall, Lund, and Jackson (1968) and Cossaifi, Hall' and Hopkitts (1973)

found that teacher praise coupled with positive physical contact effectively improve
student's study behaviors in a large-groi.rp instructional context ln this regard Craik and
Lockhart (1972) evaluated instructors might make enviromert for pupils to apply
fomerly taught perceptions as well as expertise. Importantly pupils stimulate prior
comprehension therefore

to

efibrtlessly determine associatiols

by

applying Direct

lnstuction to novel informatiol.
Carnine (1976) investigated rapid pacing effects (i
perfonnance

of low perfomlilg first

graclers

e

Direct Instructioo) or the

by altemating rapid and slow pacing of

a novel task after every 5
lessons. Rapid pace operationally defioed as the presentation of
in (a)
seconds. The results of this ilvestigation pointed out that fast pacing resulted

whe! rapid paci[g
higher attending rates and (b) nlore fiequenl corect rcsounding
specifically' dudng the fast
compared to slower pace instructional Presentations More
time afld responded
paced condition, students were on task approximately 90% of the
rvhen presented same
correctly to content oriented questions 807o ofthe time However'
were on task only about 30yo
content with slow paced imtruction, these same subjects
questions lt indicated that both of
time responded correctly to only about the 30% of tire
the subjects who took part

ir

grade
this study had been placed in the low achieving first

classloomsalrdweresignilicantlybehindtheirclassmatesinreadingdecodingskills.
happened to be ioquiry founded
Watkins (1988) deduced that Direct Instuction
performance founded taking place more than 30
technique ofteaching tactics furtllermore
viewpoints moreover lay dor,r of
years long progress. This presents instructive
doctrines resulting of values_ Direct
educational measures as well as programming
out better educational attaiment'
Iostruction time and again revealed for carrying
personal respect within youngsteN
capabilities fol working out dilficulties moreover
compaxing to any otller technique ofeducation'
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Instruction was assessments
The most captivating proof ol success of Direct
(1988)'s contrast of the results of
conceming follow through evaluations Watkins
models that signified broad variety
youngsters of more than 19 diverse instruction
While the assessment divisive which
pertaining to presenting teaching practices
demonstratedthereviewoftechniqueofdatactitiqu€Q{ouse,Glass,Mcleanand

of
Direct Instruction undoubtedly successful
Walker, 1978). The evaluations recognized
ofintellecfual proficiency' essential exp€rtise
eotire programmes regarding procedures
the

attainment. as weli as personal
assessed

insight

Numerous other instructional prcg'ammes

to traditional progmmmes of schools
in fact not as much of valuable compared
to Stebbins' Pierre' Proper'
of controlled factions Other researches akin

useal by means

depth account lelating coflclusions ofthe entire
Anderson afld Cerva (1977) presented in
specifically of Direct Inslruction the

of models applied in follow through furthermore

and Camine (1980)
canvasse$ like Becker (1977) as well as Becker

lnstruction took in objectives of
Binder afld Watkins (1990) expressed that Direct

educationadditionallywithinasmalleramountoftimeasaresuitofexploring
during teaching morcover through
educational practic€s to optimize period pupils use
a comprehensive working out
rising resources for instruction. This also provides pupils

English lexis (Gersten and Maggs'
expertise to facilitate to learn additional ordinary
promoting within a wide1983). Huitt (1997) presented the exact procedures ofteaching

aim of stressing instructor
ranging operational model of Direct lnstruction with the
leamer contact at every stage ofclass'

review regarding
Glass and Camilli (1998) got published an supplementary

FollowThroughconoludedthatMEcarriedoutanevaluationemphasizingNational
InstittlteofEducationofUSAdescriptiveresearchtechniquesincespectatorsofFollow
not to perform numedcal
Through assessments happened to be educators who need
conclusions

for

srlggesting ways

of

educating

pupils

Teachers settle maters be6ed

to considerations of people'
incorporating complicated needs of govemment in addition
Eollow Thtough concluded
wishes as well as beliefs (pp.7-8) The programme Project

thatinflexiblerccoldsdemonstrateforstandingoutofDirectlnstructionduring
proficiencies in conjunction
edification of youngsters of behavior, providing required
with personal respect

as

well

as encouraging credence

with reference to instuctors'
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Stein (1998) conducted a study. Dete.mining results

of Dircct

Instruction

programme of ethical gounds of teenagers having high aptitude when matched up to
teenagers having standard aptitude presented as the main objective

of the research.

Factorial design 2 x 2 used in the research contajned two factors namely control and

ability. Pupils of 7th ranking within fortification lessons each and every one taught during
ethical grounds ofsyilabus prescribed for that purpose. The period ofresearch comprised
three weeks component with explained aspects numerous rcsponsibilities that founded

of

valid appraisal. Pdor to teaching examination DIT used before application of suitable
statistics. t.}Ie statistics applied for assessing difference of cause and action i.e. ability

and intemction. The rcsearch was experimental Open conclusion accomPlished
occurence of nix effect aftff instruction in ethical grounds of teenagers having high
aptitude and average ability teemgers having standard aptitude within t factions.

Camine (2000) reported that researchers observed students of Dircct Instruction

camed out excellently within planned procedues of essential expedise and advanced
stnrctured proficiencies for instance conceptionsr arithmetic as well as working out
commonplace diifrculties. Student's scores fairly elevated within psychological sphere
and conclusion of flourishing educational capabilify advances personal high regad- The

frnal outcome principally astonished other canvasse$ (p.6)'
Metzger and Tillinghast (2005) stated that over the past 30 years an imPressive
of research has maintained the effecliveness of Direct Instruction This

collection

presented to be the purely technique for genemring optimistic examination gains within
ealucational. intellectual as

well as psychological conclusions dudng a

far_rcaching

out through US Educatio[
assessmeflt of challenging comprehension programmes calried
besides
Section. In excess of 35 ingenious investigations certified this model Ordinary

basic as well as
exceptional pupils demonstrated equally superior achievement dudng
of schools
higher discipline. Direct Instruction applied in approximately one-third
nationwiale. Bedell (2005) also expiaifled that through miracles

lnstmction. All th€

shlclents improved tremendously

of

in leaming

teaching Direct

Fema[dez (2005)

ofstudents'
expresseal that Direct Instruction improved ihe self-esteem
lnstruchon supports
Analysis of the above_mentioned studies exhibits that Direct
as well as capacities of
sup€rior educational accomplishment, personal high iegard
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of
working out difficulties among youngsters When tested with other methods
affective out of all
teaching/strategies, Direct Instruction was found to be most
intellectual
progmmmei for procedures regarding essential proficiencies i e attainment'
quite higher
proficiencies and personal perception. Leamers ofDirect Instruciion scored
maintenance
within psychological sphere, successful educational capability furthemore
of personal respect Extensive research study revealed youngsters excel during
as well as personal good
instructive period; fumishing students with required expertise
This model also
opinion besides positive feeling for teaching leaming programme

promotes self-concepl in all calegoriec ofsrudents'

2,5.7. Studies PertaioiDg to Direct Itrstructiotr al Guidance and Cogtritive

As early as 1968 (and

Process

perhaps much earlier)' canvassers made use

of Direct

applied for disciplines
Instruction and a abstract exprcssion in favor ofteaching activities
of elevated echelon intellectual assiglments Such els, during abridgment of outcomes

the canvasse$ asserted
conceming 29 projeos including 19,950 pupils of basic classes'
researchers
Instruction increased the comptehension of studentt Other

that Direct

procedural proficienoy (Deane'
refened to Direct Insh.rction in grammar (Hart 1971), irl
during insightful judgment
1972), in examination techniques (Woodley, 1975) moreover
(Readence and Bean. 1977)

for leamers to use
Coleman (1970) observed to facilitate amalgamating approach
approach
dissimilar lexis, however Direct Inshuction withi[ amalgamating

for numerous

learner's comprehensive
applying several r€verberation essential prior to attainment of
teaching the students'
proficiencies (p.5). Tarver (1976) expressed that in experiment

rule-basedstrategiesincreasedtheabilitytoperformmemorytasks.Strategiesgive
and solve novel leaming tasks'
students an olgaoized and e{ficient way to analyze

introduction of
Visual displays i.e. Direct lnttruction to facilitate the initial
to highlight the ma rscript
material by applying rows moreover projectiles prerequisite
Engelmann and Camine (1982)
substance, configuration, besides major perceptions

evaluatedthattheteachercarefullypresentingth€visualspatialrePresentationofthe
students such an
critical concepts provide students a preview of a lesson Giving
mate'ial Pupils provided
overview it postulateal will increase the comprehension of the
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Directlnsta]ctionwithinlanguageteachingbecam€proficientfordistinguishing
were
approaches ofteaching
compared to pupils in other
connotations ofuneducated lexis
and
as established by Beck, Perfetti

Direct

McKeown (1982) (p 10)

advocate a model of teaching' called
Educators who tend to be teacher-c€ntered
to as explicit teaching supporters ofthis
Instruction , which is sometimes referred

activities guide to
and carcfully sequenced leaming
approach suggest that well-sttuctured

Fitzpahick' 1982;'
and Brophy' 1982 Emmer 1982;
student suciess (Anderson, Evertson'

GoodandGrcLlws,1979;PorterandBrophy'1988'Stallings1991(p'376)'The

the intellectual procedures ofparticular teaching
canvassers ptacticed for comprehending
linking intellectual measures desimble for
objectives. lnvestigators stressed dismay by

discoveiing exact activities

$oups

stratagem procedures revealed

within aptitudes of

not
teaching actions could restrme pupils having
practices for attaining knowledge
considerable aptitude through required intellectual
and Lohman (198a) (p 81)'
moreover reassign objectives as ascertained by Snow

students besides devices

for

Inshuction making
Walberg (1986) evaluated thai teachers requirc in Direct
since intermission involving
slrccessful teaching application of Point in time delineated
instructor,s,searchaswellasreplyofpupilotherwiseintermissiqninvolvingpupil's

(1987) pointed out those canvarsers of
reply and the teacher reply's. Gemten and Keating
assuring
Direct lnstruction accomplished several additiona] outcomes, with similar
showed significant IQ gains
domino effects. Students, who took part in the programme'
(unde' 69) achieved 20 marks
I
Students ariving nurseries school having low down Q
I achieved 10'l marks'
whereas pupils' inflowing primary ranking havi[g low down Q
achieved 14 9 marks achieved
Youngsters 'incoming having I.Q within below 100 arrays
primary ranking'
marks within nurseries school furthermore 10 2 marks during

Direct Instruction while
Goodman (1987) explained that an educator exposed
pupils Enthusiastic educators
outmoded otherwise next to of poore' qualif,y, risky for
for youngsters to ascertain
find out as fine instructors generate joint programme settings

the comprehension paraphernalia. Idea conceming student o'iented

circumstances

Iesilientabouttheteacherrole.ItcomestolothingforgratificationofDirectlnstruction
emb.acesessentialcharacteristicsforgradualteaching(P.30).PanyandMcCoy(1988)
problems did many mistakes
also found that fourth mnking youngster having linguistic
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throughout understanding

of words (09%'16%) considerably

increased uttemnce

provided by Direct Instruction
identification with intellectual capacity achievement while
rcsponse
instant response tmnspired each distinct mistake and after countemctive

's

specified following each mistake (p.7).
rneasures in Oral
Cole, Dale, Mills and Jenkins (1993) analyzed Iindings for th'ee
measures in cogttition.
language domain, one measure in print knowledge domain' tlvo

domainandonemeasureinmathdomainandfoundnostatisticallyconsiderable
whichever
va ations involving groupings of intervention moreover comparison fol
lnshuction Stanovich (1994) evaluated that the mainly
of Dlrect lnstruction is
set up finale within the entire soaial sciences on the subject

procedures as taught by Direct

understanding (p 285)'
assistance ofalphabetic system near the beginning ofgaining
scored higher on
Adams (1996) syrthesized that in Direct lnskuction students
on child's self_es'teem'
cognitive outcomes than students in cognitive models that sfessed
(p 44)
these models actually had the lowest cognitive scores'
only if we want to absotb
Schweinhart (1998) explained that Dkect Instruction is solution
the evidence of Direct
whole whatever they told and focus more and faced with

lndeed, students

in

lnsEuction effectiveness.

Gersten (1999, p.89) identified 5 core features

ofDirect lnstruction explicit fiame

worksinclude:educationinthecourseofinstances,approachforworkingoutdiffIculties,
moreover requirement of pertinent
usefi-rl instruction, importance of appropriate syllabus,
marketable substance of
suroundings' awareness Engelmann (1999) viewed the existing
primed tutorials for
Direct Instuction pro$ammes as well as slighter ranged educator's
of those
use. Every point of the tutorial gives new substance moreover proficienoi€s
points of study so that
pupils previously leamed. Instructor guides by linking relevant

pupils attaio Profi ciencY.
pupils within above
Camine (2000) summarized that by involving over 80'000/youngsters participated in lhe
190 institutes besides annual records tumed out 11,000
models assessed in the
research Follow Through. Two extensive t,?es of instruction
and implications furthermore
research one supported youngste6 aiming at knowledge
abilities (p'4-5)
next founded Direct Instructioo connected to intellectual
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Schug, Tarver and Westem (2001) evaluated that survey

of first year Wisconsin

teachers reveals that few leamed Direct Instruction during their teacher tmining whereas

Vukmir (2002) stated that supporred on foundations of investigation, educational
technique of Direct Instruction also utilized to teach any subject matter. Solid
confirmation

of

original, planned, proscribed investigational researches as well

maintained Supervisory role of Diaect Instruction (Moreno, 2004; Tuovinen and Sweller,
1999). Direct Instruction since

a technique conceming education for putting together

furthermore plans rules as described by Marchand-Martella, Slodum, and Martella (2004).

Kirschner, Sweller and Clark (2006) argued in relation to autho ty conceming
teaching leadership through training has tremendous role in society ofno less than the

earlier periods

of mankind (Ausubel

1964 Craig, 1956; Mayer, 2004, Shulmar and

Kesiler, 1966). Researchers promoting the theory as populace acquire knowledge most
excellently inside freehand suroundings. By and large delineated as sunoundings within

which students discem basic krovr'ledge (Bruner, 196l; Papert, 1980; Steffe and Cale,
1995). Whereas opponents signified

for facilitation of

students

by way of Direct

Instruction .also supervision inside enviroos (e.g. Cronbach and Snow 1977; Klak and

Nigam; 2004; Shulman and Kesiler, 1966; Sweller, 2003). Presenting knowledge that
completely clarify perceptions along with measures as pupils needed to acquire oD top of

teaching approach maintaining which well-matched
characterized as leadership ofDirect Instruction

It

by person'intellectual style,

.

has synthesized from the above research studies that Direct Inshuction is

essential for comprehension in

all subject areas. Many research studies showed

better

results in test-taking strategies and in reflective thinking. Direct Instruction enhances the

ability to perform various tasks.

lt

provides students an organized and emcient way

Resea.oh studies revealed pupils taught

tkough l.nguage by means ofDirect [nstuction

improved their linguistic skills as compared with the control

goup.

Students arriving

nurseries school having low down I.Q (under 69) achieved 20 marks whereas pupils'

inflowing primary ranking having low down I.Q achieved 10.1 marks. Direct Instructior
students scored higler on cogIlitive outcomes than students in coglitive model that
focuses on child self esteem. One can teache any subject through Direct Instruction.

Direct Instruction guidance is to present knowledge that completely clariry perceptions
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along with measures as pupils needed to acquire on top o[teaching approach maintaining

which well-matched by person' intellectual style

2.5.8. Studies regarding that Direct Inslruction can be used with Every PopulatioD
Segment (PertaiDing to Poverty, Culture, Race atrd at Risk)
Rosenthal and Resnick (1974) have analyzed that when the unkno$m came first
and the events in the problem provided in reverse order, the problem was more dilficult to

solve. In addition, Blankenship and Lovift (1976) have proved that the inclusion of
extraneous information made story problems more

difficult to solve. Low pedorming

students are specifically allected by complex story problems. Researchers have evaluated

the effects ofDirect Instruction in teaching students to solve story problems.

Becker (1977) stated that researchers titled simply as DISTAR for Direct
Instruction System in Arithmetic and Reading. Majority of the DISTAR prograrnmes
have been quite successful in foste ng student achievement for at risk srudents. Foa a

review, Kennedy (1978) has compared the usefulness conceming DISTAR with further
progmmmes of exceptional student.

Maggs and Moore (1978) carried out one of the first evaluations of DISTAR
Progmmmes, which conducted in Australia.

It

demonstrated that two hundied children

classified as moderately to severely retarded could maintained standard pace relating to
cerebral expansion given that syllabus prepared within lines ofquioker iostruction oftask
analyzed

ve6al communication, arithmetic moreover reading expertise together by the

behavior change techniques or optimistic strelgthening, Follow up studies (Maggs and

Iviorath, 1976 and Booth, 1978) applying same populations hdve confirmed the earlier
findings. In view of the favo.able results achieved with mentally .etarded populations,
interest has gradually directed towards other populations of schoolchildren in need

of

intensive rcrnediation.

Robinson and Hess (t981) evaluated that the rcsults

ofthe study pointed out that

students taught with spelling through Direct Instruction, showed significant achievement

gaiN in spelling when compared to controls. The resulls clearly concluded the beneficial

effects

of Direct Instruction

designed principles

with teaching

average-and low-

performing students' spellings. Engelmann and Camine (1982, p.376) have commented
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ontheimportanceofpresentingstudentsastrongteachingprogmmmethatleadsto
of
can utilize to assess the potential
is the model that educaton
success: Dilect Inslruction

atlqpe ofsrudents

(P 376)

of
a study that evaluated the performance
Becker and Gersten (1982) completed
in their primary
ptesented teaching of Direct Instruction
ninth and twelfth ranking pupils
primary gxades'
had given Dircct Instruction in the
rankings. In the study, students rvho
at East St Louis'
group students at three separate sites i'e
been comparcd to local contlol
grade
City Briefly' the outcomes from the ninth
Illinois, Flint, Michigan and New York
ln addition
favorcd the Direct Instruction groups
reading and math analysis consistently
outcome measules: (a)
to achievement measures, this study utilized two other
Outcomes of Direct
gaduatior/dropout rates and (b) college applications/acceptances
acceptance rates were not as consistent as
Instruction set $aduation rates as well college
in
at the New York site' sfudents taught
the ninth grade achievement results However'
higher rates than comparison student (60%
the Direct Instruction programme gBduated at
higher for Di-rect Instruction sfudents at
versus 38olo) and college acceptance rates were
Co-worker ( 1988) summa'ized these high
both the Neiv York and Flint sites Gersten and
that intensive
stating, these results provided a olear indication

school effects by

benefits for at risk students (p 326
intervention in the primary glades can have long-term
Keating (1987)'
Meyer, Ge6ten anal Guttin (1983) and Gersten and

pupils of nuNery school' every
The investigators carried out research on destitute
of nursery
pupil studied in one of the thlee diverse elevated excellence progammes
However' students 15 yea's old within
school tested with Dircct lnstruction progGmme
of I Q in addition to educational skills
apiece of the proglammes examined by means
nursery school schweinhar! David'
better to comparable pr-rpils who failed to attend
Weikart, and Lamer, (1986).

Direct

a design chamcteristic of the
Teaching students to utilize explicit shategies is
in seve'al marh skill
lnstruction curriculum that has been shown lo be effective

Subtraction (Kameenui (1986)' Or in
areas, whether the area is instruction in addition or

(Camine 1977) or instruction h word
more aclvanced areas such as analyzing ftactions
particularly those who
problem solving (Darch 1984; wilson and Sindelar 1991) students
'were low perfomers, benefit from strategy instruction'
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ofearlier period by O'Neill (1988)
After appraisal ofmore or less 200 researches
amid
linked through enhanced knowledge
deducing that use of Direct Instruction
as
ofthe social structfe This finale maintained
youngstets ofany communal assemblage
aresultofappmximatelyallrelatedresearchesofthesubject,similarlypamphlet(1987)
ofDirect Instruction tha' it puts together pupils
of U S Education section gave cooclusion
(1998) stated that investigations stretched
for study ftrther. Bessellieu, Kozloff and fuce
that fast promotion as well as coNistent success
on the period of forly years demonstrated
and envi'onment
ofDirect Instruction apart from ancestors race' ethnic(y
in pupils

Instruction prcschool
Weisberg (1988) reported the effects that a Dilect
finished fl$t and second grades'
programme can have on low_income children after they

ln this programme,

pre-kindergarten children'

all living below povefy level and

a preschool that utilized Direct
considered at high risk for school iailure, attended
who received two
Instntction programmes in reading, language, and math Students
with (a) those who
years of the Direct lnstruction preschool programme compared
receivedonlyoneyearoftheDirectlnstructionpreschoolprcgnmmeand(b)alocal
preschool
control group who did not rcceive instiuction in ihe Direct lnstruction
who received
prcgramme. The results of this ptogramme evaluation showed that children
the two-year Direct Instruction progftunme (pre-kindergarten and kindergarten)

just one year of
performed at sigdflcantly higher levels than did children who received
the progmmme.

Utilizing amalgamation of Direct Instruction and strategy teaching

produced

its own as said by many
superior encouraging conclusions compared to each technique on
(Ellis' 1993;
canvasse6 as well as the outcomes conceming numerous meta-analyses

fo' evenly
Karp and Voltz, 2000; Swanson, 2001). Instructors ought to think methods
for increasing
application of Direct Instruction and shategy teaching during all sessions
to
finest improvement pertaining to every technique Educating fundamental expertise
approaohes fol
lea.rners by means of Direct Instruction after those instructing
instructive
accumtllating moreover regaining knowledge guaranrecJ flourishing
in favor of the
occurrence of every pupil. On the other hand these approaches are vital
pupils'
prcservation ofnovel expertise for pupils having exceptionalities' besides ordinary
national
Ganschow and Sparks (1995) inspected effects of phonological Spanish
verbal communication proficiency as well as aptitude of foreign language occtrning

't

08

tbuLationsfothighschoolfemaleswhile15alreadyexposedtospanishfulthermorelS5
studied foreig! language in one
to Spanish by means ofDirect Instruction
not exposed

Wheleas

taught by means ofDirect lnstruction
year duration. Pupils exposed to Spanish
taught by means of conventional
not exposed to Spanish foreign language
pupils

that not exposed to Spanish pupils attained
teaching. Contrasts of posftest confirmed
pupils on aptitude computations of foreign
notably superior than €xposed to Spanish
fol computations ofphonology oftwo national
language. However no variations observed
of prc along with post tests pointed up that
languages. Conttasts of linking groupings
increase to the factiol not exposed to
faction exposed to Spanish showed much better

Spanish gtouping for computations of phonology'
schools from the time of
Implementation of dircctor instruction helped in local
conclusion pertains to its successful
1995 through amazing accomplishments The main

useofDirectlnstuctioflamongadiversityofpopulacecontainedvulnerablepupilsas
drew attentio[ to those
reported in Baltimore Curriculum ?roject (1996) The researchers

to take advantages as of thotough'
lnstruction for teaching
excellently organized as well as instructo''s choice of Direct
pupils vulnerable

of failure in

comprehension

students of all kinds. Kameennui and Carnine (1998)'

in
Nadler (1998) synthesized those susceptible schools for education advarced
near 50 marks drough
comprehension, language moreover arithmetic gained with 35

teaching

of

Direct

lnstuction Mccarthy (2000)

stated that research

of

canvassers

taught by means of
showed several students approximately 50% in normal classlobms
classes
lnstruction. Theses classrooms rcpresented lemedial and special education

Direct

(i.e. Direct Instruction) since conventional teaching fail to deal with the problem
independently meaningfu I manlrer.
now the
Lindsey (2004) concluded that inshuctive method challenged that up till
that merely all
majority of underprivileged youngsters may perhaps outshine, stipulating
of Direct
institutes determined for application of Direct Instruction Application
in the biggest
Instruction ought to be manifested to the whole public, because it revealed
attainment on
.esearch of instructive history furth€more maintained to convey terrific
(2006) in the
low down rate while aPPlied. Whele as Marchand-Martella, and Ausdemore
over view of Direct Instruction said that encouaging outcomes of Direct Instruction

r09

Federation of
observed in 1999 by the US

Teachers and

US Institute of

Research

moreovetinvestigationalreportofschoolingofvulneGblepupilsaft€rexercisingitfor
2002)'
(Borman' Hewes Overman' and Brown
teaching ofvulnerable populace

the Direct Inst'uction applied in restricted
Ryder (2006) stated that t€achers felt

situationwhilenotthemaineducationaltechnique.Conclusionsofhisrcseafchset
inconsistentamidtheconclusionsconcemingthirtyfurtherlesearches.Teachingby
as well as in truth among pupils of all
means of Direct Instruction exercised broadly
ethnicity in addition background)'
branches (e.g socio economic conditions'
populace

pupils with the help of Direct
Appraisal of project follow confirmed that educating

Insffuctiongradedforemostwithinattainmentinfavourofdeprivedpupils,citypupils,

pupils Now-a-days outcomes of
countryside pupils, US pupils, over and above foreign
utilization ofdirects inst'uction After
countless supe or performing schools depend upon
demonstrated unswe ing
application of Direct Instruction all academic institutes
aftainment.

Insfiuction is
The review of the above research studies confims that Di'ect
and low performing students'
equally beneficial for teaching spelling skills to average
lnslruction
Review of researches confirmed that instructing pupils by means of Direct
local on top of
scored zenith within accomplishment of deprived, city, countryside'
advances achievemenls in
foreign pupils. Research studies reveal that Direct Instruction
Studies persistently
comprehension, language and arithmetic for vulnerable leamers
deprived students could
indicated that employing of Direct lnstuction for good number
among pupils ofevery
outshine in schools. Direct Instruction is extensively applicable
Moreover'
populace fragment (e g. socio-economic problems, Iace besides traditions)

Directlnstructionhasfoundaffectiveinteachingmentailyretalcedpopulations;workhas
intensive
steadily directed towards other populations of school students requiring
remediation.

2.6.

TEACHER EDUCATION
Lulla and Singh (1974) analyzed inqr:iries in addition to catego ze within

subsequent manners

1.

Job specifications, capacities as wellas characteristios of inst 'lctors
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2. Pdor moreover duflng

job instructors' preparation'

intricacies of educators
work , occupational prospects with
training of teachers
4. Methoalology as results of
3. Haral

given as under:ln this regard, Mekotra (1979) classified
of teacher education
1. Context variables: researchers
'levelopmeot
of leamels and teache$'
2. Key variables: planned researches of temperament
foun'lations' ability with professional
researches for teachers' communal
individuality' mind-set along with
preferences, selection, academic' capacities'
to dilemfias faced by
ethics. functions as well as requilements in addition
educaiors.

3.

Strategy

for training of

e'lucators: rcsearches integrated

on

educational

instructive skills' modem teaching
envi(onment, syllabi, instructional praciices'
techniques'
expertise, planned erudition fu rthetmore educational

4.

Resultant variable: researches

of

appraisal' rcports' depletion as well

as

occupational contentment, etc (Pp 206-207)'
(1991) in additioo to Joshi (1997) too
Das and Jangira (1987), Singh and Mrlhoha

During
took on the categorization of educational researches duing inspection
teacher education practices along
investigations of reporting within fie framework of

with eovironment consisted of
with resultant molds implemented The variables related
credentials' capabilitles' awaleness'
leamers with tutors, shared plactices, educational
well integrated in educational
personal qualities and intellect. Other variables as

along with equipmelt' and the
surrouldings ranking mnge, syllabi, books substance

variablesinrcIationtotheinvolve.linstitutesforexamplecomplianceofcollaborative
of accommodating instnrctors'
institutes, association ofhaining colleges and mind-set

or less 70 rcsearches
The canvassers akin to other investigators within more
un.Iertookontheescalationofedificationofinstctorsprcgrammesatthelocalleve]as

wellasnationwide.ontheotherhand,themajorityofthesercsealchesinadequateto
specificsituation.Joseph'(1967),Banerji(1967)'Bharadwaj(1974)'Hemambujam'
wide-ranging app'aisal
(19S3); Pathak, (1985) Dash (1985) accomplished the i'novative
of insmrctiona L programme of

educ ators '
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Theabovecitedresearcheshardlyeverendeavoredforinspectingstandpointof
of instructors
€xample success of instructors' welfare
educato$ progmmmes of study for
oftribulations of schools otherwise work capacity
afld pupils along with the information
ofaccessibleinstifutionalsurroundingssinghandMalhotra(1991).Inthisrespect,Goyal
down for
training programmes of instuctor broke
and Chopra (1979) elaborated that the
amendments applied within syllabi'
replicating the modifications turthermore
programme in favor of leamers and tuto's'
Sohdni (1992) hied expanding guidance
for successful training
for mounting expertise ofresolving dilemmas

through highlighting

of pupils. Wallia (1992) explained expansions of
taining for the rcason that Kumar (1986)

graduation progtunmes of teachers'

analyzed training programmes of insfuctors

of

vital appraisals of educational
different institutions ofhigher education. while fumishing
Panda (1997) pointed out
philosophy syllabi within programmes ofinstructional tmining'
of substance'
worthlessness, inconsistency as well as arbitrary expression
for carrying
Mohanti (1984) in research studies concluded that spirit of attention
coaohing as a
out inshuctional progBmmes centered on concluding the preananged
to studentfor offering comments on pupil's work for progress and feedback
replacement

teachers.

ln

order

to improve the excellence of outcomes Rastogi (1969)' Palgotra

(1989)
(1972), tanelia (1982), Sukhia (1973), Passi (1977), Rai (1982) and Srivasrava
achievement of
provided sufficient proof that encouraging response corespond through

learnerandeducator.Researchesalsodepictedtminersofinstructorsfrequentlyhold
lnstructors of
inappropriate awareness of area under discussion qualified in institutes
deviate on views when
subject matter futhermore instuctors of Pedagogy regularly
devising tutorials moreovgr about educational techniques'

Comparative value

of

microteaching within escalation as well as expertise

aoquirementfascinatedbunchofresearchersJoshi(1974)Sharma(1976)Chathley(1984)
(1984) Khan (1985) and Kalvanpurkar (1986) a handful within wide-langing

Bawa

within
intellectuals assessed the function conceming micpteaching
accomplished about
enlargemeni of instructional proficiencies- The entirc researches
pervasive
micrcteaching rcsulted beneficial procedures and improvement within

catalog

of

instructive abilities (P 212).

tt2
on compamtrve efficacy
Gupta (1983) conduqted the research

of

several

instructionalmoclelsconcemingintellectLlaldevelopmentfurthermolemind-setsfol
the contrary Panchbhai (1990) observed
discipline of nahrral sciences (p'213)on
IGur (1980) reported that during
educators dislike training at some stage injobWhereas
(p 215)
job training append progless within insftuctive competence
Researchers as Flander (1970), Joyce aod

Weil (2000) influenced intellect of

apPlying
It manifested in their thousands of instuctional intedace res€arches
well as instructional models' Govinda
Flander's analysis contained by microteaching as

edlrcators.

training of educarors the majority
along with Buch (1990) reviewed 160 researches about
educational expertise Furthemo(e relevant to

focusing on micIoteaching in addition

guide'l the researches on the foundation
mention that behavioral psychology persistently
as rcgards

intellectual contributions

'

2.7. IMPLICATIONS OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH FOR

THE

PRESENT STUDY

among

is awareness
The research studies discussed above emphasized the fact that there
of teaching in
€alucators to aalopt Direci Ins uction and Mastery Leaming method

ptocess' to
order to increase students' active participation in the teaching leaming
to equip them to
promote thet self-initiation and self direction of leaming and as a lesult
that Direct Instdction is
master the content effectively. Some studies have confirmed
to develoP most of the
superior to other methods of teaching toward helping students

instructiorEl outco

es. In

the similar manner, some studies have also proved that

leaming process- A
Mastery Leaming is superior to other methods of teaching in the
and Mastery Leaming'
number ofstualies have rccommendeal the use ofDirect lnstrlction

Direct lnstruction has found to be more effective in comparison to traditional
digressions and
approach in improving students'prese[tation practices' avoiding

in leaming. How€ver' Mastery Leaming approach found to be more
problems solving
eiGctive in comparison to tmditional approach in improving student's
sequence

of

steps

skills and self-motivation for leaming'
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The studies on taining teacher educators in the use of Direct lnstruotion and
of
Mastery Leaming model have shown that student-teachers are receptive to models
teaching. Most ofthe studies on teacher education based on providing training in models
of teaching applying Direct Instruction and Mastery Learning'
The review of research studies r€veals that use of specific method i

e

Mastery

Leaming advances students' knowledge, self_esteem furthermore cognitive skills'
students' clear
Whereas the studies applying Direct Instruction manifest that it improves
perception, focus on the activities and staying on topic i e concentration'
by
According to Jacobsen, Eggen and Kauchak (2000), Mastery Leaming starts
The researchers
teaching within grcuping moleover it is not a one to one programme
its inclusion within the ordinary classes on the same lines, the present study
recommenal

conducted in the regular classroom

These studies were mainly helpful

in

developing the method and procedure

adopted ill the present study. A notable feature is that in the extensive litemtlrre 'eviewed
work having
in the prcsent study; there has been no recorded evidence of any res€arch

Direct Instruction in
been carried out on model of teaching i e. Mastery Leaming and
and essential for the
Pakistan. It is in this context that the present study became important
smooth functioning of teaching leaming process'
models in their
ln Pakistan, limited efforts have maale to tmin teachers to use these
view that these models
day-to-day teaching. In this context, the researchel is of the
before these models
should be experimenled in the teaching leaming process in Pakistan
present study' the
adopted as a system ofteacher education in Pakistan Therefore, in the
models in the area
researcher studied the different aspects ofteaching under these two

of

teacher edu6ation.

Teaching by using models applied for group

instruction lt is need ofthe time to

of educatior\
discover what would be the effectiveness of models in the formal system
out the
especially in teacher training programme This study conducted to find
effectiveness

of models in

teacher training programme Teaching through models

naturc'
developed among the students confidence due to interactilg and self-initiation
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Mastery Leaming and Direct Instruction satisfied the individual differences

of

the

students. Self-directional models i.e. Direct lnstruction and Mastery Leaming were more
efGctive than traditional teaching.

In this

perspective, the researcher was

of the view that

these models be

experimeDted in Pakistani conditions before they accepted as a paft of teacher education
programme.
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CHAPTER3
METHOD AND PROCEDURE
The study was undertaken to find out the role ofthe aptitude in Mastery Leaming
and Dircct Instruction in the Graduate Teacher Training Programme. This chapter deals

with method and procedure ofthe study under the following headings:

3.1

POPULATION
Population ofthis r€search consisted ofthe entire 120 student-teachers enrolled in

B. Ed. programme (2005-06) in Federal College of Education, Islamabad. The studentteachers of B. Ed programme were from Rawalpindi, Islamabad and adjoining areas

of

these twin cities.

3.2

SAMPLE
The above population was taken as a sample. It was a purposive sampling The

sample thus, consisted

of

116 student-teachers of B.Ed class of Federal College of

Education, Islamabad. The researcher took 116 student-teachers out
teachers, as four student-teache$ were not puncfual.

of

120 student-

After administeing the aptitude

scale, these 116 student-teachers were divided into rwo $oups, each group having 58

student-teache$

of high and low aptitude respectively.

Student-teachers

with high

aptitude were further divided randomly into two goups namely Mastery lraming with

high aptitude (MLA) and Direct Inshuotion with higi aptitude (DIA). Studert-teachers

with low aptitude were also divided randomly into two groups namely Mastery Leaming
vr'ith low aptitude (MLB) and Direct Instruction with Low Aptitude QIB). Hence, there
were 29 studeflt-teachers in each

goup

The aptitude scori was measured throug]t

aptitude scale administered on student-t€achers ofB. Ed. class prepared by the researcher
(Appendix: A)
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3.3

THE RATIONALE OF THE FACTORIAL DESIGN
The Factorial Design 2 x 2, apptied in the research. According

to

Gay (2004, pp 371-372), lactotial designs involve tlvo or more independent va ables at
least one of which is manipulated by the researcher. They are elaborations of Iue
experimental designs and permit investigation

oftwo or more vatiables, individually

and

in interaction with each other. In education, variables do not obemte in isolation. After
an independent variable has been investigated using a single variable design, it is often
useful to study the variable in combination with one or more other variables. Some
variables work differcntly at different levels of another variable; one method of math

iNtruction may be more effective for higl aptitude students while another method may tre
more effective fo. low aptitude students. The term "factorial" rcfers to the fact that the
design involves more than one indep€ndent variable, or factor; in the above example,
method of instruction is a factor and aptitude is a factor. Each factor has two or more
levels; in the example, the factor method of insbuction has two levels since therg were

two types of instruction, and the factor of aptitude had two levels, high aptitude add low

aptitude. Thus, 2 x 2 factorial design contains two components and each component
contains two levels. The 2 x 2 is the simplest factorial design. This desiga was employed
in the present study. Figure is given as under: Types of

trigure:6

Type
Hish
Aptitude

Level

Purpose
experimental

va

iNtructiotr
Type2

1

GROUP NO.1

GROUP NO. 2

GROUP NO.3

GROUP NO. 4

Iow
L

of a

facto

al

design

is to

Achievement

determine whether the effects

able aae genemlized across all levels

of

an

ofa control vaiable or whether the

effects are specific-to-specific levels ofthe contol variable. A factorial design can also
demonstrate relatiooships that a single vadable expe ment cannot. For example, a
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variable found not to be effective in a single variable experiment may be found
to interact
signifi cantly with another variable.

3.3.1 Use ofDesign
For the four experimental groups, Mastery Leaming and Dircct Instruclion were
addressed as under:

1. The group of studenFteachers with high aptitude (who scored above
median on the aptitude scale) taught through Mastery Leaming

the

symbolized as MLA.

2. The

group of student-teachers with low aptitude (who scored below the
median on the aptitude scale) taught through Mastery L€arning was signified
AS

MLB.

3. The

of student-teachers with high aptitude (who scored above the
median on the aptitude scale) taught through Direct lnstruction was
group

symbolized as DIA.

4.

The group of studenFteachers with low aptitude (who scored below the
median on the aptitude scale) taught through Direct lnstruction was signified
as DIB.

5.

2 x 2 simple

lactorial design employed in the rcsealch as it comprised oftwo
models i.e. Mastery Leaming and Direct Instruc!ion. N!o levels ofaplitude i.e.
above and low on the test ofachievement.

3.3.2 Design ofthe Study
Subjects were assigned

to four $oups according to their aptitude

levels with

randomization.

Diagmmmatic reprcsentation ofthe design is as under:

-

'

Types of instructiotr

Figure: 7

Type

1

Type2

MasteryLearnitrg Directlnstruction

High Aptitude

CROUP NO, I

GROUP NO. 2
Achievement

Low Aptitude

CROUP NO. 3

CROUP NO. 4
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1.

Two experimental groups were taught though Mastery Leaming i.e. MLA
and MLB. The student-teachers of one group called MLA havidg high
aptitude scores and the other group of student-teachers called MLB having
aptitude scores.

2.

Th€ other two experimental groups were Eught through Direct Inshuction
i.e. DIA and DlB. The student-teache$ ofone group called DIA had high
aptitude scores and DIB having low aptitude scores.

3.

Pre-test moreover post{est given to all four experimental grcups.

Thus diagrammatic prcsentation design used in the study is given as under;

Figure:8

3.4

Mastery Leaming
High/iow aptitude

Direct Instruction
High,4-ow aptitude

Pre test

Pre test

MLA

MLB

Post test
Pre test

Post test

DIA

DIB

Post test

Post test

Pre test

Aptitude
Scale

Achievement
' test

COMPOSITION OF GROUPS
The experiment was conducted on the student-teachers ofB. Ed. class ofFederal

College of Education, Islamabad. The class consisted of I 16 students

(Appendix{). All

the students ofthis class were assigned according to their aptitude among four goups, 29
students, each in the following manner. The aptitude scale preparcd by the res€archer

for

the purpose was administered to all the students-teachers ofthe B. Ed class' The detail is

given as under: -

The aptitude soores of I 16 student-teachers were aranged in descendidg order
and their median was calculated. The values for median were taken fiom the

meai scores of 116 student-teachers ftom aptitude scale.

ll. Those 58 student-teachers that fell above median value of aptitude we.e matched
in two $oups for eliminating any disparity and in this
groups i.e.

MLA

as

well

as

\T

ay these leamers split into

DIA each contained number 29.
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iii.

Those 58 student-teachers that fell below median value of aptitude were matched
in two groups for eliminating any disparity and in this way these Ieamers split into

$oups i.e. MLB

iv. The

as

well

as

DIB each contained number 29.

student-teachers werc placed in each group according to their aptitude.

experimental groups were thus denoted as

MLA and MLB

and

All

DtA and DIB in

this manner: -

l.

Twenty-nine students who scored above median in the Aptitude Scale
were kept in MLA.

2.

Twenty-nine students who scored above median in Aptitude Scale were
kept in DlA.

3.

Twenty-line students who scored below mediar in the Aptitude

Scale

were kept in MLB.

4.

Twenty-nine students who scorcd below median in the Aptitude Scale
were kept in DlB.

The dia$ammatic .epresentation is givefl as under: -

trigure:

9

APtitude Scale
Pre Test

High Aptirude (29 ML + 29 DD

Post Test

Achievement

Low Aptitude (29 ML r29 DI)

Achievement

Two teachers one for ML and other for DI taught all the four groups The
researoher trained two teachers each for one-week period !o be trained to teach
B. Ed. Students. These teachers were hained on the following lines ofML and DI
given as under:

As elaborated by Bloom (1971, pp47-63) characteristics of Mastery Leaming are
given subsequently:

l.

Mastering of every topic characterized within rcquisite foremost goals as to
represent functions for lessons or components.

2.

After that the topic split within bigger lay down of oompamtively little
compoflents

of leaming apiece one possessing goals that

presented fractions

of the foremost goals and considered indispensable for mastery'

3.

Selectio.r of components for teaching along with the r€levant strat€gy of
education.
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4.

F-ollowing completion of apiece component progress of students measured
discovering exact difficulties of every pupil. Consequently awareness about
improvemeot offered to pupils granting encouragement or fortification

if

needed.

5.

Subsequent

to examination additional reaching given to pupils assisting

getting though difficulties,

if

teaching supervises

in

in the manner, Bloom

considers leaming time be exercised for aptitude pertinent placing. Pupils

having low aptitude specifi€d fuIther time as well as additional teaching as
the improvement ofpupils measured tfuough examination.
Swanson (2001, p.4) explained that educators go after series of proceedings while

teaching by means of Direct Instruction as a rule describing goals, appraisi[g expertise
essential in support of ftesh knowledge, giving novel unde$tanding, inquiring pupils,

offering teaching in grouping moreover autonomous practice, evaluating fllthermore
providing extra practice. He prcsented succeeding principles linked by means of Direct
lnstruction. Direct Inskuction takes place as soon as a few ofthe subsequent signs show

1.

Contravening assignment in minute components

2. Managing queries
3. Unswerving response
4. Presenting graphic otherwise drawing illustrations
5. Peamitting autonomous pmctice as well als on your own mted teaching
6. Infiingement oflessons within easy segments
7. Teaohing withio minute faction
8. Teaching prearanged substance with swifttempo
9. Inst uctor inquiring difficulties
I 0. Instructor teaching the novel substance

3.5

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

3.5.1

Development of aptitude scale
For measuring the aptitude of student-teachers, the three points aptitude scale was

prepared, on which a statement was followed by the three-response continuum, agree,

uncertain and disagree (Appeadix-A). The subjects selected the response that b€st
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described their reaction to each statement, which'were weighted from

I

to 3 when the 3

carried maximum weight.

Following steps taken in development ofthe aptitude scale:

1.

Aptitude scale having 35 items was constructed in the light of available liteGture,
guidance and assistance

of educationisls, psychologists, experts in the area of

evaluation and measur€ment in items consFuction and improvement ofthe sentence
sffucture of the scale (Appendix-D)

2.

The responses received analyzed and rcliable instn:ment with 23 (Appendix-A)
items was fmally selected for administration. The Cronbach alpha ofthe scale was

0.82. It was a three point scale having categories with "1" standinS' for disagee,

"2" for uncertain and "3" for agree. Items were scored as 1,2 and 3 respectively.
Student-teachem acquidng high score on items related to above median aPtitude for
teaching were placed in high aptitude. Student_teachers acquiring low score on
items related to below median aptihrde with rcspect to teaching we.e Placed in low
aptitude

goup.

Possible score ranged ftom 23 to 115.

3.5.1.1 Validity ofthe aptitude scale
To check the predictive validity of the apiitude scale 45 sh.rdenFteacheE were
taken; 9 each from different institutions (l college of education and 4 dePartne.rts of
ealucatiofl ftom uoiveNities i.e. 1 public and 3 private universities) This aptitude scale
was administered on those 45 studenFteachers (9 each ftom 5 different institutions)'

Then rcsults of ioutine examination (which was held after administ€ring of
aptitude scale) were obtained by the administration of the particular departnents of the
institutions. To test the validity of aptihrde scale, the scores acquir€d from administering
of the aptitude werc correlated with the marks obtained ftom the examination'

who had higher aptitude obtained
examination and the student_teachers who had low aptitude

The Iindings showed that the
higher marks

in

student-teachers
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scored less marks in the examination. The co-efficient

of validity was 0.76 which

was

quite satisfactory in this way it was found out that aptitude scale was valid.

J.5.1.2 Reliability of the Aptitude Scale
For determining reliability ofthe scale, spilt-halfmethod was used. The scale was
applied to the students in ordinary way. Furthermore, alier that separated in two parts on

behalf of scoring functions. To divide the scale in two parts i.e. most equalizing the
normal process for scoring items ofeven items and odd items indePendently. It produced

two set of scorcs for every student, which, alier correlation, provided computation of
ifltemal consistency. The coefficient indicated the level for which equivalent results were
acquired

oftwo

parts

ofthe scale. As noted, the rcliability coefficient was determined by

correlating the scorcs oftwo half-tests. To estimate the scores'reliability based on the
full-length test, the Speaman-Brown formula was applied. The reliability coefficieot was
0.80 that indicated quite satisfactory level of reliability ofthe aptitude scale.

3.5.1.3 Administration and Scoring of the Instrument
The Aptitude Scale was administered to the student-teachers

of

Federal College

ofB. Ed pro$arnme

of Education, Islamabad (Appendix-D). The scoring was

done

according to lhe procedure as gi\en above.

3.5.2 The description of Pre-Test and Post-Test of AchieYemetrt
Achievements of student_teachers measured by means of achievement

test

developed by the researcher irl English as well as in Urdu because it was administe'ed in
Urdu (Appendix-B). The first poiflt ofthe test construction was preparation oftest items'

while preparing constuction items, all the cognitive featules of the

educatioMl

objectives ofthe Bloom ta-xonomy (1956) were taken into count. The same achievement
test was administered in pre-testing and post-testing Achievem€nt test consisted

offive

objective as well as subjective questions of 100 marks, which administered to the studentteache$.
These ilems constructed in the following manner:

1.

_

20
Question No. 1 consisted of 10 multiple-choice items having
foi
on€
presented
to
the
student_teache$
marks. Four choices were

t23
answel'
corect choice. Two marks were awarded for each corect
The \rrong answer was marked as zero
2.

2 comprised of l0 true false items having 20 marks'
rira.nt-,.""n.ri had ro tick rhe statement as they considered it

orrslion No.

irl"

answer'
true or false. Two marks were awarded for each correct
The u'rong answer was marked as zero

No. 3 composed o[ 05 shon answers having 20 mark'
Ouestion
-*,a*,-,.u.t,"r"
had to xnsuer the questions in four lines'
it-r.
were awarded for each corect answer' The lwoog
eou.
answer was marked as zero-

attt

4.

having 20
oueslion No. 4 contained ol l0 fill-in-the-blank items
for the
answer
i*t..- tft"
-i-ostudents had to insen one correct answet
The
*u.ts were awarded for each corect
,oi"."o,.
wYong ans!\er

5.

\

ds marked as zero'

havbg 20
ouestion No. 5 consisred of t\ o essay type questions
marks
riarks. The srudent-teachers had to arswer in l0lines len
was
answer
wlong
were awarded for each correct answer' The
marked as zero.

3.5.2.1 Validity ofthe AchieYement Test

Theachievementtesthadhighconteotvaliditybecauseitwaspreparedonthe
The test 14as shown to the teachers and
basis of course content and course objectives
prepared from the subject i e Educational
experts who approved the test lt was
this pupose' following chart of
Psychology with proper specifications For
was made: specifications, according to Bloom Taxonomy,

Educational Psychologl
Table of Specifications for Achi€vement Test of
eii-r:",rt lre, xno*t"o g'

Leamiog
Conditions

2

2

2

i

1

1

9

2

2

2

2

1

I

10

ofL€aming

&

Evaluation
Measurement
Types
Tests

Total

of

I
2

2

37
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3.5.2.2 Reliability ofthe Achievem€nt Test
The reliability ofthe test was calculated by spiit-halfmethod and was found to be

0.83. The reliability of test

scorcs calculated after solitary application

of single type of

test. The test given to students within ordinary way parted into two divisions in support

of execution of scoring. Test was divid€d into tllo most similar parts, the

standard

process employed for scoring of the even as well as odd items. Along these lines, two
scores were formed in support

of every student that presented computation of htemal

consistency. The coefficient specifies the extent to which similar results were gained on

two parts of the test. As noted, the reliability coefficient was detemined by corelating
the scores of two half-tests. To estimate the scores' reliability of the full-length test, the
Spearman-Brown formula was applied.

3.6

Variables in the Study
Differcnt kinds ofvariables manipulated in the study are described

3.6.1 Indepeddetrtvariables:
Two types of independent
variables (ii)

i.

att

variables used

as under:

in the present study (i)

bute variables. These are discussed as under:

-

Treatrnent

-

Treatmetrtvariables:

.

Two teahnent variables were teaching models i.e Mastery L€aming and
Direct Instructiorl Four groups of B. Ed. class were taught using these
models with low and high aptitude student-teachers'

ii.

AttributeVariables:
Attribute variables could not be altered by the .esearcher vie age, mce and
values and individual differences ofthe subjects'

3.6.2, Dependatrt Variables
Achievement of sfudent-teachers was dePendent variablel

3,6.3 Situatiotral or Coutrolled Va

ables

Situational variables like teacher, time, duration oftreatment, subject to be taugh!

sample size and the like were conlolled admidstratively and through selection
ofthe sample, equatingthe time, equating the groups through equal treatment s€x ofthe
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ln order to avoid arly disparity'
groups in four periods of fifty
two teachers having equal qualifications taught four
One teacher taught Mastery L€aming
minutes each daily thrcughout the course of study
addition to the other gioup of
goups (one group of students having high aptitude in
the subjects
students and no homework assignment to

taught Direct Instruction $oups (one
students having low aptitude). The other teacher

gloup of students having low
group of students having high aptitude besides the other
experience in the
Both teachers were selected based on same education and

aptitude).

these two teache6
field of educational psychology. To ensure the quality of teaching'
The researche' herself
were trained by the researcher fol teaching through ML and !I
prepared the lesson Plans.

3.6.4. Confounding or Utrcontrolled variabtes:
It was difficult to conhol all the variables

viz

parents' education' family

back$ound and socio-economic status.

3.7.

CONTENT TAUGHT

taught
The content selected from "Educational Psychology" in B' Ed course was
Conditions
through ML and Dl. Some ofthe important concepts were such as Leaming'

ofleaming, Methods ofTeaching, Evaluation, Measurement, and T)?e ofTests

3.8

PROCEDURE ADOPTED

The experiment was conducted with the teaching of'Educational Psychology'
students
through ML and DI. Fout chapters were s€lected for teaching irl ten weeks The
1() four
had not studied these chapters earlier. The two teachers taught these chaptets

gloups.

3,9.

SOURCES OF DATA

In order to draw valid conclusions from experimental research reliable and valid
tools must be used for th€ measurement ofvariables This requirement is generally met
by applying standardized tests.
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Sin"" no ."r"arch has been conducted earlier in the area,selected for the research,
so the researcher herself developed a test for the purpose applying following tools and
measurements: -

l.

For the measurement of aptitude, an aptitude scale of the stldent-teachers was
prepared bY the researcher.

2.

The four chapters taken from "Educational Psychology" of B. Ed. course were
taught through ML and
Teaching, Evaluation

DI i.e. Leaming, Conditions of Leaming, Methods of

& Measurement

prepared on the lines

and T)?e of Tests. The lesson plans were

of Mastery Leaming and Direct Instruction sepamtely to

teach the $oup of student-teachers assigaed for that. These lesson plans werc
prepared by the researcher herself. An achievement test was prepated from these
chapters, which were applied as pre-test and post-test.

3.9.1 Precautionary
1.

Measures

To avoid any variation in teacher variable, all topics were taught by two
teachers, one for Mastery Leaming and other for Direct lnstruction. The
researcher herself trained those teachers having qualifications

of M.

Sc.

(Psychology) and M. Ed. for teaching through ML and Dl.
2.

Two separate groups were formed while teaching thtough ML for low and

high aptitude student-teache$ separately and two other groups werc
fomed for Iow

and high aptitude student-teachers for teaching through DI.

No stress or conkol ofany kind was imposed on the student-teache6 ofall
these four groups at any time throughout the study. The experiment was
conducted in the narural set(ing.
3.

The effectiveness of the experimental treatment was ensured

by

establishing rapport in the envirorunent i.e. maintaining natural setting and

providing sullicient time for various activities
4.

It was

guaranteed that the contents of the subject had not been previously

taught to the student-teachers.
5.

Du ng each heatment, effort
ML for lhe trearment

6.

was made to apPly the principles of DI and

to lhe respective group.

Each teaching period

of 50

minutes duation was utilized fully fo.

trcatment and time was not wasted during experimgntation comprising on
ten weeks.
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3.I0. COLLECTION

OF DATA

A total of 116 studenl-teachers were taken and their aptitude was calculated from
the aptitude scale. The 58 student-teachers having high aptitude were divided into two
groups i.e. MLA and DIA each consisting of 29 student-teachers. The 58 studentteache$ having low aptitud€ were also divided into two other groups i.e. MLB and DIB
each comprising of 29 studenFleachers

With the intention of measu ng the achievoment of student-teachers, an
achievement test was administered which was made by the researchea herself.
Achievement iest of 100 marks was comprised of five objective as well as subjective
quesrions. \\hich were administered in pre-lesling and post_testing.

Two teachers having equal qualifications were deputed to teach tlese fours goups

of

studenFteachers for ten weeks. One teacher was assigned to teach

group and the other teacher taught DtA and DIB
administered as pre-test to two groups

groups

of Dl (having low

group.

MLA and MLB

Then achievement test was

of ML (having low and high aptitude) and two

and high aptitude) student-teachers

fo.

measuring their

performance. After completion of ten weeks teaching to four gloups, achievement test
was administered as post-test for evaluating their pedormance.

Finalizing the experiment, measurement of aptitude scale and pre-test and post-

test scores were collected for tesling the hypotheses of the study. For this purpose,
specifi c statistical rechniques were applied

3.11 ANALYSIS

OF DATA

The data were collected, anal)zed and interpreted with the statistical techniques as

given below (Appendix: F and G). Student-teachers were provided 3 point scale items to
reflect their aptitude assessment ofeach ilem. Student-teachers were asked to mark the
points oftheir agreement with the statement, keeping in view the following scale

Marks
Agree
Uncertain
Disagree

3

LI{C

2

DA

I
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Total score calculated by usingthe following formula:

1.
2.

Median was taken for assessment ofaptitude scale'
formula
Determining ofposition ofthe students' aptitude item' following

was applied.

F'

+ Fx1
Mean score = Fx5 + Fx4 + Fx3 +
(F is the frequency ofoccuning ofthe number)
To calculate the data formula percentage was used'

'

Percentage = Number

X

ofresoondins

100

Total number of tesPondents

Split-Half Method
The spearman-Brcwn formula was applied for measuring the reliability

of

aptitude scores:

Reliability on fulltest:2 x Reliabilitv on % test

'

1+Reliabilityon %test

Factorial Analysis of variance

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) along with t-test applied to see significance ofdifference
among scores ofmeans oI pre-test as well as post_test.

The table offactorial ANOVA or summary table is:

F

freedom (df)

Meatr
Souare fMS)

a-1

SSA

MSA
MSw

Degree

variation
Squares Sum (SS)

Sources

SSA

of

dfc.

B

AB(interaction)

SSAB

Within (error)

SSw

Total

SST

Where,

SsB

MSB

dfB

MSw

SSAB

MSAB

dfAB

MSw

b--1

SSB

(a-1Xb-1)

SS,

N--ab

df.rc,

A

=

N--1

first independent variable.
the numeral ofsituations in variable

B

:

A

seaond independent vadable
the numeml ofconditions in variable B

t79

AB =

intemction betw€en variables A and B

W

=

within goups, also called error (e)

T

=

total

Ray and Mondal (2004' pP l 13-114)

Paired t-test
According lo Ray and Mondal(2004 p'llol' ifthere
be p;ired and differences taken and
hetween the individual values in the two sampies, they should
analvzed dhectlY as Per formula:
is any kind ofcorrespondence

'

t- --d-

$ithn-'df

s (d)

Where,

d = mean ofthe differedces in each pair
nl+n2_2 :observations
S

Gl = standard error ofd

* ="=+-

F.,-

*]
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CHAPTER4

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA
data' tabulation with
This chapter specified fot the interpretation and analysis of
interpretation given as under: -

l.

of graduate
Analysis of data collected ftom aptitude scale from student-teachers

teacher training programme:_

a.

The Aptilude Scale (Appendix A) comprised

of23

statements on 3 point scale' as

the study relates to role of aptitude in Mastery Leaming and Direct

lnsfuction in

werc
the graduate teachels training prog&mmer therefore, 116 student-teache$
selected. Th€ data collected from aptitude scale (Appendix E) regarding the
aptitude of student-teachers towards teaching profession'

b.

Whereas tables 4,1 and 4.2 presented the data above and below median

and low level aptitude
difference benveen tests

2.

of

i.e

student-teachers

to

i'e' high

interpret the significance of

T_tesl.

Analysis of data collected from achievement test

of

student-{eachers taught

through mastery leaning and Direct Instruction. For developing this chaptet, each
objective of the present study was anallzed / interpreted through its r€spective null
hypothesiv hypotheses. The analysis ofthe obtained results for a particular hypothesis
has been presented along with its results

a.

h

the following manner: -

Tables 4.3 to 4,14 porhay the significance ofdifference between pre-test and
post-test

of

student teacher pertaining to hypotheses of the study analyzed

through t-test.

b.

The table 4.15 displays the achievement and aptitude sirnultarcously
through analysis of variance (ANOVA).

c.

The table

4. 1 6 reveals the presence

aptitude and achievement scores.

of interaction or no intemction i.l the

l3l
Table {.1
sludetrl-teachers
li0king meaD aptilude scores of highJevet aplitude
va
riation imDact
" '--oi.ignei
'-"-""to Mastery Learniug and Direct lnstructioD
Categories

N

MEAN

SD

ML with

29

t9.27

1.70

SE

t.VALUE

4.70

t.44

hish
aptitude

Dl with high

df=

56

29

t9.20

> 0.05
NS

|.61
t at 0.05 = 2.00

Table4.ldepictsthatthecalculatedvalueoft(56.0'05)=1'44tharwaslessthan
DIA were not
(2.00). Hence, the mean scores of aptitude of MLA and

tabulat€d value

of student-teachers having high
significantly different i.e. the mean scores of aptitude
teaching through Mastery Leaming and
level aptitude (above median) assigned for to be
Directlnstructionwerenotsiglificantlydifferent.Bothgroups,thatis,MLAandDlA
retaifled'
were identical. The null hypothesis no 1 \'as therefore'

ll2

Table 4.2
of lo$Jevel aptitude studeutlmpact liDkinB meatr aptilude scores
Variation
'-"-"i*"n"'..
lnstructiotr'
u,tie"eito Mastery Learning and Direcl

Categories

N

MEAN

SD

ML with
Low

29

13.86

t.73

SE

t.VALUE

aptitude
3.44

DI with Low

df=

56

29

13.82

1.00

0.326
NS

1.1\
t at 0.05 = 2.00

Table4.2reflectsthatthecalculatedvalueoft(56,0.05)=l.00thatwaslessthao
DIB werc not
(2.00). Hence, the mean scores of aptitude of MLB and

tabulated value

of student-{eachers having
si$rificantly different i.e. the mean scores of apdtude
though Mastery Leaming
level aptitude (below median) assigned to be teaching

low
and

Directlnstructionwerenotsignificantlydifferent.Bothgoups,thatare,MLBandDlB
rctained'
were identical. The null hypothesis no 2 was therefore'
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Tabte 4.3

ltest achievement scores of high aptitude
Variation Impact linking meatr Pre
student.teacherstobetaughtthrougbMasteryLearningandDirectlNlructron

@

i:.zz

E

5's

t-vALUE

P

0.22

0.83

r

MLA
t.5'1

,

NS
Pre test

of

29

52

93

5 75

DL{
df=

t at 0.05 = 2.00

56

Table4.3exhibitsthatth€calculatedvalueoft(56,0.05)=0.22thatwaslessthart
DIA were not significantly
value (2.00). Hence, the aptitude of MLA and

tabulated

different,

i.e the pre-test

scores

aptitude to be taught thtough
pre-test of

MLA

and

of

achievement

of

student-teache$ with high level

ML and DI were not siglificantly di{Ierent The

scores on

to do the
DIA did not differ signi{icantly Therefore' therc is a need

in achievement level (almost identical
research now that the both groups ale almost equal

goups). Therefore, null h)?othesis no

3 was therefore' retained

,
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Table 4.4
aptitude
Variation Impact linkitrg mean pre_test achievemenl scores oflow
Itrstruction
Direct
atrd
stua"ni-t"ncU".i to te tauglt ttrough Mastery Learning
Categories

N

MEAN

SD

of

29

45.00

7.07

Pre test

SE

t-VALUE

1.68

0.20

MLB
0.84

NS
Pre test

of

29

44.65

6.60

DIB

df=

56

d at 0.05 = 2.00

oft (56' 0 05) = 0 20 that was less than
and DIB were not sigoifioantly
tabulated value (2.00). Hence, the aptitude of MLB
low level
the pre-test scorcs of achievement of student_teachers having
Tab(e 4.4 porhays that the calculated value

different i.e.

and D were not significantly different'
aptitude (below mediafl) to be taught through ML

Thescoresonpre.testscoresofMLBandDlBdidnotdiffersignificantly.Therefore,
arc almost equal in
there is a need to do the rcsearch now that the both $oups
no' 4 vr'as therefore'
achieveme level (almost identical groups) The null hypothesis
retained.

lli
Table 4.5
aptitude
Vrrialion Impact linking met0 pre-test achievemeDt scores of high
t" tiught through Mastery Learning aDd meao.Pre test

"*J""ii"."ri"*,"
achievement scores of low aptitude student_teachers

to be laugbl lnrougn

Mastery L€arning

Categories

N

of

29

Pre test

MEAN

SD

SE

t-VALUE

5.75

MLA
1.90

4.36

0.00**
S

Pre test

of

29

45.00

MLB
df= 56

7.08

t at 0.05 = 2.00

(56' 0 05) = 4 36 that was bigger
Table 4.5 displays that the calculated value of t
pre-test ohMLB were signiflcantly
than tabulated value (2.00). The pre{est ofMLA and
of student-teachers with high and
different i,e. the mean Prc-test scores of achievements
were significantly different'
low level aptitude to be taught through Mastery Leaming
siglificantly So there is a need
The scores on pre-test scores ofMLA and MLB differed
equal in achievement
to do the research now that the both groups are not

h)loth€sis no. 5 was therefore, rcjected'

level

The null
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Table

,1.6

of high aplitud€
Impact linkiDg mean pre-test actievemeDt scores
Variation
' -- '-iiua"nllt"""n"".
aptitude
a-nd pre-Gst achievement scores oflow
-'--rtrO"ot-t"n"tt"t'
to be taught through Direcl Inslruction
Categories

Pre test

of

N

MEAN

SD

29

52.93

5.51

t-VALUE

SE

DIA
1.90

,

4.39

0.00**
S

Pre test

of

29

DIB

df=

than

56

44.66

6.60
t at 0.05 = 2.00

(56' 0 05) = 4 39 that was bigger
Table 4.6 shows that the caloulated value of t
pre-test of DIB were significantly
tabutated value (2.00). The pre-test of DIA and

student-teachers with low and high
different, i.e. the pr€-test scores of achievement of
were significantly diffetent' The scoles
level aptitude to be taught thrcugh DIA and DIB
So there is a need to do the
on prc-test scores of DIA and DIB differed significantly

Iesearchnowthatthebothgrcupsarenotequalinachievementlevel.Thenullhypothesis
no. 6 was therefore, rejected

t3'7

Table 4.?

aptitude

scores of high-level
variation ImDact litrking meln pre-test achievement
'
post-ist achielement scores or hish rever apritude
"'------ ''
.iua"n t-t""ch€ rs taught through Direct Iostruction

"':iil:;;:i.;:;;;;;;

t-vrt-ue

@
Y.g:

ffiT-

P

5.51

DIA

l.l3

28.52

0.00',i*
S

Post test

DIA

df=

56

of

29

85

27

222
t at 0.05 = 2.00

that was bigger
Table 4.7 reveals that the caiculated value of t (56,0 05) = 28 52

thantabulatedvalue(2'00).Thepre-testofDlAandpost.testofDlAweresignificanily
aptitude of Dl
different i.e. the pre test and posttest of student-teachers with high-level
rejected'
were significantly different. The null hypothesis no 7 was therefore'
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Table 4.8

variation Impact ritrki"c T"11 Y,:j:'i ffl::::["i:;il:il"tt1'i},Hl
achlevemr

student-teachers atrd Post test
Learnitrg
teachers laug[t tnrough Mastery

Categories

N

MEAN

SD

of

29

53.27

5.15

Pre test

SE

lifi:l;-

t.VALUE

MLA
1.07

Post test

of

29

96.16

40.47

0.00**

s

2.41

MLA

t at 0.05 = 2.00

df:56

Table4.Sexposesthatthecaloulatedvalueoft(56,0.05)=40.47thatwasbigger
and post -test of MLA were significantly
than tabulated value (2.00) The pre-test
high level aptitude taught
pre-test and post-test of student-teachers with
different i.e. the

null hypothesis
through ML were significantly different The

no

8 was therefore' rejected

i39

Table 4.9
scores oflow_level aptilude
variatioo Impact linkrng meaD pre-test achievement
' "":;il";,-I;:;;;;aot post test achievement scores orlow level aptilude
"'"_",.'-.rra".t-t"n"lerstaught through Direct Instruction

Categories

N

MEAN

SD

of

29

4,1.65

6.60

Pre test

SE

r-vALtlE

1.33

27.33

DIB
0.00**
S

Post test

of

81.03

2.86

DIB

t at 0.05 = 2.00

df:56
Table 4.9 displays that tho calculated value

oft (56'

0 05) = 27 33 that vas bigger

post-test of DIB werc significantly
than tabulated value (2.00). The pre-test of DIB and
student-teachers with low
differen! i.e. the pre-test and post-test scores ofachievement of
null hypothosis no 9
level aptitude taught through Dl were significantly different' The
was therefore, rejected.
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Table 4.10

Variation Impact linking meatr Pre-test achievement scores of lo\d leYel aptitude
student-ieachers antl post-test achi€vement scores oflow level aptitude
student-teachers laught through mastery learnitrg

Categories
Pre test

of

N

NlEAN

SD

29

45.00

7.08

SE

I-VALUE

1.40

36.60

MLB
0.00*,'

s
Post test

of

29

96.10

1.99

MLB
df= 56
Table 4.10 presenls that the calculat€d value of

t at 0.05 = 2.00

t

(56, 0 05) = 36 60 that was

MLB were
bigger than tabulated value (2.00). The pre-test of MLA and post-test of
aptitude
significantly different, i.e, the performanoe of student-teachers with low level
was therefore'
taught through ML was significantly differcnt. The null hypothesis no' l0
rejected.
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Table 4.11

ofhigh aptittld€
Impact tinkitrg mean posf-test achievement scord
Variatiotr
';;;;t:,;;:;;
*,gni ttrough Mastery Learning aDd Direct ItrstructioD
Categories

Post test

of

N

MEAN

29

96.76

SE

t-VALLIE

2.41

MLA
0.60

0.00**
S

Post test

of

29

85.27

2.22

DIA
df=

t at 0.05 = 2.00

56

Table 4.l

l

expresses that the calculated value

of t (56' 0'05) = 19'24 that vas

aptitude of MLA and DIA were
bigger than tabulated value (2 00) Hence' the
of student-teachers with
significantly different i'e. the post-test scores of achievement
Th€ difference
taught through ML and DI were significantly different
high level aptitude

aptitude student-teache6 leamt
is in favour of Mastery Leaming, which means that high
no l l was therefore' reject€d'
better from ML than from DI. The null hypothesis

t42

Table 4.12

oflow aplitude
Variation Impact tinking mean post-test achievem€nt scores
.tuA".t-L."l"".,"rghithrough Mastery Leartring atrd Direct Instruction

Categories

Post test

of

N

MEAN

SD

29

96.10

1.99

SE

I-VALLE

0.69

2t.92

MLB
0.00*+
S

Post test

of

29

81.03

2.86

DIB

df=

t at 0.05 = 2.00

56

t (56' 0 05) = 21'92 that was bigger
Table 4.12 reports that lhe calculated value of

post{est of DIB were significantly
tha[ tabulated value (2.00). The post{est of MLB and
sfudent-teache's with low level
differen! i.e. the post_test scores of achievement of
in
ML and Dl were significantly differeilt As the difference
aptitude taught through

achievementismoleinlu,6ulgfML,itmeansthatlowaptitudestudent.teache.sleamt
befter from ML than from

Dl

The null hypothesis

no

12 was thereforc' rcjected'
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Table 4.13

ofhigh aptitrde
Variation Impact litrking mealt post-test rchievemetrt scores
mean
atrd
l-earning
Post-test
stuaent-teacfers tuught through Mastery
Mastery
through
taught
student-teachers
aptitu<le
oflJw
u"ii"r"-"nt ."o.""
Learning
Categories

Post test

of

N

MEAN

SD

29

96;76

2.41

SE

t-VALUE

MLA
0.50

1.30

2.00

NS
Post test

of

29

96.10

MLB

df:56

1.99

t at 0.05 = 2.00

t (56' 0 05) = 1 30 that was less
Table 4.13 reveals that the calculated value of
and post-test of MLB werc not
than tabulated value (2.00). The post-test of MLA
achievements of student-teachers
signifioantly different i.e. the mean post-test scores of
not signilicantly different The
with high and low level aptitude taught through ML were
null hypothesis no.13 was therefore, retained'

t44
Table 4.14

VariatioD Impact linking mean post-test achievement scores ofhigh aptitude
studetrt-teachers and mean post-tesl achievement scores oflow level aplitude
Student-teachers taughtthrongh Direct Instruction

Categories

Post test

of

N

MEAN

SD

SE

t-VALT'E

0.71

5.97

2.22

29

DIA
0.00**
S

Post test

of

29

81.03

2.86

DIB

df-

t at 0.05

56

Table 4.14 indicates that

the

:2.00

calculated value oft (56, 0.05) = 5.97 thai was

bigger than'tabulated value (2.00). The post-test of DIA and prc-test of DIB were
significantly different, i.e. the post-test scores of achievement of student-teachers with

low and high level aptitude taught through D[ were significantly different. The null
hypothesis no. l4 was therefore, rcjected.
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Table 4,15

ANOVA

oI

of four

pre-test aDd post-test achieyemetrt scores

groups of

student-teacbers wilh low and high aptitude when taught through Maslery Leartring
aDd Direcl Instruction

BETWEEN-SUBJECTS FACTORS
N
PRE-POST

1.00

116

2.00
1.00

116
116
116

2.00

I

1.00

116

2.00

116

2.00

ABOVE.BELOW MEDIAN

ML-DI

t6

TESTS OF BETWEEN-SIJBJECTS EFFECTS
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: OBSERVATIONS
Source

onected Model
lntercept
Pre-Dost

low aptitude
V1astery Leaming -Direct
lnstuction
Pre-post * high and low
lntitude
Pre-post * Mastery
Leaming -Direct
hstruction
:Iigh - low aptitude*
\{astery Leaning - Dkect
lnstruction
Pre-post * High-low
:Iish

-

T)?e III Sum
ofSquares

Df

Mean Square

t03229.3',79

7

t474'10.054

ttt9s06.2'1 6

1

95864.897

I
I

Corrected Total

lig.

623.231 000
4',13fi.904 000

1

t1t9506.2'16
95864.897
t667.603
2555.603

492.431

I

492.431

20.81I r',i

000

2555.603

I

2555.603

108.003*'

000

46.621

I

46.621

1.970

162

46.621

1

16.621

1.970

162 NS

s300.345
1228036.000

224

23.662

t08529.724

23t

t667.603

aptitude
Mastery Learning -Direct
Instruction

Eror
Iotal

F

232

a Rsjiar3o red=T5l Cdjusted R S,tuared:.950)

4051.385

000

70.475r*
108.003*t 000
.000

NS
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Table 4.15 depicts following Iindings:

i.

The achievement scorcs of student- teachers with high and low aptitude were

significantly different while matched

up to high and low

aptitude

simultaneously, F (1, 116)=10.47.

i.

The mean achievement scor€s of ML and DI of student - teachets were
significantly different while matched up simultaneously to ML and
DI, F (1, 116) = 108.003

ur.

The mean achievement scores of pre-test and post test of low and high
aptitude student - teachers were significantly different while matched up
simultaneously to achievement and aptitude scores, F (1, 116) = 20'81I

the pre-test and post test achievement scores of ML and Dl of student

-

while matched
teachers with high and low aptitude were significantly different

qp simultaneously

Dr.

F (1,

116):

to

achievement

of prc-test and post-test of ML

and

108.003

There was no significant diffelence among low and high aptitude and ML and

DI of
F

student

-

teachers when

high and low aptitude

compared

(r. It6)= Ls7

There was no significant diffelence among post-test

ofML

of student-teachers

*O
in above and low aptitude when achievement comparcd F (1, 116) = 1'97
there was significant difference among post-test of DI of student-teache's in
was an
above and low aptitude \4hen dchievement compared Thus' there
intemction between model ofteaching and aptitude'
i e table
The above results confirm the results obtained from the previous tables
and
nos. 4.1 to 4.14. Therefore, the null hypotheses nos. 7' 2,3, 4, and 13 were retained

null h,?otheses nos. 5, 6,7,8,9,10,11,12,14 and

15 were

'ejected'

t17

Table 4.16
of studeut-teachers
betweetr post-test achievement scores
SislrificaIrce
lnstruction
''t""''" '- oflnieraction
Direcl
,hrougb Masten Learning and

";;n,

Low aptitude
(posttest)

100

98
96

92
90
88
86
84
82
80

20

Low
post-test achievement scolE of
As the graph given of table 4.16 above indicates the mean
ML was almost equally
high aptitude and low aptitude student-teachers taught through

higher with the small difference of 0

66

However, the student-teachers in DI showed

superior performance with the mean di{ference of 4

24

This means that ML model of

high aptitude but Dl was
teaching was equally useful lor student-teachers of low and
student-teachers
found to be more effective for student-teachers ofhigh aptitude than for

of Iow aptitude. Thus,

there was an inte@ction between model of teaching and aptitude'

is represented
The null h)?othesis no 15 was thereforc, rejected' The above table
graphically through figure given above that confims the interaction'
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CIIAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
SUMMARY, FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS'
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1

SUMMARY

and Dkect
role ofaptitude in Mastery Leaming
The study intended to fmd out the

Inshuctioninthegladuateteachertrainingproglamme.Mainobjectivesofthisres€arch
them through
student-teachers before teachiog
include: to ascertain the aptitude of

To compare the high aptitude student-teache$
Mastery Leaming and Direct Instruction

intheiracademicachievementthroughMasteryLeamingandDirectlnstruction.to
in their academic achievement teaching
compare the low aptitude student-teachers
instruction To comparc the academic
through Mastery Leaaing and director
achievementofsfudent-t€achershavinghighandlowaptitudetaughtthloughMastery

of student-teachers having high and
Leaming. To compare the academic achievement
and to compare the academic achievernent
low aptitude taught trough Direct Instruction
(high and low aptitude) of
of masterly leaming group and Direct lnstruction group
sfudent-teachers.

The study was delimited to

B Ed student-teachers of Federal Govemme

t

CollegeofEducationlslamabad.Theeducationalist,college/universitylecfurers'
in thi development ofaptihlde
and experts ofteacher education were consulted
professors

scale and achievement test.

The salient features of the Mastery Leaming and

D

ect lnstruction include that

thesubstanceofthelessonissplitupwithinabiggerlaydownofcomparativelyminute
goals that constitute element ofbigger
compolents of leaming, apiece component holding
proficiency Teaching substance selected
goals otherwise considered indispensable for the
as

well

of

as afterward educational approach chosen'

extremely methodical by means
Direct Instmction is a planned teachilg moreover
on all areas This technique
systematic layout necessitating mastery of leamers

dyiamically on coursework
facilitates iDstructors as well as students for ooncentrating
that supports the useful application of time for teaching'
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The experiment started with a sample of 116 student-teachers

ofB

Ed Class The

student-teachersweredividedintofourgroupsaccordingtohighlevelandlowlevel
Leaming each group
aptitude. Two groups of student-teachers taught through Mastery
groups of student-teacheB werc
with high level and low level aptitude, as well as two
level and low level aptitude The
taught through Direct Instruction each group with high
Leaming (one goup for
four goups taught by two teaohers i e one teacher for Mastery
students) and the other
high level aptitude students and the other for low level aptitude
level aptitude students and the other for
teacher for Direct Instruction (one group lbr high
the course of study' The'
low Ievel aptitude students) in four periods daily th'oughout
2

x 2 factotial, design applied in this rcsearch'

by the researcher' the
After assessing student-teachers on aptitude scale prepared
Affer the planned time of ten
pre-test of achievement was given to all the four groups
four grcups who had completed the
weeks, post-test of achievement was applied to all the
data thus collected were anallze d
study offour chapters ofEducational Psychology The

of t-test and factorial
The differences calculated by applying the statistical methods
ANOVA interpreted accordingly

5.2

FINDINGS
The following were the findings ofthe study: -

1.

of significance
The studenFteachers with high aptitude had not difference
mystery leaming
in the mean scores of aptitude prior to teaching through
and Direct Instruction (Table 4 1)

2.

of significance
The student-teache.s with low aptitude had not differen'€
mystery leaming
in the mean scores of aptitude prior to teaching through
and Direct lnstruction (Table 4 2)'

3.

differenoe of
The pre-test scores of achievement did not demonstrate
teaching
significance of studentteachers having high aptitude before
(Table 4 3)'
through mystery leaming and Dircct Instruction

4.

of sigificance
The student-teachers with low aptitude had not difference
l'aming aIId
in mean pre-test scores p or to teaching tfuough Mastery
Direct Instruction (Table 4 4)'
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5.

Th€

student-teachers

with low and high aptitude were

significantly

different when compared in the pre_test scores prior to teaching tfuough
Mastery Leaming (Table,r.5).
6.

The pre-test scores ofachievement were significantly different of students-

teachers with high and low aptitude before ,eaching through Direct
lnshuction (Table 4.6).
7.

Difference ofsignificance found in the pre- test and post_test achievement
scorcs ofstudent-teachers having high aptitude when taught through Direct

lnstruction (Table 4.7).
8.

The difference of significance found in pre-test and post{est achievement
scores

of

studen-teachers having

high aptitude when taught through

Mastery Leaming (Table 4.8).
9.

Difference of significance found in the pre-test and post-test aohievement
scores of student-teachers having low aptitr.lde when taught through Direct

Instruction (Table 4.9).
10.

The difference of significance found in the pre-test and
achievement soores
through Mastery

11.

post-test

of student_teache$ having Iow aptitude when taught

Leaming

(Table 4.10).

The post test-achievement scores of student- teachers with high aptitude
when taught through Mastery Leaming and Direct Instruction showed
difference

of significance. The difference was in favour of

Mastery

Leaming , which means that high aptitude student- teachers leamt better
form Mastery Leaming tlan from Direct Inslruction (Table 4 11)

t2.

The post-test achievement scores of student-teachers having low aptitude

when taught through Mastery Leaming and Direct lnslruction showed
difference of signiflcance. As the difference in achievement was more in
favour of Mast€ry Learning , it meant that low ,aPtitude student-teachers
also leamt b€tter from Mastery L€aming than from Dir€ct Instruction s
(Table 4.12).
13.

The student- teachers with high and low aptitude when taught through
post-&st
Mastery Learning did not show difference of significance in the
of achievement scores (fable 4.13).

l5l
The stualentteachers having high and low aptitude when taught through
Direct INlruction showeal difference of significance in the post_test of

14.

achievement scores (Table 4.14)

(high
Therc was an interaction between nodel of teaching and in aptitude

15.

and low) (Table 4 15).

5.3

CONCLUSIONS
ofthe study: The following conclusions were ikawn ftom the above {indings
before
The student-teachers were equal in aptitude (both high and low)

1.

assignilg them

to

lnstruction (Findings

2.

T\e

teaching thrcugh Mastery Leaming and Direct

No

1 and

student-teachers having

2)'

high aptitude did not differ in their

Leamitrg and Direct
achievemerit befor€ teaching them through Mastery
were different in
lnstruction. The student-teachers having high aptitude
Instuction
their achievements b€forc an'l after exposing them to Direct
having
and Mastery Leaming respectively' However' the student-teaches
differed in their achievement after teaching them through

high aptihrde

was iII
Mastery Leaming anal Direct Instruction The difference

favour of

studenFteachers

taught through Mastery

Leaming

(Fifldings No.3,7,8 and 11)'

3.

The student-teachers having low aptitude did not differ

in

their

Mastery Leaming and Direct
were different in
Instruction. The sludent_teachers having low aptitude

achievement beforc exbosing them

thet achievement beforc

to

and
and after exposing them to Direct lnstruction

having low aptitude
Mastery Iraming respectively The student-teachers
to Mastery Iraming and
differed iII their achievemeflt after exposing them
of srudetrt_teachers with
Direct Instruction. The difference was in favour
Mastery Leaming (Findings No 4, 9' 10 aIId 12)'

4.

were different itr theil
The student-teachers having low and high aptitude
Leaming; the diffetence
achievement before exPosing them to Mastery
student_teachers having
was in favour of shralents with high aptitude' The
when exposed to
high and low aPtitude did not differ in their achievement

teaching tkough Mastery L€aming

(Iindilgs No

5 and 13)'
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in their
and high aptitude were different
The student-teachers having low
them to Direct Instuction' the difference'
achievement before exposing

5.

being

in

favour

of

student-teachers

with high aptitude The

student-

differed in their achievement when
teaciets having high and low aptitude
Instruotion ' the difference being in
exposed to teaching through Dilect

favour of

studeni-teachers

(Findings No. 6 and
6.

5.4

learning with high

aPtitude

l4)'

effective for sfudent-teacherc
Mastery Leaming was lound to be equally
whereas Direcl Instruotion was
having high or low aptitude for teaching
having high aptitude (Finding
found to be effective for student-teachers
4' and 13 were retained and null
No. 15), The null hypotheses nos l, 2, 3,
15 were rejected'
h,?otheses nos 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,10,11,12, 14 and

DISCUSSION

study indicate that the
Analysis, interpretation and conclusions of the present
teaching should be applied in
modem teaching strategies in the form of models of
should not only be to equip the
classroom teaching of Pakistan. The aim of teaching
sunounding awareness is equally
Ieamers with the knowledge of the subject but also
and teohnologically changing
important for the students in the present day of scientific

world.
is in the present day teaching
The teacher seems to be morc active than the leamer
not be abte to
This may be due to over wolk of teachers so they may

leaming prqcess.

to overloaded and rigid cuniculum in
exercise new techniques ofteaching, or may be dtle
ofteaching New techniques
which they are not in a position to ifltoduce novel methods

interest of the leamers to
in teaohingleaming process always help in developing the

understandtheinstructionalmaterialwell.Toachievethemostimportanteducational
objeitiveswithleferencetoalltypeof$owthi.e'mental,physicalpsychological,social
andmoral,thetraditionalmethodsofteachingseldomhelp.Newteachingstrategieshave
to understand the role of
to be given due importance. The present study is ar attempl

taught thrcugh Mastery
aptitude with the achievement when student-teachers are
Leaming and Direct Instruction.
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is found out that Mastery
From the ptesent experimental study' it

kaming

is the

mosteffectivewithrespecttotheachievementwithhighandlowaptifudelevelsof
is effective only for high aptitude level
student-teachers whereas Direct lnstruction
student-teache$.
the aptitude of student-teachers before
First objective ofthe study was to asceftain
th€se
and Direct lnst'uction For attaining
Eaching them thrcugh Mastery Leaming
2 were devised These two hypothes€s were
objectives two hypotheses, No 1 and
that the student_teachers were equal in
experimented and retained lt was concluded
them to teaching through Mastery l'eaming
optitud" lboth high und low) before assigning
l and 2) The literature review of aptitude also
and Direct lnstruction (Findings No
in later leaming under particular instn'tctional
explains the aptitude prophesy differences
an
respect' Freeman (2004' p90) added that
conditions lsnow 1980, P.41) [n this
skill
attain (with training) some definite knowledge'
aptitude is an individual's capacity to
to speak a language' to become a
or set of planned rcsponses, such as the capability
job. Mehrens and Lehmann (1980), however, oonfirmed
musician or to do a mechanical
in predicting sohool success'
that measurement ofaptitude is most functional
indicates the probability to which the
According to Traxler (2004, p 89) aptitude

Ieamerwillbeabletoobtainunderappropriatotraining,someknowledge,skillor
about
Ebel and Frisbie (2004' p 340) while disoussing
compound knowledge.

test, described that the user of

'titude

aptitude scores desires

to draw inferences about firture

behavior-whattheexamineemostlikelywillbeabletodo,notwhatheorshecandoat

thatparticularmoment.ontheotherha[d,carroll(1974,p.287)statedthatthe
manifested noticeably
knowledge of aPtitude besides achievement

if aptitude irl favor of

a

individuals occupying that assignmedt'
leaming assignment calculated earlier of the

furthermoreifachievementoftheassignmentiscomputedsubsequenttoaspecified
quantity ofexpertise ofthe assignment

of leaming'

(1970) reoommended that
While discussing aptitu'le and achievement' Cronbach
ofthe outcomes ofeducation: these
tests at one Extreme are exactingly measures

aptitude

Howeve" Aoastasi (1988' p 523)
look like achievement tests in content and effioiency

describedthatthe$eatestdistinctionbetweenthetwotypesoftestsisthattheyareused
performance (and perhaps
for differont functions, achievement test to measure final
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give grades), and aptitr.rde tests to foresee how well students will do in particular
programmes like college or professional school.

3. 7. 8 and

tl

were conceived. Hypothesis No. 3 retained and hypothesis No. 7, 8 and I I rejected.

lt

For aftaining, the second objective, four hlpotheses bearing

was concluded that the student-teachers having

No

higl and low aptitude did not differ in

their achievement before teaching them through Mastery Leaming and Direct Instruction.
The student-teacheN having high aptitud€ were different in their'achievements before and
after exposing them to Direct Instruction and Mastery Leaming respectively. However,

the student-teachers having high aptitude differed in thek achievement after teaching
them though Mastery Leaming and Direct Instruction. The differenoe was in favour
student-teachers taught through Mastery Leaming (Findings No.3. 7. 8 and I

t).

regard, Kaiser (1974, pp.345-346) also confimed that the measures might wellbe

of

In this

va

ed,

based upon his gatherings with around 40 million teachers afld all of them confidently

believed that achievement pertaining to aptitude can be measuled definitely. They
claimed to measure

it all

the

time. Review of

related rcsearch showed that studies

conducted by researchers have shown that Mastery Leaming is superior to other methods

of teaching in helping

students

to develop most of instructional outcom€s. The

same

reflected in the research studies of res€archers e.g Patterson, (1993), Guskey (1996),
Dochy (1999), Montazemi (2001) and Adeyemi (2007).

The outcomes pertaining to curent research are within lines of rcsearches of
Ashok (2005) the results based upon similar findings regarding these researches. These
results

well

fie

also in lines as Brian (1996) pointed out in a research conceming mastery as

as non-Mastery

Leaming. The present research study is also in lines

as Zafar (2003)

anallzed the studies conducted by Block (1971) and provided proof of eminence of
Mastery Leaming comprehensively by facilitating arcund 807o pupils acquiring echelon

of achievements that below 20% managed in non-mastery methods. The present study
also confims the same.

The studies conducted by researchers have reflected that Direct lnstructioo is
superior to other methods of teaching while comparing with other teaching strategies'
models or methods Chen aod Klahr, (1999); Karp and Voltz, (2000), Chall, 2000)'
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Referring to academic skills, this research study claims that teacher-students
infieased their leaming as (ABT Associates and Stanford Research Associates) presented
in the rcsults. In the same manner House, Glass and Mclean (1978) compared researches
of past and observed that excellence of Direct lnstruction appeared persistently thriving

(Ellies and Fouts, 1997) on the same lines and the results of present study are consistent
wirh rhe above srudies.
For attaining, the third objective, four hypotheses were prepared bearing No 4' 9'
lt
10 and 12. Hypothesis No. 4 retained, whereas hypotheses Nos 9, l0 and 12 rejected
concluded that the student-teachers having low aptitude did not differ in their
The
achievement before exposing them to Mastery Leaming and' Direct lnstruction'
after
student-teacherc having low aptitude were different in their aohievement t'efore and
oxposing them to Direct Instruction and Mastery Leaming respectively The
student-teacheE having low aptitude differed in their achievement after exposing them to

Mastery Leaming and Direct Instruction. The difference was in favour of student_
teache$ with Mastery Learning (Findings No.4, 9, l0 and 12). In this connectioq Eb€l
and Frisbie (2004, p.340) elaborated that aptitude tests are planned to foret'ell futuIe
performance and ate based on content that may have been lgamt in or out ofschool By
contrast, achiavement tests describe the correct position

of

student's

leaming

The

content of an achievement test should chaEcterize a knowledge domain that we concem
to know about. In this regard, Kaiser (1974) added that achievement tests usually measure

curre[t leaming whercas aptitude tests sample leaming from all, times in the individual's
past. The purpose of measurement of aptitude is to guess future performance' The
purpose ofachievement tests is to measure the current level ofkrowledge or

skills

The

studies conducted by researche6 hav€ leflected that Mastery Leaming is supe'ior to other

methods and models of teaching e.g. Lancy (1996), Yohan (1996), Akinsola (2000) and

Phillips and Frank (2001).

The results

of study are consistent with the previous

researches

on Direct

Instruction oo concept teaching like Becker and Camine (1981) reviewed that Direct
Instruction found to be superior in aspects like co$itive-conceptual

skills.

Sirnilar

rcsults confimed within the iesearch of Ge$ten, Keating and Becker (1988). Earlier

pupils

of Direct Instruction

persistently outshined youngste.s educated thrcugh
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conventional teaching. Likewise, the students ofpresent study achieved excellent .esults
and enhanced their leaming.

The results ofstudy are consistent rvith several studies. which have exposed that a

sffong academic focus produces greater student engagement and subsequently,
achievement when teaching through Direct Instruction like Madaus, Airasiaq alld
Kellaghan (1980). The results of study are in line with the leaming activities and with

overall achievement as given by the prcvious studies conducted by Medley. Soar, and
Coker, (1984).The results of study were found same as the research studies conducted by
Bessellieu, Kozloff and Rice (1998) who infened that enhanced achievement occurred

when pupils qualified by means

of

Direct Instruction notwithstanding tradilions,

ancestors' environment and other conditions of livelihood.

The findings ofthe present research study are same as were in the reseaach studies

of

Schug, Tarver and Westem (2001). The outcomes conceming curcnt research arc

consistent with outcomes of studies reviewed by Viadero (1999), which showed that
accelerated leaming

t anspired by way of Direct Inshuction for mtionale

that materialize

objectives ofeducation achievable. Other researchers like Borman, Hewes arld Brcwn

(2002), Slavin and Cheung (2004), Camine, Silbert, Kameenui and Tarve., (2004),
Hummel. Venn and Gunter (2004), Metzger and TiUinghast (2005), had similar results.

For achieving, the fourth objective hypotheses No. 5 and 13 were gepared.
Hypothesis No. 5 rejected and hypothesis No. 13 retained.

It concluded

teachers having low add high aptitude were different

in their

that the student-

achievement beforc

exposing them to Mastery L€aming; the difference was in favour of students with high

aptitude. The student-teacherc having high and tow aptitude did nol differ in their
achievement when exposed to teaching through Mastery Leaming (Findings No. 5 and

13). In this

respect Best (2005, p,172) emphasized that measuement

envisage the competencies or the degee

of

of

aptitude to

achievement that may be estimated from

individuals in an activity.
The other studies conducted by researchers have shown that Mastery L.€aming is
superior to other methods ofteaching in helpi[g students to develop mosl of hstnrctional

outcomes.

I.

this regard, Sukhia, Mehrotra and Mehrotra (1991, p.328) maintaircd that

r51
the achievement test measures the cu[ent level of pedomance of individuals or $oups
that
in educational leami[g. Conclusions regarding present research furthemore revealed
in teaching to highlevel aptitude and lowlevel aptitude leacher-shrdents, as comparcd to

of
Direct Instruction, Mastery Leamilg had positive effects on achievement The results
the study have also been endorsed by Caroll (1971) and Bloom (1974) Mastery
Leaming approach has been found to be more effective in comparison to other teaching
the
methods iD improving students leaming and achievement lt is in this context that
present study becomes important and essential as

it is endorsed by the specific concem of

earlier researchers both in objectives of the shrdy and its methodology The study has
with
rev€aled the same finalings as indicated by Bloom (197i) that by providing students
subject
proper leaming coflalitions, nearly all could leam excellently and truly maste$ the
within the results
as indicated in the present study. There was dilference of significance
Mastery
student_teachers with high and low level aptitude taught through

conceming

the studies' it was
Leaming compared with other methods of ieaching While reviewing
persons' Mastery
foufld that as compared to other methods in the learoing of special

Leaming demonsfiated more positive effects
The results of study arc inconsistent with the results

ofBlock and Bums (1977)

as

present shrdy also found
Mastery Leaming studeots scored higher lhan non_mastery' The
teaching to both highout that Mastery Leamilg was better than Direct Instruction while
anal low_level aptitude sfudent teachers The student-teachers taught

level aptifude

progamme'
tkough Mastery Iraming showed better perfomance in teaching training
presents respite for
As Bloom (1968) stateal that teachi[g by way of Mastery Leaming
Thi6 recunent
schooling moreover expalds enaluring curiosity of continuing education
considering the literacy
education ought to be the key objective ofthe instructive Project
give excellent rcsults The results
rate in Pakistan. Ifthis method is implemented, i1 can
Leaming
consiste[t with the results of Block and Bums (1977) as Mastery

of study are

students scored higher thalr non-mastery'

preparcd'
ln order to achieve the fifth objective, h,?otheses No 6 and 14 were
low and high
Both were rejected and it was concluded that the studenFteachers having
them to Direct Ins&uction:
aptitude were different in their achievement before exposing
student-teachers with high aptitude'
favour
being

the

difference

is

in

of
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when
The stualent-teachers having high and low aptitude difiered in their achievement
of
exposed to teaching through Dircct Instruction the difference being in favour

stualent-teache$ with high aptitude (Findings

No 6 aod 14) In

this connection'

p.4) stated that knowledge of aptitude is supportive in managing guidance
services in school. It also suPpolts in organizing teaming behaviors as low achievement
The
and high aptihtde inalicates towards son1e defect in the arrangement of iDstruction

Zia

(2OOO,

superior to other
studies conducted by researche8 have highlighted that Direct Instuction

The
methods of teaching in helping stualenis to develop most of instructional outcomes'
(2002)'
same was reflecteal in the research strdies of educators such as Rosenshine'
(2005), Sayeski (2005)'
Gossen (2002), Slavin and Ch€ung (2004), Marchand Martella,
the Prescnt
Teaching of concepts can be taught through Direct Instruction as sho*n by

by
research study and this is also in lines witl1 the previous research studies undertaken
and
Muthukrishna, Carnine, Grossen, and Miller (1993) and Gtossen, Lee, and Johuston
Grossen, Camine and Lee (1996).

On rcviewing the studies, it was also established that Direct Ins&uction enl'anced
werc revealed
and achievement as coopareal to other methods The same effects

lcaming

in the

research studies

of Wilson and Sindelar (1991) The identical results were

Lloyd (1997) and
displayed through the studies conducted by Forness, Kavale, Blum and
Adilison anal Yakimowski (2003). According to Joyce and Weil (2002) Direct lnstruction
present study has shown
has a solid record, getting consistent elfects in the same way the

the same result. The findidgs of the present research study are same as in a study
Reform Quality
corducted by An1erican Institute of Research Comprehensive School
Instruction While
Centre (2005), which indicated strong evidence to support Direct

comparing

with othe( nlethods Direct

Instruction produced enhanced lcaming

(1993); Karp and Voltz' (2000)
achievement as claim€d by other rcsearchers like Ellis
with Direct Instluction
odd Swansor (2001), by anmlgamating olher methods of teaching
are same as
When compsring with other n,lcthods, the firdings of the research study
(2006) evaluated that Direct Instruction nonetheless surpassed other techniques

Ziffet

within quarters that judged for standing out exceptionally Students of dre

present

though Direct
rcsearch study increased leaming and achieved good results when taught

Instruction.
To obtain the sixth objective h)?otheses

No l5

prepared and rejected' resultantly'

having high or low
Mastery Leaming founal to be equally effective for student-teachers
for stu'lent-leachers
aptitude for teaching wheleas Direct INtrlrction tbund to be effective
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having high aptitude (Finding No. 15). As Canoll (1974) described the idea of aptitudg

as well as, achievement were absolutely obvious by estimating aptitudes prior to
presenting activity of leaming to students and achievement of that activity of leaming
analyzed after certain period ofdisclosure. This study was also based on the same. The

appraisal

of the

researches indicated that r€search

on Mastery Leaming and Dircct

Instuction for teacher leaming programme accomplished in all rcspects.

Studies

exploring into the tunction of methodology and teaching strategies in leaming different
subjects seemed to hare produced results lhat are more consisrent. It further realized lhar

the teaching concepts through models are improving day by day. Reviewer such

as

Guskey (1997) for Mastery Leaming and the researchers who maintained the same
results like present study while teaching through Dircct lnstruction are Seebach (2004),
crossman (2005), Swell (2005), and Ki$chner Sweller and Clark (2006).

Phillips and Frank (2001) evaluated nume.ous studies, which er ightened that
pupils attained additional comprehension by means of Mastery Leaming when compaled
through lecture and othertechniques ofteaching. ln this way, the effectiveness of Mastery

Leaming also .evealed tkough this study. In this manner, the researchers like Dyke
(1988) and Langeheine (1992) show€d that the careful and systematic use ofkey features

of Mastery Leaming lead to significant improvements in studellts' leaniing. In this way,
the conclusions ofthis study reliable amohg above mentioned studies. Resulls conceming

current study reflected that Mastery Leaming and Direct Insfuction revealed more
positive affects that pertained to achievement. The same happened to be the findings

of

the rcsearch studies ofRosenshine (1990) and Kozloffand Bessellieu (2000).

These studies were mainly helpful in developing the methods and procedure adopted

in the present study. A notable feature ofthe overview ofliterature ofthe present study is

that there has not been a single rccorded evidence of any research wdrk carried out on
Mastery Leaming and Direct Instruction in Pakistan along with the lines identified in the
foregoing conclusion. As shown in the research, studies found significant effectiveness

of Mastery Learning and Direct Inskuction was pointed out by the number of researchers
who have contributed a lot for the teaching_leaming process.

It

also disclosed when going through such studies that student-teache.s leamed a

lot when taught through Mastery Leaming and Direct Instruction.In Pakistan, not

a single
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effort has made to train teachers for using models. In present study, the rcsearcher
sfudied the different aspects of teaching training under these models in the teachers
training programme.

The above findings have implications for teachem, teacher-trainers

and

administrators. This study provides evidence that teaching through Mastery Leaming and

Drect Inshuction closely relate to students' achievement. Thus, the administrators as
well as the teachers should make efforts, so that the teaching-leaming process remains
productive. This could be achieved by adopting models ofteaching in the schools

as

as teacher haining prcgiammes. Teacher-trainers need to make awarc

makes

of what

well

teaching more productive. To make teachingJearning process more effective the Gachers

should use models

of teaching. Therefore,

inferences

of this

study are vital for

educationists, adminishators, principals, teache6, teacher-haine$ and teacher training
colleges concemed with making education more fruitful and productive.

ln view ofthe research, there is a dire fleed to make more orientation progliunme
in models ofteaching for secondary school-teache$ to make thbm fully aware about the
new world of teaching-leaming process in teacher education. These studies were mainly
helpful in developing the methods and procedute adopted in the present study.

It was dimcult for the

researchet to obtain aptitude test

fot

ass€ssing aptitude

of

student-teachers. Therc was no readily available aptitude test that is why the researcher
developed aptitude scale he$elf.

If it was available

then it was easy for the researcher to

administer it for the more valid results. It was very dilTicult for the researrcher to measure

the aptitude of student-teachem of B. Ed. level as the researcher could not find the
aptitude test for the purpose. Despite all efforts made in this regard, the researcher could

not locate any aptitude test for measurement of aptitude of student-teachers that is why
the searcher herself prepared aptitude scale for the measurement of aptitude of studentteachers. This aptitude scale was shown to the experts and was endorsed by them. Thus

the results obtained from the study would have been more authentic
aptitude scale was available and applied.

if

standadized

t6t

5.5

RI,COMMENDATIONS FOR ACTION
It is evident from the study that teacher-training progranme

was successful in

promotion of Mastery Learning and Direct Inskuction. Even though Masteiy Leaming
was superior to Direct Instruction, but learning had occuned in both approaches therefore,

both these models of teaching may be applied in combination or separately in teachers

traidng prograrDmes and for training of il-service teachers as well. Mastery LeamiDg
may also be used for slow leamers or low aptitude students. Based upon the above
conclusions and discussions, follo\rring rccommendations are made for action and further
research: -

t.

The teacher educators may use Mastery Leaming and Direct Iistruction in
the B. Ed. course. Furthermore, reseaxch activities related to development

of

usilg Mastely Learnilg and Direct Instruction be
incorporated and initiated in teacher training institutiom. The teacher

aptitude towards

taining institutions may make the improvements on the subject by involving
the curriculum experts with respect to Mastery Leaming altd Direct
Instruction.

2.

The scores obtained on the academic achievement are considered the only

criterion for

merit. Mostly, the

students are selected

for training

on

academic merit. Keeping in view the significance of aptitude, the enlolEent

selection criteria may suitably be modified. The text, lesson plans, cocurricular activities and behavior ofteacher may have a positive influetrce on

aptitude. Therefore, these aspects may be improved and further research
may be conducted on these aspects. There is a need to administer aptitude
tests irl teacher tmining prog.amme iII order to identiry those students who
are actually inclined towards teachirrg profession'

3.

The trainee teachers admitted in dift'erent colleges of educatiotr and
department of education of universities may be motivated to use Mastery
Leaming arld Direct Instruction in their classes'

4.

Colleges and Universities should reassess their programmes of pre-service'
as well as, in-service taining of instructots by means of models' especially
through application of Mastery Learning, as well, as Direct Instmction- The

evaluatiol programme of the students may not be Iimited !o

academic
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achievement;

it

should also eflcompass teache$ and student_teachers

aptitude.

5.

Since aptitude of teacher is one of the major factors affecting students,

leaming, specific additional teacher haining regarding use of Mastery
Leaming may improve not only teacheIs' interest, but also students,
performance. Refresher courses may be aranged for the teacheas to use
Mastery Leaming and Direct Insfuction in theit classrooms.

6.

Application of Mastery Learning and Direct Inshuction techniques should

be made compulsory for student-teachers for the teaching of students
during their practical skill in teaching.
The results of the study may be generalized to student-teachers of colleges

of education throughout Pakistan
students varying from 60

to

of

as the conditions are almost similar i.e. the number

100 children coming from the middle class families.

Furthermore, most of the parents being illiterate do not have coaching or motivation

fo.

the students and teachers using the traditional methods ofteaching' The teacher educators

working at different levels of teacher education programmes may also be provided
opportunities for understanding and implementation of Mastery Leaming and Direct
Instruction so that they become competent teachers to educate pre_service and in_ service
teachers-

5.6

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTIIER RESEARCH
Since the scope

ofthis research was limited to one course ofB. Ed. ptoglamme' it

is rccommended that similar studies may be conducted at national level add

greater

number of courses of different progEmmes of the colleges of education may be studied'

This will help in arriving at conclusions, which may be useful in'improving the trairing

of

teachers as a whole and could be used to develop genemlization.

l.

Some new dimensions like environment and attitude can be included in the

study, as this research was about the role of aptitude. Mastery Lear[ing and

Direct Instruction may be applied in other subjects apart from educational
psychology.

2. It is also needed to investigate the conception
ofteaching. Mainly

of publio about various models

use of Mastery Leaming and Direct Instruction may be

considered with the perspective
students apart from aptitude.

of personality attributes and intelligerce of
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The Non-equivalent control group design should be takeo for conductiotr
of
co[ceptual style preferences with the two models of teaching included in this
study.
1.

Application ofthe Mastety Leaming and Direct Instruction should be verified

for rural vs. urbar students. Curricula of colleges of education may be
developed keeping in view va ous respects of students, aptitude. The research
surveys may be conducted to study the magnitude of aptitude aroused under

differently manipulated conditions. Instructional material should be developed
based on these two models ofteaching for different subjects at different grade

levels. These two models ofteaching should be tested on under-achievers and
over-achievers in terms oftheir achievement.
5.

Other models ftom the same behavioural family ofmodels ofteaching car be
taken to find out their comparative effectiveness with Mastery Leaming and

Direct Instruction. Studies may be conducted to investigate the comparative
effectiveness

of the Dilect Instruction and Mastery Leaming of

teaching

different subjects at different Ievels of education. Tools used io this study may
be validated upon considerably larger sample.
6.

To obtaiIl more vaiid findings the research studies may be expanded to other
teacher training institutions like Government Colleges for elementary teacheN
and

p

vate teacher training institutions. This rcsearch study was cooducted on

B. Ed students. It may also be conducted on students of M.Ed., Diploma in
Education and also in Physical Education.

The results of study may be considered by all teacher-training institutions and
departments related to teacher tlaining programmes for guidance in research activilies'
The study may be replicated using other standardized instuments. Some other variables

like attitude of teachers may also be included ill futhe. research. It is also suggested to
conduct study at national level by taking a large sample and some other va ables related
with professional atiitude and tork behavior to achieve better results. These variables
may include self-concept, job satisfactiofl and loclis

exclusive research be carried out

to identify

ofcolrtrol. Another

problems

of

suggestion is that

student-teachers and to

determine the base to improve the effectiveness ofprogrammes ofteachers' education-
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APPendix-A

APTITUDE SCALE FOR B. ED STUDENTS
Inshuctions:
each statement on three_point
Indicate by a check G0 your degree of agreement in

scale. These are: -

3.
2.
1.

(A)

Agree
Uncertain
Disagree

Gn{c)
(DA)

The Drof.*lo;;Tte".hing keeps one active

@sionaregiven

T""ct tC ffirist alt tt"Te"cli"&rjf-rcf s"t ;

c"pabiElgqqlEjqelq

a

pportunities to become

leaders.

T6[trg p.of*ton ellh*c€s/gives
kno$ledge.

i. the p.ofes.ion fo.

ttre

command

on

welfaregl1E

Teaching makes one

In6llieence has a pivotal role in

Th;!er-;rs t"lr.

adopt teaAtrlg profession are sincere to

this Drofessioo.

TEiiGi

is

srp..io. to other professions.

profession one immensely benefits
G the te-aching
leamed
other
from

TdiEi

g creates hterest in researoh.

administrative abilities.
to solve the problems
Atfih-ent *thle"cEng provides opportunities
to discover gifted abilities.
s

J.*irers tte*r.haru.

lheir prot'ession
hirnselflherselfas a first model.
Teachtnt profession creates linkages between two

People allached

*1fi

teaching profession

ieme ideas and are broad minded

possess
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APPEI[DIX-B
Total Marks= 100
ACI{IET'EMENT TEST OF EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
BACIIELOR OF EDUCATION (B. Ed)

Q. No.

1

Choose one from the followidg Multiple choices

(20)

1.

2.

Through lerrnitrg learners knovs th€ changes lhat
occurred through it.

a)
b)

Conscious

c)

Unoonscious

d)

Realistic

Material

The role ofteacher id Motrtessori Method of teaching is:

a) ofGuide
b) ofpeer

J.

c)

of democratic

d)

ofautocraiic

In proiect Method

a)
b)
c)
d)

4.

It cannot be handed over to teachel.
It cannot be handed over to pupils.
The pa(icipation ofcommunity is essential'

With Joint participation ofteache$ and students'

rlr'hile learning atry trew activity previous skill ioterferes'

a) It is called Negative transfer of leaming.
b) It is called positive transfer of leaming.

c)
d,

lt is called exact transfer of leaming
It is called Neutral trMsfer of leamhg.
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One oflhe foltowitrg action is requir€d for readitress

6.

a)

Maturitr.

b)
c)
d)

Strictness

Children asked

d)

10.

in

the

Anecdotal Record.
Chepk lists

BiograPhY
Case study.

Child s€arches future while playing.
Child reveals developmental stages.
Child passes thrcugh hiemrchy ofhuman
civilization.
Child strengthens himselfin the present.

According to educationists a project passes througL:

a)
b)
c)
d)
9.

demerits

Accordiog to lheory ofStatrle] [Iall:

a)
bi
c,

8.

to lick merits or

provided tists of human characters, which are present in
their own characters.

a)
b)
c)
d)
1.

Guidance of teachers.
Proficiency in the subject.

In three phases-

In five phases
[n four phases
In six phases.

Test is the
a)

Check of Individual's abilities.

b)
c)
d)

Collection of infomation aboutthe individuals.
Findins about characler oflhe individuals
These iot only assess the capabilities ofan
individual but also manifest individual's oveBll
personality.

G.rret

a)
b)
c)
d)

has described that there are kinds
Three kinds

ofinte

iew.

Four kinds of interview
Two kinds ofinterview
Five kinds ofinterview

ofitrterviews!
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Q. No.

() (x)
Tick the True/T'alse in the following se[tences:

2

.

Q. No,

3 Give a four

.

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
l0)

-

(20)

Leaming occurs in human beings only not in
animals.
The sound ofbell is natural stimulus.
The duration ofinterest for each individual is not
5ame.

Educational evaluation completely reflects in the
written examination.
The inuove( personality is more interesEd in
himself/ herself.
The Psychological testing is an effective mean of
analysis of Individual differences.
Reliability is an indioation ofthe extent to which a
test measure what it is supposed to measure.
In childhood motivations are complex and
numerous.
The best kind ofmemory is that in which irdividual
memorizes quickly and forgets late.
Observation can also reveal inner feelings ofa
person.

(04) points atrs\der for lhe following questions

(20) (4t4+4i4+4)

1.

What are the essentials ofreinforcement?

2.

How does motive effect leaming?

3.

What is the rcle ofretention in Education?

2|
4.

What is meant by readiness and what are factors
influencing it?

5.

What are the salient characteristics ofa good
personality

Q.

No.4:

.

(20)

Fill in the blanks

1)

Soon after birth

2)

Leaming is

3)
4)
5)
6)

the

process starts in the child.

of

kinds.

an important element

for leaming.
through experim€nts.

Pavlov explained
There

-is

are

laws ofleaming.
develops power ofdecision and pow€.

of

action.

7)

The Educatioial Method for teachirg young childrcn is called
MeLhod

'

8)
9)

When one became

---one's

senses open

up'

Students have to seleot one answel from the

type test.

10)

The objective

of

is search for truth.

'
Q. No. 5

(r0+10)

Give a Ten (10) points auswer for the followitrg
questious
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(20)

I:

How would you differentiate between evaluation and measurement?

1l:

Describe objectives of guidance in the educational programmes
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ACHIEVEMENT TEST
BACHELOR OF EDUCATION
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Appendix-C

LIST OF STI]DENTS OF BACITELOR OF EDUCATION (8. Ed)

1.

Nazia Balquees

24. Asma James

2. Samin Bashir
3. Mehwishy Muni
4. Farhat Nazi

25. Nasim

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Ara

48. Farah Hamad

26. Sumera Mukhtar

49. Wajhia Sadaf

27. Seemi Bano

50. Wajhia Iqbal

Hina Amir

28. Firdous Begum

51. Tahira Iqbal

Fouzia Ambreen

29. Safia Pervin

52. Afshan Sattar

Rashida Zameer

30. Uzma Naureen

53. Samila Kanwal

Rahila Rehman

31. Asia

Bibi
Bibi

Bibi

32.

Saj ida

10. Sumer Salmi

33.

Saiqa Naureen

11.

47. SumbalPervez

Sumera

Kirm Mukhtar

12. Meha

GulBano

34. Amna

Bibi

35. Sumera Yaqoob

KIan

54. Sumera Pedez
55. Aysha Nawaz

56. Saira Naureen
57. Aysha

Bibi

58. Rahila Shahzadi
59. Farheen Raza

13. Shabana Pewin

36. Iram

14. Taskeen Fatima

37. Javerla

60. Shabana Kausar

38. Sumera Sardar

61. Aysha Talat

39. Alia Tariq

62. Huma Naz

40. Wajhia Bano

63. Uzma Naz

41. Sidra Mazhar

64. Humam Imtiae

42. Nadia Anwar

65. Rabia Kanwal Naz

20. Asma Abbasi

43. Kiran Nissa

66. Arjum Naz

21. Sobia Siddiqui

44. Maryam Auranpeb

67.Naziaz,*

22. Wajhia Tabasum

45. Zarina Bibi

68. Saira Zaman

46. Chanda Taslim

69. Robina Bibi

15. Hina

Anwar

16. Farzana Kausar
17. Anila

Anwar

18. Asma Rehman
I

9. Madiha

23 . Saima

Aftab

Nawaz
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114.

70. Shahnaz

t2. Urooj Aslam

7l. Um-e-Salma

93. AsmaNaheed

1

72. Tashfin Iftikhar

g4.Isharat Tufail

116.

Bibi

73. Pervin

95. Saima Bibi

74. Sobia Saghar

96. Saima Noor

75. Nadia Javed

97. Mehrin

Bibi

76. Sumera

Akitar

98. Mehrin Akhtar

77. Shaila Khanam

99. Sobia Bibi

78. Tahira Maryum

100. Asma Malik
101. Saima Rasheed
102, Asra Batool
103. Nadia Maroof
104. Sumira Khan
105. Amna Nisa

79. Fouzia

Bibi

80. Noureen

81. Sabiha Khanum
82. Summayya Mehboob
83. Shabnam

I06.

Naureen

107.

Salma Khan

I08.

Naeema IGmal

Thaimina Aziz

88. Kausar Rasheed

109.
110.

89. Bushra

1l

90. Rabia Nazish

I12,

Sadia

91. Sadia Khursheed

113.

Nazia Naeem

84. Sadia

Bibi

85. Sadia Khursheed

I

86. Rahila
87. Abida

Bibi

l.

Bibi

Atiya Mustafa
Rabia Mazhar

Asif

15.

lrshad Begum
Hameeda Afzal

Noureen Shardad
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APPENDIX-D

LIST OF EXPERTS

1.

ProfissorBrig

@

Dr' Allah Buklsh Malik, Head ofthe Department' Department

Islamabad
of Education, National University of Modem Languages'

2.

Ali Jirmah
Dr. Aysha Akbar, Dean Faculty ofManagement Sciences' Muhammad
Uni\ersiry. Islamabad

3.

Col.

@

Arid
Dr. Manzoor ArifProfessor ofEducation, DePartment ofEducalion'

Agiiculrure Uni\ersiry. Ra$ alpindi

4.

Govemment
Dr. Imtiaz Ahmed Cheema, Ph D (Pshchology), Director'Colleges'

of

the Punjab. Lahore

5.

Professor

Dr.

Zafar Iqbal, Dean Faculty of Education' Allama Iqbal Open

University, lslamabad

6.

Iqbal Open
Dr. Faqir Muhammad, Chairman Faculty ofMathematics' Allama
UniversitY, Islamabad

7.

Planning and
Dr. Allah Ruktra Saghir, Ex-Chairman Department ofEducation
Management Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad

8.

Professor

Dr.

Rehana Masroor, Chai'p"t'on,

D"pu'tt"nt ofTeacher Education'

Atlama Iqbal Open University, lslamabad

9.

Professor

Dr'

Maqsud Alam Bukhari, Chairman, Department ofEducation'

Foundation University, Rawalpindi

10.

House Near Civil
Mr. Usman Rasheed, M.Phil (Psychology) Director Fountain
Secretariat, Lahore.
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1

l.

Mrs. Safia Sultana, M.Phil (Psychology), Faculty Member, govemmedt In-Service
Training College for the Teachers ofBlind 3l-Sher Shah Block, New Garden
Town, Lahore.

12.

Mrs. Shazia Maqsood M.Phil (?sychology), Psychologist Special Education
Department, Shahdara Town, Lahore. C/o Safia Sultana

13.

Mrs. Naina Syed Professor of Educational Psychology, Federal College
Education, Islamabad

of
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Appendix-tr
STATISTICS OF APTITI'DE SCALE
Table E

l

TI{E PROFESSION OF TEACHINC KTEPS ONE ACTIVE
Description

LN.{C

DA

Total

12

116

N

101

Scores

471

9

t7

197

Percentage

87.0',7%

259%

t0.310/,

100%

Table

E.l exhibits

Mean score

87.07% student- teachers agreed'lhe profession of Teaching

keeps the person active" while 10.34% disagreed. whereas 2.59o% studenFteachers were

uncertain. Mean scorc on this aspect is 4.28.
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Table E.2
TLIE PERSONS ATTACHED WI TH TEACHJNG PROFESSION ARE CIVEN
IMMENSE RESPECT IN THE SOCIETY

DescriDtion

N

71

TINC

DA

Total

t6

29

116

Mean score

3.57
Scores

31,1

48

52

497

Percentage

61.20%

13.8%

25%

1000

Table E.2 reports 61.20% student- teachers agreed "the pe$ons attached with
teaching profession are given immense resPect in the society" while 25% disageed.
Howev€r,

13.8olo

were uncertain. Mean score on this aspect is 3.57

Table 8.3

TEACHING FLOURISHES ALL THE CAPABILITIES OT THE STUDENTS.
Description

N

83

IJNC

DA

Total

1l

22

116

Mean score

3.86
Scores

3',77

Percentage

1t.55%

9.48%

38

4,{8

t8.97%

t00%

Tabb 8.3 shows 7l.55oz student- teachers agreed that 'teaching flourishes all the
capabilities ofthe students." while 18.97% disa$eed. Whereas 9.4802 student- teachers
were uncertain. Mean score on this aspect is 3.86.
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Table E.4

TEACHING PROFESSION PROVIDES OPPORTIINITIES TO BECOME LEADERS.
Description

N

57

UNC

DA

t4

45

Total
I

Mean scores

l6
3.08

Scores
Percentage

218

42

67

351

49.l4Yo

12.01%

38.',79%

t000/"

Table E.4 indicates 49.14% student- teachers agrced that "Teaching p.ofession
provides opportunities to become leaders" while 38.79% disagreed. Whereas 12.077o
student- teachers were unceftain. Mean score on this aspect is 3.08.

Table E.5

TEACHING PROFESSION EN}IANCES/GIVES COMMAND ON KNOWLEDGE.

Description

LNC

DA

11

26

Total

Mean Score

116

N

79

3.74
Scores

361

33

Percentage

68.t%

9.48%

Table E.5 reveals

68.1010

31

student- teachers agrced

434

t00%

that "Teaching

profession

enhancevgives command on knowledge" while 22.41% disagreed. However, 9.48%
were uncertain. Mean score on this aspect is 3.74.
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Table E.6

TEACHING IS TIIE PROFESSION FOR THE WELFARE OF THE PEOPLE.

Description

TINC

DA

Total

Mean Score

l6

N

88

08

20

I

Scores

384

24

30

438

Percentage

75.86%

6.9%

t7.24%

100%

Table E.6 exposes 75.8670 student- teachers a$eed, "Teaching is the professio[
for the welfare ofthe people". Wlile 17.24% student- teachers disagxeed. Whereas 6.9%
studenF teachers were uncertain. Mean score on !his aspect is 3.77.

Table E.7

TEACHINC MAKES ONE POLITE
UNC

DA

Total

6i

l1

42

116

Scores

281

33

70

390

Percentage

54.3t%

9.48%

36.2t%

t00%

Desodption

,N

Mean Score

3.36

Table E.7 displays 54.3102 student-teachers agreed that "teaching makes one

polite" while 36.21% disagreed, whereas
on this aspect is 3.36.

9.480% student- teachers

uncertain Mean score
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Table E.8

MISSIONARY PEOPLE ADOPT TEACHING PROFESSION

T]NC

DA

Total

65

21

30

116

Scorcs

285

63

49

397

Percentage

s6.04%

18.10%

2s.86%

t00%

Description
N

Mean Score

Table E.8 presents 56.04% stud€nt-teachers agreed that "Missionary people adopt

teaching profession" while 25.86% disagreed, whereas 18.10% student- teachers
uncertain. Mean score on this aspect is 3.42.
Table 8.9

TEACHING CREATES SELF CONFIDENCE.
UNC

DA

80

03

33

6

Scores

368

9

51

428

Percentage

68.97%

2.s9%

28.44o/o

1,00vo

Description
N

Total

Mean Score

3.69

Table 8.9 elaborates 68.97% student-teachers agreed that "Teaching crcates self

confidence" while 28.44% disa$eed, whereas 2.59% student- teachers were uncertainMean score on this aspect is 3.69.
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Table

8

10

INTELLIGENCE HAS A PIVOTAL ROLE IN TEACHII'iG
Lr|,tc

DA

Total

83

07

26

116

Scorcs

369

2l

40

430

Percentage

71.56%

6.01%

22.41%

100%

Description
N

Mean Score

3.',t

t

Table E.l0 demonstrates 71.59% studenl teachers agreed "lntelligenc€ has a
pivotal role in teaching" while 22.41% disagreed, whereas 6 0370 sludent-teachers were
uncertain. Mean score ofl this aspect is 3.71
Table E l

I

TEACHING N4A.KES A PERSON DISCPLINED.

TJNC

Description

DA

Total

N

16

18

22

116

Scores

311

54

39

430

Percentage

6552%

15.52%

t8.96%

100%

Teaching makes a person disciplined, Table E l

l

Mean Score

3.7

|

depicts 65 52% student-

disaereed'
teacheB agred that "Teaching makes a person disciplined" while 1896%
is 3 71'
whereas 15.52% studenF teache$ were uncertain Mean score on this aspect
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Table E.12

THE PERSONS WHO ADOPT TEACHING PROFESSION ART STNCERE TO THIS
PROFESSION.

IJNC

DA

Total

69

20

27

116

Scorcs

310

60

46

416

Percentage

59.18%

1',7.24yo

2328%

100%

Description
N

Mean Score

3.59

Table E.12 reflects 59.48olo student- teachers agreed that "The persons' ho adoPt

.Nlile 23.28% disageed, whereas
teaching profession are sincere to this profession"
17.2402 were uncertain. Mean score on this aspect is 3 59

Table E.l3

TEACHING IS SUPERIOR TO OTHER PROFESSIONS.
Description
N

LrNC

Total

DA
35

250

'15

65

390

48.28%

21.55%

30.t7%

t00%

56

25

Mean Score

t6

t

3.36
Scores

Table E.13 manifests 48.28% student- teache$ agreed "Teaching is superior to
other prcfessions" while 30.17% disa$eed, whe.eas 21
on this aspect is 3.36.

55olo

were uncertain' Mean scorc
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Table E 14

BENEFITS
IN THE TEACHING PROFESSION, ONE IMMENSELY
FROM OTHER LEARNED PEOPLE.

74.t4%
Table 8.14 expresses

t'7.24%

74.1'+o% student- teachers agreed

"in the teaching profession'

people" while 17 24Vo disagreed' Whereas
one immensely benefits ftom other leamed
is 3 73
08.62% were uncertain. Mean score on this aspect

Table E.l5

TEACHING PROFESSION PROVIDES FUTT-IRE SAFETY.

3.34

Table E.15 exhibits 50.00o% student- teachers a$eed "Teaching Profession
oZ disagreed, whereas 17.24olo were uncertain. Mean
provides future safety" while 32.76

score on this aspect is 3.34.
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Table E.16

TEACHING CREATES INTEREST IN RESEARCH'

3.53

10.34%

"Teaching creates interest in
Table E.l6 reports 67.24% student- teachers ageed

uncefiain' Mean sco'e on this
research" while 22.41olo disagreed, whereas 10'34% were
aspect is 3.53

Table E 17

TEACHING PRODUCES ADMINISTRATIVE ABILITIES.

Table 8.17 shows 6638% student-

teachers

agieed "Teaching

Produces

10.34% were uncertain. Mean
administrative abilities" while 23.28% disagreed, whereas
score on this aspect is 3.93.
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Table E.18

TEACHING ENABLES THE PERSONS TO SOLVE THE PROBLEMS.
DescriDtion

N

82

UN-C

DA

Total

l2

22

116

Mean Score

3.61

Scores

352

36

3l

419

Peicentage

10.69%

10.34%

t8.97%

t00%

Table

E.l8

indicates 70.690 stLdent- teachers ageed "Teaching enables th€

persons to solve the ptoblems" while 18.97% disagreed, whereas 10.34olo were uncertain.

Mean scor€ on this aspect is 3.61

Table E.l9

ATTACHMENT WITH TEACHINC PROVIDES OPPORTUNITIES
TO DISCOVER GIFTED ABILITIES

TJNC

DA

Total

72

22

22

116

Scores

326

66

35

427

Percentage

62.07%

18.97%

t8.91%

t00%

Deicription
N

Table

E.l9

Mean Score

3.68

rcveals 62.O7ya student- teachers ageed that "Attachment with

teaching provides opportunities to discover gifted abilities: while 18.97% disagree4
whereas 18.97olo were uncertain. Mean score onthis aspect is 3.ii8.

'
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Table E.20

TEACTIERS NEVER CTIANGE THEIR PROFESSION.

Description

TNC

DA

Total

N

63

09

44

ll6

Scores

280

36

74

390

Pe(centage

54.3t%

7.',76%

37.93%

100%

Mean Score

3.36

Table E.20 exposes 54.31% student- teachers agreed "Teachers never change theii

profession" while 37.93% disagreed, whereas '1j6yo 'Nerc sncefiain' Mean scorc on this
aspeot is 3.36.

Table E.2l

TEACHER MAY REPRESENTS HIMSELF,{IERSELF AS A FIRST MODEL.

DA
4l

Total

N

63

I]NC
t2

Scores

2',79

36

64

379

Percentage

54.3t%

t0.34%

35.35%

t000/o

Description

Mean Score

116

3.27

Table E.21 displays 54.31olo student-teachers agreed that "teacher may represents
himself4terselfas a first model while 35.35% disagleed, whereas 10 34% were uncertain'
Mean score on this aspect is 3.27
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Table 8.22

TEACHING PROFESSION CREATES LINKAGES BETWEEN TWO
GENERA.TIONS.

D€scription

T]NC

DA

Total

N

34

08

1,1

116

Scorcs

136

24

28

424

Percentage

67.24%

690%

25.86%

100%

Mean Score

3.65

Table E,22 presents 67.24% student- teachers a$eed that "Teaching profession
creates linkages between two generations" while 25.86% disagreed, whereas 6.90% were

uncertain. Mean score on this aspect is 3.65.

Table 8.23
PEOPLE ATTACHED

wlTH TEACHING PROFESSION

POSSESS SUPREME

IDEAS AND ART BROAD MINDED

Description

DA

Total

08

tr6

N

39

TJNC
08

Scores

156

24

16

465

Percentage

'18.45%

6.90%

14.66%

100%

Mean Scoae

4.01

Table E.23 elaborates 7845% student- teachers agreed, "people attached with
teaching profession possess supreme ideas and are broad-minded" while 14'66%'
disagreed, whereas 6.90o% werc uncertain. Mean score on this aspect is 4 01

23',1

Table 8.24

SUMMARY OI APTITUDE STATEMENT TOWARD TEACHING PROFESSION OF
STUDENT.TEACHERS
Ref. Table Nos.l-23
Meatr Rank

Statement

S. No.

Score

l.
2.
3.
4.

).
6.
7.

The profession ofteaching keeps one active
The persons attached with teaching ptofession given Immense
respect in the sociely.

4.28

1

3.57

l5

Teaching flourishes allthe capabilities ofthe students.
T*chtngnrof.sston prortdes opporturities to become leaders.
command on knowledge.
Teaching p.ofession
"nhances/gives
ofthe people.
the
welfare
Teach ng is the profession for

3.86

3

3.01

22

Teaching makes one polite.

8.

9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.

T-achingcreatesself-confi dence.
l lig"nce has u pivotal role in teaching
Teaching ,nakes a p"rson disciplined.
The persoN *ho;dopt teachl.€ profession are sincere to this
profession.
professions.
Ea"mrg ls stp"ilor t
"ther
C tGEaAhg proEsston;.eirlinensely

5

4

3.77
3.36

20

3.42

17

3.69

9

3.71

1.5

3.'11

1.5

3.59

13.5

3.36

20

benefits from other

6

leamed people.

T"g"hr,fi;EG*

19.

p.o"tdes future safety
Teaching creates intuest in iesearch.
lr€ p,oau""s ua.inistrative abilities.
enabies the persons to solve the Problems.
Attach-;nGii[ teacmre prottdes c,pportunities to discover

20.

gifted abilities.
Teach"rs neve.

2t.

Teaoher

15.

16.

t7.
18.

22..
23.

f*"t

E;hinc

"hangetheir

mar"present

3.53

2l
t6

3.59

13.5

3.61

t2
l0

3.34

3.68
3.36
3.31

prof"ssion

htmseiq!9lEq8!g!9q9l

PeopC-attacl*a-wtth teacht,tg profession possess supreme

20
1E

3.65

ll

4.01

2

ideas and are broad minded

Mean ofmeans= 3.61

No. E.24 demonstrates that the student_teachers
of teaching' keeps the person active as No. I mnk order with
Table

conceive, 'the ptofession
the mean of 4 28 8nd the

are broad
statement 'Peoples attached with teaching profession possess suprcme ideas and

minded as rank order No. 2 with mean of4.01 where as the statement teaching Fofession
provides opponunities to become leader' has the lowest mnk order and with the
mean of3.07.
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Findings of Aptitude Scale:

l.

87.07yo student-teachers agreed, "The profession

of Teaching keeps the

person

active" while 10.34% disa$eed, whereas 2.590/o student- teachers were uncertain.
Mean sco.e on this aspect is 4.28 (Table 8.1).

2.

6l.2Oob student-teachers ageed. 'The persons attached with teaching profession
are given immense respect in the socielv" while 25%

disa$eed. However,

13.8olo.

were uncertain. Mean score on this aspect is 3.57(table E.2).

3.

71.55olo student-teachers a$eed that 'teaching flourishes all the capabilities

ofthe

students." while 18.97% disagreed, whereas 9.48olo studeflt- teachers wete

uncenain. Mean score on Ihis aspect is 3.86 (Iable E.3).

4.

49.14% studenF teachers agreed "Teaching profession provides opportur ties tq
become leaders" while 38.79% disagreed, whereas 12.0770 were uncertain. Mean
score on !his aspect is J.08

fiable E.4)

5. 68.1% studenF teachers a$eed "Teaching profession enhanceVgives commald on

knowledge" wlile 22.41% disagreed. However, 9.48o/o wete unce.tain. Mean
score on this aspect is 3.74 (Table E.5).
6.

75.86% student-teachers ageed that "teaching is the profession for the welfare
the people" while 17.24% disagreed, whercas

6.9010

were unce

ain

of

Mearl score

on this aspect is 3,77 (Table E.6).

7..

54.31% student-teachers ageed that "teaching makes one polite" while 36.21%
disagreed, whereas 9.480% were uncertain. Mean score on this aspect is 3.36

(Table E.7).

a.

56.04y, student-teachers ageed that "Missionary people adopt teaching
profession" while 25.86% disagreed, whereas 18.10% were uncertain. Mean
scorg on this aspect is 3.42 (Table E.8).
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g.

68.97% student-teachers a$eed that "Teaching creates self confidence" while
28.44o/o disagreed, whereas 2.59olo w€re

uncertain. Mea[ score on this aspect is

3.69 (Table E.9).

10. 71.59%o student- teachers agreed that "Intelligence has a

pivotal role in teaching"

whrle 2231% disagreed, whereas 6.0302 were uncertain. Mean score on this
aspecr is

l.7l

{Table E.l0).

11.65.52% student- teachers agreed that "Teaching makes a person disciplined"
while 18.96% disa$eed, whereas l5.52yo were uncertain Mean score on this
aspect is 3.71 (Iable E,11).

profession.
12. 59.48% student- teachers agreed that "The persons who adopt teaching

are sincere to this profession" while 23.28% disageed, whereas l7 '24yo wete
uncertain. Mean score on this aspect is 3.59 (Table E 12)'
professions" while
13. 48.28% student- teachers ageed "Teaching is superior to other
30.17% disagreed, whereas 21
1.36.(Table

14.

550lo

were uncertain Mean score on this aspect is

E.ll).

74.t4% student- teachers agreed, "in the teaching profession, one immensely
benefits from other leamed people" while 17.24olo disagreed, whereas 08 62%
were uncertain. Mean score on this aspect is 3.73 (Table E

l4)'

15.50.00% studeflt- teachers agreed "Teaching profession provides future safety''
while 32.76 % disagreed, whercas l1.24yo wele uncertain Mean score on this
aspect is

l.l4

(Table E. t5).

while
16.67.24%student- teachers agreed "Teaching creates interest in r€s€arch'?
aspect is
22.41% disagreed, whereas l0.34oz were uncertain Mean score on this
3.51 (Table

E.l6).
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17.66.38o10 student- teachers agreeal "Teaching produces administrative abilities"

while 23.28% disagreed, whereas

10.3'{o/o

were uncertain. Mean score on this

aspect is 3.93 (Table E.17).

18.70.69% student- teachers agreed "Teaching enables dre persons to solve the
problems" while 18.97% disagreed, whereas 10.340% were uncertain Mean score
o0 this aspecl is 3.61 (Table E.t8).

19.62,07% student- teache$ a$eed that "Aftachment
opportunities
18.970% were

to

with teaching provides

discovel gifted abilities: while 1897% disagreed, whereas

uncertain. Mean scole on this aspect is 3 68 (Table E 19)'

20.54.31% student- teachers agreed "Teachers lever change their prcfession" while'
is
37.93yo disagr.ed, whereas 7.76% werc unceltain. Mean sco'e on this aspect
3.36 (Table E.20).

21. 54.31% student- teachers agreed, "Teacher may lepresent himselflherselfas a first

model while 35.35% disagrced, wheleas 10.34olo were uncertaifl' Mean score on
this aspect is

1.2 7

Oable E.2l).

22.67.24% student- teachers agreed "Teaching profession creates linkages between
two generations" while 25.86% disagreed, whereas 6 90olo were uncertain' Mean
score on this aspeot is 3.65 (Table E 22).

profession
23.78.45% student-teachers agreed that "people attached with teaching
possess supreme ideas and are broad-minded" while 14 66% disageed, whercas

(Table
6.9002 were uncert-ain. Mean score on this aspect is 4 01
24.

E'23)

'

person
The student-teachers conceive, 'the profession of teaching' keeps the
active as No. 1 rank orde. with the mean of 4 28 and the statement 'Peoples

minded as
attached with teaching profession possess supreme ideas and arc broad

rank order No.2 with mean of 4.01 where as the statement teaching p'ofession
with the
provides opportunities to become leader' has the lowest rank order and
mean of3.07 (Table

No. E.24).
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Appendix-F
PRF AND POST ACHIEVEME)IT TEST

Pre

MLA
51

49
50
51

60
48
62

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Pre

MLA

DIA

DIA

MLB

MLB

DIB
4t

17

,10

7E

54

81

38

84
78
83

96
96

95
91

38

95
91

85

91
92

OJ

86

59
12

5l

91
100

13

99

19
50
45
62
60
59

38
45

51

99

52

86
80
85
81

5lt

50
52

63
48
47
63
50

85

53
61
43

99

59
53

52
41

98
96
95
96

61

52
52

Post

Post

98
95
98

98

13

50
40

4l

84
83

4t

86

41

97

37
35

87
86

31

98

4l

85
11

39
41

95

38

82

94

5/

78
85

84

48

91
94
97
95

8,{
86

59
48
60

55

DIB

83

81
88

43
49

92
98

40
49

85

84

40

98

40

96
98

79
81

100
96

50

84
88

62

83

5/

96

58
49
51
12

95

15
59
60
50

87

58
35
38
,t0

93

55

85

98
91

43
38

19

93

97
93
100
100

95
93
98

98
100

50
49

82

81

49
53

82
83
81
81
88

50

88

51

87

51
63

80
80

80

85

98

51

98
96

42
41

E2
81

11

96

45

19

98
97
98

40
53

11
78

39

18

42

43

54
40
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DATA OF STUDENT-Tf,ACIiERS HAYING LOW AND HIGH APTITUDE GROUPED I'OR
TEACHING THROUGH MASTERY LDARNING AND DIRECT TNSTRUCTION
22.00

22.00

r6.00

16.00

22.00

22.00

r6.00

16.00

22,00

22.0t

r6.00

16.00

22.00

22.00

16.00

16.00

21.00

21.00

16.00

16.00

21.00

21.00

16.00

16.00

21.00

21.00

15.00

15.00

21.00

21.00

15.00

15.00

20.00

20.00

15,00

15.00

20.00

20.00

15.00

15.00

20.00

20.00

15.00

15.00

20.00

19.00

15.00

15.00

19.00

r9.00

15.00

1,1.00

r9.00

19.00

14.00

14.00

19.00

19.00

14.00

14.00

19.00

19.00

14.00

14.00

19.00

19.00

r4.00

14.00

18,00

r8.00

1t.00

13.00

18.00

18,00

13.00

13.00

18.00

r8.00

13.00

r3.00

18.00

18.00

13.00

13.00

18.00

18.00

13.00

13.00

r8.00

18.00

12.00

r2.00

1E.00

18.00

12.00

12.00

r8.00

17.00

12.00

12.00

17.00

17.00

11.00

r1.00

17.00

17.00

r1.00

11.00

17.00

17.00

11.00

11.00

17.00

17.00

r1.00

11.00
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APPENDIX.G

LESSON PLAN OF MASTERY LEARNING

LESSON PLAN
I{EADINGS
Appamtus

CeneralAims

POINTS OF LESSON
Class.oo., Blo"kboard, chalk, Duster, class
fumilure. pointer.
incul"ute s.nse of curiosity in

i. to
Student-teachers
ii. To develop thinking power of studentiii.

Specific Aims

Audio Visual Aid
feachins Method
Previous Knowledge

BLAC]<BOARD
SUMMARY

teachers
To make them aware ofnew theories
education psychologY

of

i.- To proride knowtedge about
motivation
ii. To make the student-teachers
understand the concept of enhancement
of achievemen! motivation
Charts, Pictures and grapb

Mvsterv Leaming

ii

tnow atout ttre prior knowledge of

studenrs following qLrestions $

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

ill

be asked:-

Does motivation is an aroused state
ofan individual to act and behave.
Desoribe a nrlmber of fundamental
needs that inspire a student for morc
leaming in order to meel them.

What are the intemal factors of
motivation?

Wlat are the extemal factors of
motivation?

lntroduclion

A *.t}rer64;?ffrcult to make her son sit
at his lesson. She tries and applies many
methods but cannot persuade her son to
studv. She is surprised one day seeing him
bu,y r,rirh his lesion immedialell after his
retum fiom school. She asks him to get up

and take his food. The child replies that he
would first do his homework, saying thar
his teacher gave him "good" at his class
work and that he would get another "good"
tomorrow. He gladly shows his homework
to his mother. This converts the boy

pleasure, feeling

of

success

and

sarisfacrion. wl1at mrkes the bo) behave in
this manner? The answer to such question,
on the why and how behaviour lies, in the
key word "motivation". He behaves, as he Behaitiour I
Eotivation
is motivated to do so.

Definition
supposed to have its ttMovere"
origination from the Greek word "Movere"
thal means to drive forward. Therefore,
modification is an aroused state of the
organism to act in a specific manner and
direction.
todal*" *ill study how can achievement
motivation be enhanced

Motivation

Announcement
the Lesson
Prcsentation

of

is

Achievement motiYation

Achievement

of the most important types of
motivations is achievement motivation.

One

motivation

That is generalized tendency to work had
for success and to choose goal_o ented

activities, which lead

to

success.

Achievement moiivaled sludenls remain
busy for a task longer than the students who
are less aohievement motivated. A student,
who has determined to become a doctor,
strives to succeed in intemediate
examination with marks of high first
division or a grade. If he does not succeed
or obtains low grade, he redoubles his
efforts untilhe secures desired grade.

Teacher's Role
Teacher's
On the other hand, a student having less Role
achievement motivation of fails in some
task or examination loses motivation and
tums his atteltion and interest somewhere
else. The teacher can help his students in
keeoins lhem high achievement molivation
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Differ€nt means
and methods

by using different means and methods.

Recapitula!ion

i.
ii.
iii.

What is the most important typi of
motivation?
Does one achievement contribute
another achievement?

Can teacher help the Students to
though

enhance achievement
motivation?

The teacher

will exphin

answers

of

the

questions after question answer session.

Developmeni

Motivation and Goals
Dweck and his associates have found that
some students are motivationally oriented
towards leaming goals while others arc
oriented towards performance goals.
Students with learning goals see puQose in
schooling. They try to gain competence'in
subject matter information and skills taught.
They strive for mastery over the subject,
whereas students with performance goals
like positive judgment oftheir competence.
They look towards the end i.e. high grade
and outstanding position examination. The
former likes to take dilTicult cou$es as a
challenge. They strive for thei.
achievement goals. They face hardships
cheerfully. Hardships and difhculties never
discourage them radlfi increase their
motivation. They laler take those subjects
that may be easy and less challengeable and
that yield good grades.

Motivation

aDd

Goals

Dweck and
his
associates

Low Performance and Poor Results
Wlen they face obstacles or find difficulties
in that course, they lose their hearts and
discouraged ultimately, their performance
suffered. Low performance and poor results
lower their motivation and they fall into a
state ofhelplessness.

Dutv of the Teacher

The teacher should have a sound
knowledge of his students leaming and

goals. It is the dury of the
;eacher to make rhem a\{are ofrhe facts tha!
Derformance

Low peaformance
and poor results
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not the purpose of their
academic and leaming activities.
Visualizing the interest value and
grades are

Recapitulation

irnponance of learning malerial and i!s
purposefirlness can do this. He should
de-emphasize th€ $ades and other rcwards,
so that students may take interest into the
subjecl and take pan in leaming activities
eagerly and willfully. When the students
see that standard of success is the amouflt
of knowledge and information they will
change their perlormance goals into
leaming goals.
Do students with leaming goals
strive lor mastery?
11.

Duty of the
Teacher

What do studefts with performance
goals like?

ll1.

Does low performance lower the
students'motivation?

iv.

How can teacher de-emphasize the
grades and other

awards?

,

The teacher

will explail the previous

presenlation again and present

that

in

precise and clear way.

Presentation

Success

versus

Avoiding

Failu re

versus
AYoididg
tr'ailure

Success

Athinson describes that individuals

are

motivated to see success or to avoid failure.
The students motivated to avoid failure take
easy courses that do not demand hard work
on the part of students. They simply want
pass marks. Altematively, they adopt
difficult courses that no one would blame
them if they failed. If they fail, they loose
heart and fall into a pattem of helplelsness.
Hence. they make more unrealistic canier
choices, whereas success seekers sign up for
courses of moderale difficulty. the, srrive
hard for remarkable success in examination.
However, ifthey do not succeed due to one
reason or the other, they are lrot puzzled and
feel no state of helplessness. Failure does

Pass marks
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not disappoint them rather increases their
motivation, they redouble their efforts io
succeed.

Understanding that failure avoiders

Understa[ding

Understanding that t'ailure avoiders to
that failure
choose the most difficult or ridiculously
easy subjects and task for themselves,
important for a teacher. He can motivate avoiders

by

arousing their interests by
improving their career choices and by
visualizing them impodance of various

them

subiects in daily public life.

Recapitulation

Do

failure avoiders choose

difficult or easy subjects?

2. Do hdividuals strive hard for
success in the examination?
-l.
3. Does failure disaPpoint tle
motivated students?

The will elaborate success versus avoiding
factors and discuss each answer for
undelstanding of students.

248
Reductiotr of
Helplessness

Presentation

Reduction of Helplessness
An extreme form of the motive to

avoid

failure called leamed helplessness. $hich

is
a perception that no matter what one does or

Leamed

no, botheration what it happens. In

education, leamed helplessness closely helplessness
relared ro failure the students having tht
feeling of helplessness does not take the
responsibility of his failure rather he finds
faults with the teacher, course difficulties,
style of question paper, paper examiner or
school administration. Such students have Style ofquestion
heard saying, I filed as the teacher was
paper
pass
I
me
would
never
"Or"
biased and he
could not succeed because the question
paper was out of course "O/' I will always
fail, as my handwriting is "bad". Leamed
helplessness arises ftom teacher's un'due
punishment, scolding, anger and neglect.
Such students feel that there is nothing for
them in school. Because ofit, they leave the
system without completing a particular level
ofeducation that in educational lerms catled
dropouts.

Avoidins and ImDroving the condition of
and
Avoiding
the
Improving
rhe
condidon
improve
The kacher can avoid and
of
conditioo
of helplessness. He can do a lol b) providing helplessness

helDlessuess

opportunities in smal1 steps, encouraging the
students on even minor performance and lower

level achievements in the class lmm€diate
feedback, consistefit exPectancies, follow
through and molivaling lhem to focus fieir
aftention on leaming goals.
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Recapitulation

1.
2.

exlrere fotm of th"
ffiot
ls an ertre,ne
What is
motive to avoid failure?
Does leamed helplessness arise fiom
kacheas undue punishment' scoldlng
and ancerl
Do ihese students feel that there is
nothing for them in Sohool?

The answers of the students will discussed
*J tu*uty of lhe previous presentalion

;itl ;r".""; for the comPrehension

of

students.

Development

Change in

Change in Achievement
Motivation

Achievenznl
Motivalion

of

motilated related
nersonaliw can changed The) altered in
nutural co,.rrs. ol things uhen something
haDDens to change a studenfs environment
'srudent *ho possesses vocational aptitude
a
show
buL not academic aptilude will naturall)
General
ooor achierement in a general school lf he
.or"r ,o u vocalional inslitution he can

The charecteristics

Recapitulation

s,rc"eed the." Similarly, a student feels
himself in trouble in a school due to some
rcasons and this unrest badly affecting his
achievement. The teacher may advise him to
change his environmen( and join some olher
school of [he ciry Many srudenls are
successful in secondary school. but laler in
college experience ditficulry in keeping
rhemie[es up for such students a special
programme ian designed 10 change their
achievement motivation.
Does environment reflect in
the achievement of students?
Does a student who Possesses
ii.
vocational aptitude cern succeed in this

iii.

arca?

Can a special Proglarnme
student ro change their

help the

achievement motivation?

The

teacher

will

exPlain change

in

achievement motivation and elaboBte its role
in reaching learning process after question
answer sesslon.

School

Special

Programmes
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Attribution
Traiuitrg

Attribution Training

Presentation

Decharms (1984) worked with black children

Decharms

motivation and chalked out
oaonruarna kno$n as Decharms Progmmme
icc"ordine ro him some studenls are not doing
well in ttie class the teacher teacheq them to
thint of themselves that they are not the
victim of the fate rather they are the masters
oi it.i, fu... lhey should teach ro he
,..nonsible aad tak: personal responsibiliry
nf iheir actions to choose realistic objectives
This
aod to plan to achiete those objectives.
In
moLivatlon
rrainine enhances achievement
the
studen;. Several sludies have prored
a

to imorovi

ooint

Lhar Lhe leamed helplessness

iaiture due

Io the lack of

resulting in

effons can

be

modify and changed by an anribution-training
programme.

Several

experiments that
schunk { lq82) concluded after several
the students who
exDerimenls thal the sNdenls t\ho received
rcceived this
this training performed befler than the training
students who received no feedback Dweck

performed better
oroved lhat alribution training reduces the
iendencv for failure a\oiders to give up.after
experiencing failure il motivates them Io
ovircome helplessness and to have courage lo
work vigorously for success.

what is attribution-haining progEmme?
Does individual master ofhis own
i.
fate

ii.
Recapitulation

Does attribution training reduce
the tendenoy of failure?

The teacher will elaborate

athibutation

leamiog Howleaming of
to
inoease
motivaiion helpswill
questions
students. The answers of the
also encompass discussion ofthe theory'

training and its implications in
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Presentation

Helping to

HelDlessness
According to Seligman students

far leartred
Eelplesstress
academicall] due to negalive leedback from
teachers. school has better experiences'

Shrinker fellows and students themselves,
when soal achievement motiration hindered.
Lhe sruldentr' Ioose hean and gite up lheir
effort to achieve those goals. They fall into
.tate of helDlessness. leacher can help such
studeots (o o\ercome leamed helplessness
through goal restructu ng, self_esteemed
oroe*rair, motivating [or success and
pos-iLlue teea back system. lhus the.Eacher
can reduce the tendency to accept failure and
enhance achievement motivation by acting
uporl the following Ptinciples.
Recapitulation

i.
ii.
iii-

How can students loose hearts?
Does teacher help lhe studenls to
enhance self-esteem and motivation for
success:
Can teacher motivate the students
to over shortcomings?

The leamed helplessness will be discussed
and how it affects leaming process' The
students will be invited for discussion in this
Presentation

Accetrtuate
Positive

Accentuate Positive
Make the srudens auare oItheir suenglhs'

Eliminate the
tregatiYe

Eliminate the negative
Do not demoralizo any student or find
faults with him or call him with bad
names, otherwise he

will

lose heart and

develop a negalive attitude toward
school. teachers and leaming and in
intensive feelings he can leave the school
without compteting his education. As an

example, back him uP and have
discussion

with him on his

a

problems

with him gently. The whole class
can be involved in the discussion and
speak

252

solution of the problems.
l. How student develop a negative attitude?
2. Can teacher motivate the students to
involve him/ her in discussion?
3. Can student be motivated to complete a

diflicult and confusing task as

a

challenge?

The teacher will elaborate how to motivate
the leamers to achieve desircd results. The
answers of the ouestions will also be
discussed.

Creatitrg

Creatins Challenges

Challetrg€s

The teacher can pres€nt a problem, arouse
intercst in stud€nts and create challenge for
its solution, The students can be motivated to
complete a difficult and confusing task as a
challenge. ln this way, the students activated
to participate in several activities using the
previous leamt knowledge and skills. ln
doing so, the teacher should assure his help
and guidance whenever theY need

1. How students develoP a

2.
3.

negative

attitude
Can teacher motivate the students to
involve him/ her in discussion:
Can student be motivated to complete

a

difficult and confusing task a

challenge?

will elaborate how students be
guided and motivated to complete the

The teaoher

difficult task followed with question answer
session.

Conclusion

Main Poin,5

Main

The whole lesson will be concluded with the
following main points:

Points

l.

Achievement motivation activates the
students for effective leaming leading to
success, whereas perfofinance motivation

arouses them
scholarships.

for higher

grades and

25i

2.

Goal oriented motivation rcsults in the
mastery over the subject matter students

with leaming goals are never dishearten

obstacles rather encourage them.
Students with pedormance goal takes
eas) lask and avoid difl'icul!ies otherwise

fall inrc lhe sEte ofhelplessness.

3.

Success seeke$ are highly motivated
then the failure avoiders.

4. The

teacher can remove

the

leamed

helplessness by enhancing motivation.

and

5.

school
environment strongly effect achievement
motivations.

6.

Attribution training is effective in
changing a shirker inlo a hardworking
student. lt rcmoves negative attitLrde and

Vocational choices

create inter€st for learning

7.

Teacher's positive expectations exPressed

to the student

emotiooally activate for

higher-level success

vrith

consistenl

feedback.

8.

Equal treatment individual attention and
unbiased behaviour enhance the student
in achievi[g their leaming goals'
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LESSON PLAII OF DIRXCT INSTRUCTION

LESSON PLAN
HEADINGS

SLICKBOAP.D
SUMMARY

OF Lf,SSON

-POINTS

AppaBtus

Classroom, blackboard, chalk, Duster,

Eeneral Aims

1. To improve the students' ln_qulsluvElrr
ofknowledge.

2. To improve the thinking Power' of
students.

3.
Specifrc,q.ims

To make the

Previous Knowledge

well aware of

1.

^}'i..t'iwe< ^f Fdrrcation Psvcholosy.
To develop the knowledge aooul oasro
Leaming theory for teachers'

2.

To make the studenFteache$ aware of
imponance

audio Visual ,q.ids
Method ofTeaching

students

ofleaming-

arts, Pictures and Gr4P$

nirect Tnsfi-uction
For assessing the previous kno$leclge or lne
siudenFleachers, follo\'"ing queslion will be
asked:

l.
11.

lll.
Introduction

What is leaming?
How do we leam?
What do we leam?

i."m-fnc ts delill.d as *odification rhrough
exoerience. h is also defined as rhe
aciuisition of behaviour pattem. It is lhe
-oiilication and coordination of theis
responses o[ the organism. Leaming
essentially an active process. It is nol a
Dassive observation of kno\tledge h is nol
ihe mere reading oi books or listening to

lectures. The leaming is an enrichment of

exoerience.
inieraction

ln

of lhe

leamin8 (here
environment

is

wilh

an

the

organism.
,lrOnoUncement Of
LessorI

Today we

will Study Basio Leamrng meory

for teachers.
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Piesentation

I

What is
Learning?

What is Learninq?
The psychologist, as a scientist, wants and
works to get verifiable, explicit and detailed
lacts of the condition and circumstances
under which learnidg takes place. 'He
formulates a .areful definilion of $hat il is
he is gathering facts. He then organizes the
facts into generalizations, principles.
theories. and even laws that become a
scieotific desoiption or explanation of
learning. He wants to know all ofthis as a
scientist.

Scientilic
descriptiotr

Educator as a Guide
Tlte educator wants the same thing, because
his fundamental task is to guide or direct
the leaming of others so that educational
goals or purposes are accomplished. The
educator is. in e[fect, an applied scientisr
who, based on his knowledge and under
standing of leaming, can set the conditions
and can guide the activities of others so that
learning, which is contributor to education
goals, is most likely to take Place.

Educator as a

Guide

Fundametrtal
task
How can a psychologist wotk?

How

Recapitulation

can

psychologist generalize the facts?
Does psyohologist wants to know all?
Answers ofthe students will be assessed and
the discussion willbe held about
Presentation

iiiiiiiili-i

l'noortaot ohas" of L€arniug is

human life,
Leaming is an important phase of human,
life. It is a basic factor in education. Its
growth in the adaptation ofbehaviour to a
wide variety ofsituations and
circumstances. Leaming is a comprcheNive
term aod includes varied acti'/ities and
exDeriences. which have an important
influence on the behaviour ofan individual.

Instinctive behaYiour
Every organism is bom with a certain kind

atr
phase

importaut
ofhumaD life.
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their lifetime. men and animals come across

Instinctive
behaviour.

certain situations to which an instinctive
response is either imPossible or
inappropriate. Therefore, in addition to the
unleamed instinctive behaviou(s, they hav€
lo leam to respond to such siruations ln
other words, he has to modiR' the innate
responses to adjust him with the changing
conditions. All these changes or
modifications of the rcsponses of'the

Changiug
conditions.

of instinctive behaviour. However, during

learning The
the function of
has
explained
psychologist
the mechanism in a number ofways.
individuals are called

Recapitulation

with

1.

Does every organism bom

2.

certain kind of instinctive behaviour?
the
How can organism adjust

3.

a

in

situation?

What these changes called which
occurred in the organism ro adjusr in
certain situation?

The discnssion will be held after

the
importance
about
session
question answer
of leaming in our life.

Preseniation

Leartrinq occuDies an imDortant Dlace in Leartring
occupies

the school.

f-.u.ing*.rpi.,

ar

important place
of
in the school.
efforts
all
leaming
school. Without
to
bound
are
pupils as well as of teachers
become purposeless. Leaming essentially
consists in the modilication of reactions due
to experience or practice. Every stimulation
produces some change in reaction. for
example. in learning a poem for the first
time, brain and intelligeoce do not react
upon it easily as they do in the second, thid
oi lounh repetitions of it As the poem is
leamed again and again, the mental,
Physiological
physiological processes associated with
processes
The
iearning are permanently organized.
leamilg of the poem is registered by ,the
brain and intelligeoce As the leaming of
poem is continued. it gradually gives way to
iacility. Leaming rhus makes whal appeared
un imponanl place in the

dull and ditEcult at first, easy and
interesting later.
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Recapitulation

a2.

wlr

--ata"es te*"ing occupy in
- pt""e

the school?

Does leaming consist

modification

of

of in

reaction

the

or

exDerience?

leaming can make what
appeared difficult thing al first easy

l. Ho\
4.

later?

How can or make learning difficulty
thing easy?

After lhe answer

ol

each questlon ue

ctiscussion will be hetd how leaming
occupied an important place in teaching
leaming process.
Presentation

iiifrfmiiisto

brine chans"s

i'

th" Learning

means

to briog chatrges
behavior oI the orqanism.
ieamins means to bring changes ln ue itr the t ehavior
beharioi of the organism Leaming rn of the organism.
ps)chology has lhe slatus of a construct'
bonstrrci m.uns an idea or image that
cannot be directly obseNed like electrons
or senes but which is inlened from rhe
heh-ariour of lhe organism Melvin H'
Marx says; leaming is a relati\ely enduring
in -behariour, which is a function
chanee
-prior
behavior-rr" (usuall) called
of
pracrice).

FouI attributes of Learning

Four atkibutes
leaming

The words given above emphasize four
attribuies of leaming, as a process the first
is rhat leaming is a pemanenl change in
behaviour. It does not include change due
to illness, fatigue. maturation and use oI

intoxicants. The second is rhat leaming is
not directly obsenable bu( manifests in the
acdviries of rhe individual. The third
attributes of leaming are that leamed
depends orl Practice and exPe ence
Hiigard defined leaming as e change in a
(ubiecl behaviour Io a glven Slruallon
about his repeated experiences in
broucht
-situation.
thrr
Drolided that rhe behaviour

explained on the basis of
native response tendencies. maturation. or
bmDorarv sErles ofthe subiecL (e g. fatigue'
All this rendered teaming
a.,rrs
some$hat distasteful task for the leamers'

change cannot

erc;.

te

Hilgard

of

'
Recapituiation

t.
2.

Does tearni"C
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dfuctly observable?

Does leaming depend on practice and

experience?
what is an earlier view ofleaming?.
The attributes of leaming will be discussed

3-

after question answer session
Presentation

A laler vie$ resarded

learnine
I

A later vie!\ regarded leaming

as a special

form ol' actilil) in which

A later view

I

children i regarded leaming
parlicular
stimuli I
responded specifically lo
in ce(ain prescribed 'itualions According I
to rhis vieu, commonly rendered to as I
stimulus response psycholo$. leaming I
occurs as a result of modificarion of the I
synaptic connections o[the neurons or as a I
synrhetic process of torms of reflex I
behaviour. Accordingl). lhe subjecl maner
and the skills to be leamt should be I
organired specifically lor instructional I
purposes. The slimulates_response theory. I
developed by E,L Thomdike made use ofI
certain laws ol leaming. namely. readiness. ]
exercise and effect. Motivation is primarily
extrinsic and fiequently places emphasis on
rcwards and penalties instead ofthe activity
itselfor its purpose.
L

Recentlv Developed VielYs

One of the recerltly developed views of
leaming is based on the biological concept. Recendy
Accordingly, rhe living organism develops developed views
by the proc€ss of individuation from the
central (cental nervous system) to the
peripheral areas (arras, legs, hands, feet).
This view of leaming is popularly known as
the organism, purposive theory. lt is also
referred to as one of the field theories of
leaming.
Recap;tulation

1.

what is

i

later ui"w oflearning?

2.

Does recent view

3.

the biological conoept?
What are the laws of the leaming?

of leaming

based on

The students will be invited to discussion
for the rccently developed views

of
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teami,,g. ft

*itt

orcompass

with question

answer session.

P.esent

tion-

13g1g11gpgq134

I Leamins has been explained and defined
I a number olwavs A few ofthe vie\

;:t:f]:t

I

L

*"

s

"'*'"

in

given

are

"rreamins

Muon's

view

st ino""'.

acQuisition and

ll

View of

vi"*"
retention"

both

|

vi",n oroanlel

I

1

I Skitrtrer's

view

I

Gates:

I *Leaming
is modificalion of
I
I through experience".

I

I

l;""";-"""'*'
la.

I

of I Munn's View
activity.
'.

I According to Skinners 'Leaming is
I

I

I

or

o"."r* -.*"*.
z.

I Dg.lE!g!

I

"Leaming is more
I
I less permanent incremental modification
behaviour $hich resulrs from
I special uaining or observation

I

| Learnioe

I

I

I According to

behaviour I Gates
I

Bell

I

| view ofDaniel
-Leaming
I In the words ofDanielBell.
I Belt
modification due, lo energies oforganism I
I and the environmental impinging on
I
organism
I
I

irself'
I s- -vi.* orr:Loroe

is
the

I

**. -rt -* "* define leaming as that
I process uhich manifesrs iuelfby adaptive
I changes in the indiridual s behaviour as a I View ofThorpe
result ofexPerience
I
l
6- Kimbre's view
opi*t -t-"arning refers to
I c.nTri.ut"
permanen!
change in behaviour
I more or less
Kimbleh View
which occurs as a result ofpractice
I
l
| 7' YlsrY-e!.!g!c{.9f-e!g-@rq
|

I

I

|
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I ri,e,l"v

""d

cu*"v

.ry!q!E1ts!lh"-99J=-
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of adjustment to environment is the process
of learning. According to them leaming is
''a process by \ahich an organism. in View of
saiisrying his motivation, adopts or adjusts Kingsley and
to a situation in which it must modi& its Garrey
behaviour in order to overcome obstacles or
barriers.
Process

ofLearnins

Thus, the process
following: -

a.

of leaming includes

the

Acquisition ofnew experiences.

b.

Retention of old experiences in the form
of impressions or skills.

c. Development and modificatio[ of
experience.
d. Synthesis and organization of the old
and the new experiences, rcsulting

in

Process

of

Leaming

a

novel pattem called leaming.

Comprehensive Definitiotr

A very compreheNive definition is given by
Comprehensive

Crow and Crow which is

"Leaming is the acquisition of kaowledge, Definition
habits and attitudes. It involves new ways
of doing things, and it operates in an
individual's attempt to ovelcome obstacles
orto adjust to new situations"
Recapitulation

1. Is learning acquisition ofexperienced?
1. What does development and
2.

modifi cation of experience call?

Explain the definition

of crow and

The students will be asked to judge the
definition and detailed discussion will be
held. They will also be asked to prepare
their own definition ofleaming.
Presentation

All learninq is chanqe in behaviour
but all chanqe in behaviour is not
learninq

l.
2.

is change in behaviour but
all change in behaviour is not leaming.
Besides fatigue, &ug or temporPry,
mental state, mafuration also plays an

All leahing

All

learDing

is

change
all charge i!
in
behaYiour but
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i-port*t .ot" in U.inging out change
in behaviour.
Whatever training yotl may provide to
an infant of 6 monlhs old, he will not
speak the language.
Certain changes in behaviour occur
due to both maturation and leaming'

3.

5.

b€haviour is not

leartrins.

I

Matumtion helps in the leaming Certain changes
Drocess. We cannot learn any thing in behaviour
without our bodies taking Pan. The
things we leam, the speed with which
we leam them, and our ability to retain
them all depends on the interaotion
between oul matutation process and

Our ability
retain

our learning experiences.

Recapitulation

J

a2.
3.

Do att A"nges in behaviour call
learning?

Does maturation PlaY

a role in

leaming?
Can training enhance learning?

The students will be asked questions ard
each answer will be discussed about how
leaming and behavior relate with each
orher.

Presentation

Ch"ne"s ln b"hr"
or permanetr!

i-h""c.,

in

l

behaviour

be I be te ponry or
real I permatretrt.

may

,".pJ.ury o. permanent. Bu! an,

|

i!

Ch!trges
behaYiour may

leaming leads to permanent changes in
behaviour. Leaming lo speak a
language or lo write in rhe language is
an instance of permanen! change in
behaviour.

I
I
I

i

Desirable

2.

Desirable attitudes
attitudes

Change in behaliour may take place in
thg
the desirable direction
example,
For
undesirable direction.

or in

children leam good habits as well as
bad habits, desirable attitudes as well as
undesimble attitudes.

3.

Learninq stvles
Leaming can be both incidental and
intentiodal, the school curriculum,
teaching methods and l€aming styles
must be oriented to both intentional and
incidental leaming.

LearDitrg styles
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4.

Children learn attitudes a0d ralues
I

Leaming involves both over dcts and coved
processes. Children leam aninrdes
values, which are coven processes.

and

I
I

Childre! l€ard

5.

Learoins results from reinforced
Draciice

I

attitud€s atrd
values

Learning ,esults lrom reinforced practice.
Practice makes a man perfect. Paactice, Leaming results
training or experience leads to improvement
in present leaming. But practice alone does from reinforced
not cause improvement. Children will leam
to do those things for which th€y are p6ctic€.
rewarded (praised, honoured recognized)
and will leam to avoid doing those things
for which they are punished (blamed, or
getting disapproval).

6.

Learuing is both a process and a
product

Leaming is both a process and a product.
L€aming as a process includes such things
as how the child is leaming (discovery
leaming, meaningful leaming, rote leaming,
trial and enor leaming. conditioning

insightful leaming etc), the nature of
interaction between the child and the
Leartritrg is both
teacher, and many other facto$ such as
a prooess atrd !l
coding and rehearsal which operate at the
product
tim€ of learning. Leaming as a produot
includes the result or outcomes oflearning.

7.

Outcomes of learning

Outcomes of leaming not only include the
fypcs of achievements but also the level of
achievement such as mastery over lhe task.
shon.
essential.
or leaming iust
level
and
leaming as a product includes the
type ofcompetencies attained by the child in
relation to the learning task.

fie

ln

Outcomes of

learning

26-?

Recapitulation

l.

Can leamhg be incidental and

lntentional?

2
3.

Can leaming result from reinforced
Practice?

Is learning both a process and a product?

The students will be encouraged to discuss
all aspects of leaming.
Conclusion

The-C*on

*itl

be ooncluded with the

following description:
interpretations of
explained a deflnition of
leaming as a change in beha\iour that
results from experience.
Certain changes in behaviour occur due to

After describing the
leaming. ue

both maturation and leaming.

The real leaming leads
changes in behaviour.

The following

to

permaoent

the

general

characteristics of leamingi-

i.
ii.

iii.
iv.

v.

vi.

Leaming is adjustment.
Leaming is gro$4h.
Leaming is organizing experience
Leaming is puryoseful
Leaming is active.
Leaming is intelligence.

-
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TO,
The Director,
Federal College of Education,
Islamabad.
Subjecr:- lt1.D Research Narional Unive$itv of Mode.o
La.suaqes.

Dear Sir,

2.

i.
4.

Narional Univcrsiry ofModem Languages, lslamabad is
conducung coaching and trainlng to restrlrctural research and
development programme leading to award ofph-D Degree in
various disciplines.
One ofourPh.D scholars namely Fouzia Kausar is hereby
.ecommended to colduct research in connectioD with he; ph.D
Dissertation.
f1 is requested that all necessary flacilities may be exreodM
to
her in coEnection with above assignm€nI.
I shall be grateful fol the cooperatjoD extended.

w*4.*.|<i,..t,
Brig

Gr

D; Altah Bakhsh Ntaiik,

Head,
Depanment of Education.
Dated:- 23-2-200i

3lo.r

n..

-rq

bll comfia\i }.s!rroh Rc,d. Td(: uz-r_l,oLa<' p{:: (arajr6a:d

].-l l]-.o].,
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National Urriversity of Modeu I-artguage:
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1.

""

N.. inrt. I - 17 / 2oo2l
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atu

WIIOMSO EVERIT MAY CONCERN,
Miss Fouzia Kausar a studeat ofPh.D of rhis Universit), is
hereby recommended to conduct research in conneciion with
her Ph.D Dissertation.

2.

It ii requested that all

necessary facilities may be extended to

herin connection wrth above assignmenr.

3.

I shall be grateful ft). rhe cooperation exteDded.

M/-,-.t^A.--t-i"A
B.ig

@ Dr Alla-h Bakhsh Malik,
Head,
Departmenl ol Education-.
Dated: - 23-2-2005
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